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Foreword
Since its creation in 1972, the Office of the United
Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO) has
striven to assist nations if the world in their struggle
againstnatural disasten, and other disaster situations,
through a two-pronged strategy: firstly through intemational di-ater relief co-ordination, and secondly
through pre-disaster planning in order to mitigate the
risks and adverseconsequencesof disasters.In the lield
of pre-disaster planning UNDRO has organized training seminarsand work-shops, provided technical assistance to disaster-prone countries, and has published
studies on tbe many aspectsof disaster preparedness,
prevention and mitigation.
The origins ofthe presentstudy go back to 1975when
the Co-ordinator decided that a major review of emergencyshelter provision WE needed, panicularly with a
view to giving the iJnited Nations family and Member
Statesguidance on this extremely difficult subject. The
Government of &heKingdom of the Netherlands, expressingitsconcem forthesubject, funded the UNDRO
study. The study wascarried out in two phases:the first
fmm July 1975to September1977,and the secondfrom
November 1979to May 1982.During the first phasethe
bulk of Ihe evidence was assembledand analysed.The
secondphaseof the study saw the development of planning and policy guidelines for emergencyshelter provision, and post-disaster housing more generally.
This has been both a dificult and challenging study,
for the evidence gathered has clearly pointed out the
need for some important attitudinal shins among the
majority of groups providing assistancefollowing disasters. Many conventional and preconceived notions
have been questioned and new ideas proposed.
The publications can be characterized as follows:
It is probably the first comprehensive study to be published on disastersand shelter (many books and articles having been published on limited or special
aspectsof the problem, usually in relation to specific
events).
I! encompascsthe entire disaster sp&trum: disaster
’ preparedness; disaster relief; post-d!sa?ter reconstruction, and preventitin.
It addressesone of the most complex, controversial and
least understood aspectsof disaster managementand
planning.
It analysesthe problem of shelter afier disaster from the
point of view ofthe survivor, rather than through the
traditional perspectiveof the donors and other assisting groups.
It is evident that in the pastdecadethe understanding.
of disasters and their consequenceshas improved. In
.tbe face of tbe mounting social and economic costs of
natural disasters in the third world, the international
community (donors and recipients of aid alike) have
made considerable efforts to improve the quality of

disaster relief. preparedness and prevention: to improve our understanding of natural hazards;to estimate
the risks resulting lherefrom more accurately: and to
take adequate precautionary or preventive mcJ\ares
ahead of disasters. Progress has, never?h4ess, heen
slow: population growth. rapid and uncontroLed urbanization. degradation of the environment. economic recession.and poorly co-ordinated development planning
have. together, conspired to outstrip progress in the
control of disasters. It is certain that disasters are not
merely “acts of God” but arc aggravated by human
error and lack of foresight: that disaster relief can be
made ever more effective through systematized planning and management; and that pre-disaster planning
does help. at least,to reducesomeof the harshestel’%cts
of disasters.Therefore, whatever the difficulties. efforts
to improve disaster relief and pre-disaster planning
must continue unabated.
It can be said with some assurancethat relief management in the fields of medicine, health, and nutrition
has, nevertheless,significantly improved over the last
decade.The benefits of the lessonslearned from major
disastersduring the 1970sand early 1980sare beginniug
to show. However, there remains one particular sector
in which too little progresshasbeenmade,and in which
m 1: conservative and obsolescentattitudes survive,
that is: emergencyshelter, and shelter after disaster in a
more generalsense.Perhapsthe core of thr problem lies
in the fact that, although housing is one of the most
complex and intractable problems ofdevelopment. it is
also one upon which everyone has his or her personal
opinion. thw creating much confusion between objective and subjective evaluations. The leastunderstood of
all issuesis that a house is murely the end-product of a
long chain of social, economic, technological, environmental, political and other interactions. In some countries the housing issueis not “the house”. but land and
utilities (water,electricity, roads,transport, etc.). In others, the poorest, housing has a lower priority than
employm,;nt and nutrition. In no more than a handful
of countries can the house,as a product, be said to be of
primary concern. Until it is fully and widely understood
that shelter is a “process” rather than a “product”,
many housing programmes, however well-meaning,
will fall short of expectations-especially in the drveloping countries. The foregoing reasoning is as true for
the shelteraspectsofdisasters asfor the “normal” housing process.
This study is designed to provide policy and programme guidelines on eniergency shelter and post-disasterhousing for disaster managementpersonnelwithin
the governments of disaster-prone countries; the nongovernmental, voluntary and relief organizations;
donor governments; the United Nations system, and
other international organizations. It should be emphasized that while considered to be a technical study, it is
not a document on engineering or building construc-

tion-for reasons well explained in the text--notably
hecauseprecise sClecificationsfor shelter can only he
given in a precise, local context. This study, nevertheless, provides the foundation for such action.
The study was prepared by the OfIice of the United
Nations DtsasterRe!iefCo-ordinator(UNDRO), under
*he responsibility of Mr. Ludovic van Essche,Senior
Co-ordination 06;cer. The consultants to the study
were Mr. Ian Davis. Principal Lecturer, Oxford Polytechnic, U&c. IL;:i@om, and Mr. Fzcderick Cuny.
Intcrtect, Dallas, ~-LX&,USA. Contributions were also
received from Mr.. Paul Thompson (Intertect), Mr.
Frederick Krimgold, National Science Foundation.
Washington, DC.. USA; and Mr. Aloysius Femandez,
New Delhi, India.
In its closing stages,the draft study was reviewed by
an International Expert Group who met in UNDRO,
Palais des Nations, Geneva, in Decemhcr I98 I. Membersof the Group were: Dr. Otto Koenigsberger(Chairman), Emeritus Professor of Development Planning,
University College, London, United Kingdom; Mr.
Jilrg Vittani, a senior reliefoIIicial of the Leagueof Red
CrossSocieties,Geneva; Dr. Julius Holt, International
Disaster Institute, London, United Kingdom; Dr. Caroline Moser, Develcpment Planning Unit, University
College, London. United Kingdom: Professor Aydin
Gerrnen. King F&&l University, Damman, Saudi Arabia; Mr. Jai Sen, UNNAYAN, Calcutta, India.

The repr. k*r*-*ti
_.. :FZof the Netherlands attending the
Meeting were Ms. vz!ery Sluyter, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, The Hague, and Mr. L. J. Van den Dool, First
Secretaryof Embassy,Permanent Mission of the Ringdom of the Netherlands to the Oflice of the United
Nations and other International Organizations at Geneva.
Observers attended from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR); the United
Nations Centre for Human Settlements(Habitat), and
the World Health Organization (WHO).
The Oflice of the United Nations DisasterRelief Coord&ator (UNDRO) wishes to expressits deepappreciatron to the Government cf the Kingdom of t!le
Netherlands for its unfailing commitment to, and support for, this important and complex study.
It is hopedthat this publication will beofassistanceto
those it addresses,and a source of inspiration for all
those concerned with the problems of shelter in the
developing countries. Readers’comments and suggestions are invited, and should be addressedto UNDRO,
United Nations, Palais des Nations, Geneva. Switzerland.
UNDRO
Geneva, May 1982
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Chapter I
CONTEXT

AND OBJECTIVES

**A Committee of voluntar?: agencies writmg to the
‘resident of Guatemala two years after the earthquake
)f 4 February 1976 admitted that many mistakes had
)een made and listed the following five as the most
mportant: too much aid was given away; too many of
he houses constructed were merely of an emergency
ype: some organizations used large numbers of foreign
:olunteers; too much was done ur:drr pressure and
without proper consultarion. so that the victims became
nere spectators of the work carried out rather than
larticipants: a lot of reconstruction work was underaken without first consulting the Government’s Recon;truction Committee.” *
Of these five “mistakes”. it will be noted that two are
pecilically concerned with shelter and housing proviion and that the others have a clear bearmg on the
ubject. highlighting yet again the importance of this
lrea of disaster relief and raising a number of important
(uestions:
low should disaster assistance be dispensed? Should it
be simply given away. subsidized or marketed in the
affected area?
low can outside aid be balanced with local selfhelp?
Nhat type of housing or shelter should be providedpermanent or emergency?
3ow can the active participation of the affected community be mobilized during the post-disaster pressure for swift action?
low can the government retain control of housing
reconstruction?
Though the literature on lhese and other topics conerned with shelter after disaster is extensive, it is scatered and, therefore, often inaccessible, especially to
ssisting groups seeking guidelines and advice.

!kOPE

In so far as this study is comprehensive . it has to
maintain a certain level ofgenerality. It does not. therefore. address problems of building construction and
engineering which. in the view of UNDRO. can only be
identified and solved within a specific locality and context. As already cmphasiyed in the foreword. this is a
policy and planning document. not a building manual.
Some of the tindings of this study arc rclcvnnt to manmade disasters (for cxamplc, rcfugce situations) and to
long-onset disasters (such as droughts), but its main
concern is with fast-impact disasters (such as earthquakes. floods, cyclones). Although it has been found
essential to view emergency shelter provision in the
wider context of “normal” housing, it must be emphasized that the primary concern of the study is with the
immediate shelter needs of survivors following disaster.
AUDIENCE

This publication is intended for all officials and technicians (professional staff) who arc responsible for planning and executing posr-disaster shelter programmes:
government planners. administrators and programme
managers at the national and regional levels in disasterprone developing countries; the experts and technical
advisers of the international agencies (and the United
Nations system in particular): officials and field staff of
voluntary organizations; relief
non-governmental,
agencies; and donor governments. Clearly, these groups
will be concerned with technical matters as well as with
policy development and programme management.
Since these aspects are closely interwoven. no attempt
has been made to separate them in this study, although
it is recognized that in practice they may be the concern
of different people and agencies, at different levels of
responsibility. It is important to emphasize that the
recommendations are deliberately not intcllded for use
at the local (or primary) level of field implementation,
since detailed guidelines (which are essential for all disaster-prone areas) can only be formulated by local personnel in the light of local conditions. However. the
structure of the guidelines as a whole will provide an
appropriate model for local adaptation.

OBJECTIVES

The present study aims to remedy these problems. its
nost distinguishing feature being the emphasis on
helter needs from the standpoint ofthe survivor receivng aid. It also seeks to assist disaster-prone countries
:specially the developing countries). and all assisting
roups, in solving as effectively as possible the problems
If emergency shelter and post-disaster housing through
he emergency and reconstruction periods. By the same
oken. therefore, this study is also a guide to pre-disaster
Ilanning, in anticipating future disasters.

FGCUS
Although many of the guidelines may be appropriate
to some industrialized societies, the main concern ofthe
study is with developing countries. The emphasis is
placed on the needs of the poorer communities, both
urban and rural, for they are in ‘the majority today.
These communities, for the most Dart, preserve many
links with tradition, particularly when it comes to housing. Therefore, self-help and popular participation con-

-’ Norton, Reggie,“Disastersand Settlements,” Diwstm.

Jo. 3, 1980, p. 339.

vol. 4,

1

forming the foundation of the study. and serving as a
briefsummary ofits recommendations. Chapter 111prcsents the findings and guidelines for emergerfcy shelter.
and chapter IV does so for post-disaster housmg (reconplay in the total reconstruction of housmgafter disaster struction). Chapter V summarizes the most important
in developing countries. The very general character of ccnclusions to be drawn from the study. It calls special
the guidelines must be emphasized in view of the va- attention to the rising expectations of the developing
riety of political systems reflected in the evidence col- countries, the accountability of assisting groups toward
lected. Therefore. some of the advice (for example, on them, and the need to develop local guidelines.
the role ofprivate sector or proWems ofland acquisition
The following time phases are used, although it is
and reform) will be of limite! / :?pplication, again pointrecognized that they will vary according the local coning to the need for specific gLrr +:lines to be developed at ditions and type of disaster:
the local levei. It is further recognized that in urban
Yi~sr O- Pre-disaster phase
areas. in particular, the afkcted commtmity may be
Pi~w f-Immediate
relief period (impact to day 5)
highly heterogenous in terms of religious beliefs. social
status,ethnic backgroundand income level, Again these
P~USP.?-Rehabilitation period (day 5 to 3 months)
differences can only be accommodatedin locally develHUM J-Reconstruction
period (3 months onward)
stitute one of the strongest threads running through the
study. In fact, the evidence suggests that the modem
industrialized sector (large firms of building cuntractars. prefabncation, etc.) has a relativ:ly minor role to

oped guidelines. It is hoped that the formulaiion oflocal
guidelines will be an important and active follow-up
aspectof the present study.

The analysis of the evidence gathered points to fourteen basic principles. These are listed in chapter II.

It is realired !hnt thcsc phases arc somewhat nrbitrar).
but in the case of disasters of sudden onset they arc
adequate for descriptive purposes.
LilStl~ it is important to mention tllilt the cvidcnrc
upon which all tltc findings of the study arc basctl cat! bc
found in appendix A containing 11 case study summar}
sheets.

CMRT 1

Audience
TERTIARY

LEVEL (NATIONAL)

Policy-making administrators
Directors of government building research bodies.
Directors of government housing, reconstruction and emergency
planning agencies.
Directors of international voluntary relief development agencies.
Directors of housing Bnance institutions
SECONDARY

LEVEL (REGIONAUPROVIhCIAL)

Project managers of shelter or
housing progrnmmes
Field staff of governments (donor and recipient); international organizations; voluntary organizations; relief agencies.
Professional groups; architects. engineers, planners.
Private sector: building contractors, suppliers of materials, equipment, etc.
PRIMARY

LEVEL (LOCAL)

Localgroups(snrviving
community)

Local community lcadcrs.
Local teachem’trainers.
Local builde&craftsmen.

The guidelines in Shelter ajer Lkzsfer are focused on tertiary and secondary levels of audience. The
production ofguidelines Ibr the local (primary) level must be undertaken locally by personnel from the
regionaVprovincia1 (secondary) level, working in close collaboration with local groups. SMlrrr q/ier
Disusfer may serve as a model for the preparation of local guidelines. Secdon 5.4~. Advice for the local
level-has been written to assist in this task.The guidelines ii1 Sllelrer ufrerDisaster are focused on
tertiary and secondary levels of audience.

Chapter II
PRINCIPLES
7. Cimting~vk~r phtnitt.q (1~rupilr7rlrtc’ssl

I _ Rrsourtw ~f suniwrs

The primary resourcein the provision ofpost-disaster shelter is the grass-roots motivation of survivors.
their friends and families. Assisting groupscan help. but
they must avoid duplicating anything best undertaken
by survivors themselves.

Post-disaster needs. including shelter requirements.
can be anticipated with some accuracy. Effective contingency planning can help to reduce dtstress and home-

lessness.
K. Rrr.c,rtsfrttc~tii,rl: rho 1)1~1~(,r.tti,ttt~*,ti,r
risk udtrcltca turd rc$wrtr

7 .Mrwcrriivt if rcdi3 .tirr iissislittg .wotrps
-.

A disaster otfers opportunities to reduce the risk of
fature disasters by introducing improved land-use plan-

The successof a relief and rehabilitation operation
dependson the corrxt and logical distribution of roles.
Ideally. this allocation should be undertaken by the
local authorities who xc best quahtied to decide who
should do what. when and where However, if the local
administration is too weak to assumethis tesponsibility. the priority must be to strengthen it.
3. The assmtmtt

ning. building methods,and building regulations. These
preventive measuresshould be based on hazard, vul-

net-ability and risk analyses. and should be extensively
applied to all hazardousareasacross the national terri-

tory.
9. Rclocetiott qf sct~lcstrttts

c$ weds

Despite frequent intentions to move cntirc villages.
towns and cities at risk to safe locations, such plans are
ntrclv feasible. However, at the local lcvcl a disaster will
reveal the most hazardous sites (ix. earthquakes faults.
areas subject to repeated flooding, etc.). Partial relocation within the town or city may therefore be both POS-

The accurateassessmentof survivors* needsis in the
short term more important than a detailed asscssmcnt
ofdamage to housesand property. Partial or inaccurate
assessmentscf human needs by.assisting groups have
been a frequent causeof past failure of relief efforts.

sible and essential.
4. Evacuatiott of survivors
IO. Land ttsc urtd land mttw
The compulsory evacuation of disastersurvivors can
retard the recovery processand causeresentment. The
Successin reconstruction is closely linked to the quesvoluntary movement ofsurvivors. wheretheir choice of
venue and return is timed by their own needs,on the tion of land tenure, government land policy, and all
other hand, can be a positive asset. (In the normal aspects of land-use and infrastructure planning.
course of events some surviving families may seek
shelter for the emergencyperiod with friends and relaI I. Fittaming shcltcr
tives living outside the affected area.)
One of the most important components of a post
disaster shelter programme is its financing system. Outright cash grants are effective in the short term only, and
can create a dependancy relationship between survivor
and assisting groups. It is far more advantageous for
both the individual and the community to participate in
the financing of their own shelter programmes. especially permanent reconstruction.

5. The role of emergency shelter
Assisting groups tend to attribute too high a priority
to the need for imported shelter as a result of mistaken
assumptions regarding the nature, and, in some cases,

relevance of emergencyshelter.

6. Shelter strategies
11. Risirtg expectations
Between emergency shelter provision and permanent
reconstruction lies a range of intermediate options.
However, the earlier the reconstruction process begins,
the lower the ultimate social, economic and capita1 costs
of the disaster.

Apart from the tendency of prefabricated, tcrnpor~r:,!
housing to become perntanertl because of its high inittal
cost, and in spite of its frequent rejection on sociocultural grounds, temporary shelter, nevertheless, fre3

P

quently acceleratesthe desire for permanent modem performance of assisting groups is dependent on their
housing. well bevond reasonableexpectation. It is im- accountability to the recipients of their aid.
portant for assisiinggroups not tc exacerbatesocial and
economic tensions bv such provision where there are
widespread and chronic housing;shortagesamong lowGuidelines on emergency shelter and post-disasicr
income and marginal populationi.

housing for individual communities can oni!: be formulated bv qua!ihed. iocal personnel. in the hght of the
13. .4ccountit~ility qf ‘donors to WCipWrrisqf aid
prevaihng local conditions (tapes of hazard, building
Sincethe most effective reliefand reconstruction pol- traditions, economic base. social svstem. etc ). Such guiicies resu!t from the participation of survivors in deter- dclincs can. however. be modelled on the structure of
mining and planning their own needs. the successful this study.
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The reasons are:
That few assisting groups have prior housing or building
experience and. therefore. are not familiar with the
types of materials required or available.
That indigenous and salvageable materials are often
overlooked when the authorities or assisting groups
reject pre-existing building standards.
That housing is often over-emphasized by assisting
groups, though, as will be seen throughout this study,
it is not always the highest priority item for lowincome families in a developing country. They may
not, therefore, b: willing to invest substantial
amounts of money, time or effort into building formal
str gctures.
These problems indicate the need:
1. To wlderstand the local building process u+~icll
e.x-ists &$x-e a disaster. The most effective assisting
group will be one which is conversant with the preexisting norm, and draws upon this understanding in
the development of the post-disaster programme.
1. To mrwy resources available after the disaster.
This will probably require the employment by assisting
groups of personnel with experience of local building
traditions.J

.%JRVIVORS

PRIORITIES

(See table I)

Improvised shelter following the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.
(Credit:

Bar

Phomgmphic

Servicer.

San Franci.rco)

Following every type of disaster, one or more of the
following sources can be used to obtain substantial
amounts of tbe materials needed for construction:
Inventories of unused materials that existed before the
disaster.
Indigenous materials (both commercially and noncommercially available).
Materials salvaged from the rubble.
Ofthe above, the latter two are the most important for
widespread housing programmes. The vast majority of
the urban poor usually rebuild from materials obtained
from non-commercial sources. Housing in rural areas is
most likely to be based on indigenous materials. Industrially manufactured building materials are those which
normally survive a disaster in the best condition and
are, therefore, the best to salvage from the rubble.
In studying the major disasters which have occurred
during the past ten years, causing extensive housing
losses, it has been found that there have been enough
resources from indigenous and salvaged materials to
rebuild nearly three-quaters of the housing to pre-disaster standards. Indeed, for houses rebuilt to a structurally safer standard, the same materials can be used in
over ninety per cent of cases, thereby substantially
reducing the costs of reconstruction. Yet, authorities
and agencies responsible for handling relief and reconstruction efforts have repeatedly overlooked these resources, and have often, and inadvertantly, taken steps
to destroy them.

Survivors show certain distinct preferences for their
shelter in the aftermath of disaster. The evidence sug
gests that their priorities are:
1. To remain as close as possible to their damaged or
ruined homes and their means of livelihood.
2. To move temporarily into the homes of families or
friends.
3. To improvise temporary shelters as close as possible
to the site of their ruined homes. (These shelters frequently evolve into rebuilt houses.)
4. To occupy buildings which have been temporarily
requisitioned.
5. To occupy tents erected in, or next to. their ruined
homes.
6. To occupy emergency shelters provided by external
agencies.
7. To occupy tents on campsites.
8. To be evacuated to distant locations (compulsory
evacuation).

4 In India in 1971. at the beginning of relief operatinns for the
Bengali refugees, none of the major agencies involved had any prior
housing experience m India. At the peak of the influx of refugees in
August 1971. only three of the ten largest agencies employed housing
or emergency shelter specialists. Over the years, the situation has not
significantly improved: in reconstruction operations in Guatemala,
1976. out of the forty agencies involved in reconstruction, only 5 had
had prior housing experience in Guatemala; and of the remainder.
only 7 had staff with prior low-cost housing experience. Rprconsfnrcbon of Housing in Guatemala: .1 Survey ?f Programs PI opused afier
fhe Earthquake qf Fehuury 1976. Charlotte and Paul Thompson,
UNDRO/Intertect.
1976.
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Shelter priorities of disaster survivors relative to roles of assisting groups
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Guatemala 1976
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Skopje. Yugoslavia 1963
Managua, Nicaragua I972
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Guatemalz 1976, Peking alert.
China 1976
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Van, Turkey 1976

l

Gcdiz. Turkey 1970
Lice, Turkey I975
Van, Turkey 1976
Chimbote. Peru 1970
Gediz, Turkey I970
Managua, Nicaragua 1972
Lice, Turkey 1975
Guatemala I976
Managua. Nicaragua 1972

FUNCTIONS OF SHELTER

Emergency shelter serves several vital functions (nor
listed in order of prioritics):
Protection against cold, heat, wind and rain5
Storage of belongings and protection of property.
The establishment of territorial claims (ownership and
occupancy rights).
The establishment of a staging point for future action
(including salvage and reconstruction, as well as social reorganization.)
5 Evidence from two severe winter earthquakes (Van, Turke), 1976
and Southern Italy, 1980) shows how families take the initiative in
reducing the risks ofexposure, by lighting tires made from earthquake
debris, dig&g in to form semi-underground structures, thus securing
ground warmth: or by erecting several tents inside each other to form
a cellular insulation: skin. This shows that the majority of survivors
whoare frequently from the poorest sectionsofthe community are the
most resourceful. See ResslLr, Everett. fsstrrs Rdard IO the ftwrsiot~
qfEt,lergettg~Sltelrer m Winter Conditions (Report Ott writ IO Culdtvan
Earthqirakc Eawrn Ttrrkej$ lJNDRO/lntertcct,
1977.

Emotional securit) and the need for privacy.
An address for the receipt of services (medical aid. food
distribution, etc.)
Shelter within commuting distance of employment.
Accommodation for families who have temporaril)
evacuated their homes for fear of subsequent damage.h
b A major earthquake and its aftershocks may result In families
needing temporary accommodation for a long period. Normal!! this
form of shelter will be adjacent IO their homes. with many acuvlties
still taking place inside the house but sleepitig occurring in cars. tents
or improvised shelters. Following the 1976 Friuli earthquake in Italy.
many families with undamaged. or partially damaged homes moved
out Into temporap accommodation. Whilst this occurred, a second
earthquake took place. causing addltional damage to the already
weakened structures but minimal loss of life due to evacuated houses.
.A further eflect of earthquakes is that. in certain instances. surviving
famihes have shown reluctance to begin salvaging materials from the
rubble unlil the threal ofa secondap disaster has passed. In the case of
lloods. families will be displaced for as long as it takes the flood waters
to retreat. On their return. the problems of inundated soil, contaminated water supply etc.. normally delay the repair or reconstruction of
buildings.

A key function of emergency shelter is the storage of salvaged belongmgs. This photograph was
taken aRer the Guatemalan earthquake of 1976.
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gaps and unmet needs with survivor participalion.
Advice on local housing needs is best obtained from
local builders. architects or engineers. In some situations there may be local housing institutions with knouledge of building traditions and resources. Ollicial
groups, such as local government housing ofliccrs and
public works departments. will have knowledge of the
local housing process. Advice on how to make lo\v-cost
housing safe against future hazards may need to be
introduced.
but iherc is normally a shortage of local
expertise on this subject.
-.’ P~OI~I~I~II~$muivhI.s citrrl ro0l.s
Establish programmes which msi\c shelter matcl-i:lls
a\.ailable. such as b!ankc!:. plastic shcrting. rooling
sheets. and locall! :,\ allablc or traditional building
materials.
In addillon. tools for building and clearing
rubble arc al\vays needed.

This policy should bc balanced against others advocated in this study: in man> instances lvhcrc Ihc climate
is mild or warm. alternative stratrgics can be adopted to
mobilize
local resources
for r,tptd reconstruction.

Families
Lvishing to leave the affected area lo stay
with friends or relatives who can rcccivc them temporarily. should receive transport.
Improvised shelters in Guatemala. made from any waste materials:
cardboard boxes, earthquake rubble. etc.

Policy Guidelines
Policies to alaid
1. Actions which duplicate the efforts of survivors.
2. Bulldozing rubble and burning timber from damaged houses, which could otherwise be recycled into
new homes.
3. Importing labour for reconstruction when there is
ample labour to be found locally.
4. Importing building materials which can br obtained
locally.
5. Compulsoe evacuation, especially of women and
children: although this can temporarily reduce the
pressure on local resources. it can cause social misery
and apathy.
6. Relocation of survivors on land which is remote
from work, markets, schools and other social and
economic needs.
7. Creating large emergency campsites with risks of
adverse social and environmental effects.
8. Building imported or prefabricated temporary shelters unnecessarily.

Public buildings such as schools. churches. community halls etc. can fulfil an important function in providing emergenry accommodation for home&s families.
S.tch buildings should be earmarked and checked bl
qualified civil engineers fdr their structural resistance to
the prevailing natural hazards. The maximum magnitude of hazard against which to check these buildings
should correspond to the expected magnitude of hazard
for a return period equivalent a! least to the economic
life of the building in question.

6. C’ask gutIts ami sali> t$birildir~g ruatrvYrrl.s
Where stockists are still functioning. the provision ol
cash grants, or low-interest loans to enable survivors to
buy building materials and tools. can be a highly effective policy. However, prior to embarking on such programmes.-assisting groups must ascertain the scale of
needs in relation to local resources: a small communit!
may be able to obtain adequate supplies from normal
stockist, but in a major disaster shortages may rapidly
occur with consequent price rises.
Where the supply of materials or tools is limited.
assistinggroups, including the local governmcnr, should
negotiate the block purchase of supplies and organize
their transport and distribution to the affected area.
Policies to adopr
Various approaches have been adopted lo control the
prices ofessential materials (such as governmental price
1. Enc~olr~~~~~~t?lc~~l
i?fpeople lo par?icipatc irt the asscss- controls). but these inierventions in a market eronom)
JtIcllf qf rlwir LJlVJIrwcds and re.sOlll’L’es
may result in further shortages unless it is linancially
The objective is to minimize dependancy on outside advantageous to the private sector to increase supplies
or production substantially.
support, and concentrate oflicial effon on identifying

It should be noted that the distribution of essential
shelter supplies is more effective if they are sold rather
than given away, though subsidies may be necessary in
casesof severe hardship. Although assisting groups may
find selling more complicated than free disposal, it is
better for the following reasons:
It retains the dignity of the survivor, who will be a
~$$ant
rather than a victim, if he purchases goods
1
.
Free distribution creates problems of dependency.
Free distribution can have serious adverse effects on
local stockists trying to sell their goods in a normal
manner (they themselves may also be victims of the
disaster).
The money fiom the sale of shelter goods is needed by
agencies for other vital purchases.
Although it is better to offer loans than to make outright cash grants. there are nevertheless certain instances when cash grants may be an important and
eftective form of aid:
To near destitute people, where they form so small a
percentage of the population that they will not significantly drive up prices of commodities.
To labourers, in lieu of wages lost following disaster, in
order to enable them to salvage belongings ana materials, and build shelters, or begin to reconstruct their
homes.
To poor a&an& to replace destroyed equipment essential to tb.eir livelihood; also possibly in lieu of income
lost as d result ofgoods destroyed or damaged in the
disaster.
To low income groups across a wider spectrum, when
essential commodities are available in abundance in
nearby, unaffected regions, and where the cash grant

is in effect a subsidy for the part of the price which
traders add for increased transport costs.
7. .-lcce.ssto lund for horising md resxttlenwnr
Authorities frequently hold the key to rapid recovery,
and must recognise the need to make land available.
Ideally such land should be as close as possible to original :lomes and means of livelihood, but in a less
hazardous area. Inevitably this will require loans or
subsidies since the new land will require purchase and
development (see chapter IV).
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3.2 ALLOCATION OF ROLES TO ASSISTING GROUPS

PRINCIPLE: The SIICCCSS
of a relicfand rehabilitation operation depends on the
correct and logical distribution qf’roles. Ideally this allocation shouM be undertaken by the local authorities who are best qualijed to decide who should do
what. when and where. However if the local administration is too weak to
asswne this responsibility. the priority must be to strengthen it.
Au&ewe
l Private sector: Manufacturers/contractors
0 Professionals: Architects/pIannt:rs/engineers
a Policy-making administrators: National (tertiary) level
0 Project managers of post-disaster shelter/housing projects: Regional/provincial
(secondary level).
Time phases
Q Pre-disaster phase-Preparedness/mitigation/risk
reduction.
l Pltnse I--Immediate
relief period (impact to day 5)
l Phase 2-Rehabilitation
period (day 5 to 3 months inclusive)
o Phase 3-Reconstruction
period (3 months onward)
10

incrcasc. E\,idencc from countries where massive bulldozing has occurred. shows that it plays a ncpativc role
for the following reasons:
I. II &WIVJ~ s&@:lc~ rmtrridv. Millions ofdollars
worth of both manuiactured and indigenous materials.
which could be re-used. are often destroyed by bulldo/ing. Those responsible for carrying out bulldozing often
do !lot realize the value ofthe materials being removed.
These same materials can actually be re-used to build
safer houses. if the appropriate building methods arc
adopted.
2. %1 RCIIILMI or chttwtior? ~~fsczlwgfd~lcJ mutrrids will ddq~ ~c’L.otrst~lrc~tion.
It may take months. or
even years, for a low-income family to raise the mane)
to acquire new materials. Even if a low-interest loan
programme is started. it is rare for such a programmc to
be working 14ithin the first three months after a disaster.
Survivors. especially those in towns. relv on access to
salvagcablc matrrials for their initial bu&!ing needs.
3. It dcstrcy~.sIu~rrlr~u~k.s.The ps\;chological need to
beablc to identify with pre-disaster sltesand landmarks
musl not be under-estimated. After a disaster. pcoplc
want to re-establish the pre-disaster norm as soon as
possible. The greater their sense ofidentity, and the less
they have to replace or rebuild. the faster the overall
reco\‘ery from disaster.
4. Tlrr wt:!*pw.wnce ~fhiilldozeis idtihiis rccoi~xtr~~ctim. Mechanized clearance is dusly. noisy and frenried.
In areas where people have had little exposure to heavy,
mechanized equipment, bulldozers are often terrifying.
In some cases, bulldozing can be dangerous: when
knocking down damaged buildings. the debris can spill
over into adjoining public spaces. Reconstruction raxl)
begins until all bulldozing has ceased.

THE RDLEOF N.ATION.AL.~NU LOCALGOVERNMENTS

Second in importance after the surving community’s
own role. is that of the national and local government.
The local government has the key task ofallocating roles
for all assisting groups. In undertaking this. it is likely to
need assistance from the national government. In spite
of the obvious risk of delegation of authority. this pattern of management has been found to be much more
effecti\c than centralised control. Local direction is frequenlly diflicult for outside groups to accept. but it is
vital to successful co-operaticn between survivors and
assisting groups. The following list identilics the main
components of the local government’s responsibility in
the recovery of shelter:
Safeguard employment:
Repair damaged infrastructure:
Restore social services:
Provide safe land for rebuilding;
Assure a steady supply of building materials:
Provide cspertise to introduce safe construction and
siting:
Draw up contingency and preparedness plans for an).
future disaster.
One of the key responsibilities of local government.
cl~wrir~y t~bhle. must be considered where large numbers of houses have been destroyed, authorities may
want to move into the area rapidly and bulldoze the
rubble out of the disaster zone. Mechanized rubbleclearance usually takes place after earthquake and cyclonic storms. As heavy machinery (such as bulldozers.
scrapers and tractors) becomes more readily available in
developing countries, this kind of clearance is likel:; to

The mechanized clearance of rubble (seen here after the Guatemalan earthquake of 1976) can
remove Atal building materials which are capable of being recycled for new construction. such as the
beam projrctmg from the front of the bulldozer.
~C’rdrt lJNDR@l

II

Opening

up roads

and rc-cstahlishing

tclccot?~rnttn;ca-

tion links:
Providing emergency water supplies and sanitation:
‘Transporting and distributing emergency rclicfsupplics
and personnel :
Assisting survivors
in search and rescue operations:
Demolishing structures which thrcatcn to collapse:
Stockpiling essential demolition equtpment. building
tools and vital building materials:
Undertaking aerial surveys of damage.
TM

R0l.F OF LOCAL PROFESSIObALS

Local profcssior~nls have the potential to fultil imporassist:.tncc
roles in the post -disaster
tant technical
phases. However. their involvement is often limited
After the Corinth earthquake in Greece in march 1981, this man 1s because of profc+onal and social barriers bctvvcen the
salvaging roofing tiles from his damaged house.
liberal profcsslons and the low-income groups who
form the majority of those atfcctcd b:. disasters. and
who live. mostly illegally, in unsafe buiidings on hazardous land.
Flowever. there are some instances where bulldozing
is required. Following natural disasters in large, urbanTHE ROLE OFTHE PRIUTE SECTOR
ized areas. damaged high-rise and other structures may
need to be demolished for safety reasons. Finally, it is
The private sector includes enterprises operating on
recognised that some clearance will be necessary to rewidely
diKcring scales. from the small artisan to the
establish communications after a disaster. Employed as
large
corporation.
Overall recons:ruction policy deteran automatically-implemented
policy, however, rather
mines who will prosper, and it is therefore important to
than as a particular emergency measure, rapid mechanrecognise the encouragement that can bc given to small
ized clearance inevitably retards reconstruction.
or medium-scale enterprises. Governnrents have a kev
social role in the way they administer credit. grants or
loans to the business sector. Theevidence suggeststhat a
THE ARMY
major bottleneck in disaster recovery is the lack of”cash
flow” to get goods moving. 4 constraint on the rapid
The army is often called upon to set up emergency delilery of key building materials has heen the monotent camps for disaster victims. Because these camps are polisrtc practtces of a few large stockists and producers
too rigid in layout, too uniform, too large, too dense, and of building materials.
often too far from original homes and work, they are the
source of unforseen problems:7 either they remain halfempty, or they breed environmental and social ills
THE ROLEOFEXPERTS
because of induced promiscuity. In the administration
of emergency shelter programmes. military organizaIn many developing countries there is an acute shorttions seek umformity and conformity. This concern for
age of local expei;ise on many aspects of shelter and
order is simply too much to expect from a civilian pophousing provision following disaster. Expcrtisc is
ulation stricken by disaster. The period immediately
needed for :
after a disaster is a time when people need to get together
Contingency planning (preparedness):
and develop a collective responses. A military hierarchy
Damage survey methods;
of decision-making inhibits this organic social proPreparation
of building codes for hazard-resistant concess.
struction;
The military nevertheless can play an important,
Appropriate modification techniques to rebuild lowpositive role in the emergency phase. It has great potenincome housing, and make it more hazard-resistant
tial for rescue and relief since it possessescertain unique
(this will include both traditional housing as well as
advantages over all other agencies, such as the capacity
some “modern” housing);
for rapid action, pre-established emergency stock-piling
Education of local architects, engineers, builders. carfacilities. and considerable logistical resources. The milpentcrs. in hazard resistant construction.
itary’s most effective roles in relief operations include :
THE ROLE OF EXTERNAL VOLUNTARY AND RELIEF ,AGENC‘IES

’ An exceptionto this broad conclusion occurred after the 1963
earthquake in Skopje, Yugoslavia, when military engineers from
many countries provided valuable assistance in the erection of prefabricated housing. However, thecontext wasnot, strictly speaking, that
of a developing country.

In addition to the primary, altruistic motivation of
emergency relief, there are extraneous pressures on
voluntary agencies which may bc harmful to their purpose. These include:

I hc liLYA 1\1~mprcss their contributors with a rapid and
\ isiblc rcsponsc;
The need IO raise funds:
Competi1ion \4ith ri\-a! agcncics:
The nerd to avoid ol~cnding the susccptibilitirs of the
local administration:
In jome instances. the limitation of their role to a spccilic “r-i,!ief role”, thus encouraging them to restrict
their shelter perception to an artificialI>. narrow frame
of reference.
Ho\vc\,er. they hn\,e certain inherent advantages
which arc particularly apparent when Ihe> operate in
close rapport with local countc~~part agencies. Thrsc
include:
The capaci!y 10 operate very rapidly:
A grass-roo1s link to the local social and political structures:
Flckibility of approach:
Prior esperiencc of disaster management (often these
groups will have grea1t.r experience than all the other
assistinggroups including. in some instances, the central government ).

Quite apart from the correct allocatlon of roles. 1hc
cl-idrncc gathered in this study suggests that many failLIES in emergency shelter and housing reconstruction
programmrs stem from bad management. This criticism appllcs to both govcrnmcnts and assisting
groups.
A sur1.c) of the background of relief and reconstruction programmc managers and licld directors over
1hc las~ decade in relief opcratlons (Nicaragua 1973.
Honduras I Y75. Guatemala 1976, and Andhra Pradesh
1978) shows that none of the kc> stall‘ personnel had
rccei\,cd prior disaster relief tralnlng. It also shows {hat
none of 1he stall’ had a background in managcmcnt. or
had a formal education in programme administration.
Tllc bachgrounds of licld directors were in spccialilcd
Gelds such as agriculture. sociology. anthropology. cconomics. and general dcvclopmcnt :,tudics. Also represented wcrc members of the legal and medical pro&sions. ministers of religion (missionaries). and persons
drawn from the pl;blic relations field. Ofthe lield dircctors of the major voluntary/relief organizations. on!,
three reported that they had received training from then
own organizations In programmc management. and
that this was limited to short discussions.
l-his i5 not to say that field directors and their stalf‘arc
not capable of planning excellent programmes. Scve:al
projects were well thought-out in terms of philosophy
and objectives. The failure was caused by a lack of
expertise in several vital functions:
Budgeting. especially estimating real costs:
Properly sequencing activ;!les:
Forecasting problems:
Programme analysis;
Personnel administration.
Few. if any. courses currently exist to train Iield-level
staff in programme management. (There are several
courses to train executive-level personnel in disaster
management. nowever. most of this training is strictly
for governmental personnel.) As pointed out elsewhere
in this study. there is a lack of solid information upon
which to base project plans. Without management
skills. and without the information upon which to base
decisions, relief programmcs are dorjmed before the!
ever get \tartcd.
One of the most pressing needs in international disaster relief is for programmes to prepare and train disaster managers at all Icvels.

THE ROLEOFDOKORGO:‘ER&!MENTS
Simiiarl> to the constraints on voluntary agencies, the
altruistic motivation of emergency relief provided b!,
donor governments is often tempered by the politics of
bilateral aid. However. they have the capacity to fulfil
important functions throughout all three post-disaster
phases. They are particularly well placed to provide
long-term capital and technical assistance for reconsIruction. and to link such assista.nce to firmer disaster
preparedness and prevention policies.

THE ROLEOFINTERNATIONAL
AGENCIES
(UNITEDNATIONSSYSTEM)
The effectiveness of international agencies may be
reduced by extraneous pressures, harmful to their central purpose, including:
The need to demonstrate their value to ensure their
future growth and funding;
Competition among UN agencies where there are overlapping responsioiiities;
Over-sensitivity to the tendencies and preferences of
requesting governments.

THE LACKOFINFORMATION

However. their distinctive cantribution lies in:
The present lack of training opportunities reflects the
The ability to mobilize Irlrge-scale assistance from a scverc shortage of information on the effectiveness of
past projects. In the Iield ofemergency shelter and postmultipllcit! of sources:
disaster
housing, there arc many descriptions of past
The reduction ofthe need for bilateral as;istancr (where
projects, but there ha5 been little analysis of the causcthere may be strings attached to assistance):
A unique co-ordinating role that no other agency or and-clTect relationships between the conduct of a programme and its restilts. In reviewing the information
government can undertake alone;
available from studies af disaslers, wc knclw where the
Access to international expcrtisc of the highest cal- problems occur. but we have not fully described the
Ibrc:
problems themselves. nor accurately described their
Political disinterestedness.
causes:
I3

I. How do relief and reconstruction programmes relate
to development?
2. What are the different shelter responses required by
different types of disasters?
3. How can technical assistance be best employed to
improve emergency shelter management, and accelerate recovery and reconstruction?
4. What are the most effective means for controlling the
prices of building materials?
5. How can experience and technical assistance be communicated to all levels of management and execution, and how can technology best be transferred?
6. What types of organization are best suited to respond
to shelter/housing needs?
7. What is the true role of emergency shelter in the
overall relief and reconstruction scenario?
8. What makes shelter programmes effective?
These gaps in knowledge stem ultimately from a general reluctance to question the fundamental nature of
the relationship between donor; and recipient. This
question is discussed in detail in ithe concluding chapter.

Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid
The centralization at the national level of all authority and decision concerning shelter.
Permitting an anarchistic situation to develop, where
various agencies perform their own tasks in an uncoordinated manner.
Allocating key roles to assisting groups who are
unfamiliar with the local situation, or who lack any
local counterpart group with whom they can effectively collaborate.
Any policy that encourages partiality of aid distribution.8

Politics to adopt
(See table 2)
The local administration should assume responsibility for the allocation of roles and subsequent direction of
all assisting groups concerned with housing and shelter
provision, whilst making full use of those groups’ particular expertise. In the allocation ofroles, the following
considerations should be borne in mind:
Avoid mechanical clearance of rubble (bulldozing)
where building materials can be salvaged.
The local administration should allocate all roles for
shelter and housing assistance.
There are important roles for the military, but they
do not necessarily include shelter provision.
Local professionals can be extremely useful but are
often psychologically and socially removed from the
shelter and housing needs of low-income families.
Their attitudes and commitments need to be
changed.
5. The local private sector. particularly small enterprises, can play a major role in building shelter at
economic rates, but they must be protected from
cartels and monopolistic practices.
6. Local experts should always be used in preference to
foreign personnel. However, not all the expertise
required can be found locally.
7. Voluntary agencies have a flexible, grass-roots capacity which can be a vital asset in providing assistance at local levels.
8. There is a noticeable lack of effective project management of shelter and housing programmes. with a
consequent need for training at all levels.
NOTE

The majority of issues discussed in this chapter are
examined in more detail in chapter V, section 5-3. on
the accountability of donors to recipients of aid.
Key references

8 A traditional solution to the problem of the proliferation of agencies has been the simple allocation ofgeographical areas whereby one
agency will take responsibility for one community, and so on. This
policy has its attractions since it is relatively tidy and it recognizes
pre-disaster patterns of working where certain agencies may have
established close relationships with certain communities. However, it
has many pitfalls, the most signiticant being partiality of aid distribution, since some agencies will have more resources than others.
Given the close contact between adjoining communities, such a policy
can cause acute local dissention, and all local goodwill can bc rapidly
turned into hostility towardsa particular agency. Therefore,, the roteallocating authority must be exlremely sensitive to the quesbon of the
choice ofdifferent communities for aid projects. The overriding concern must be for fair distribution of resources.
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TABLE 2

Ideal roles for assisting groups relative to shelter provision

Phase I - Ittttttediat~ rekfperiod
Search and rescue operations
.
.
.
Clearance of rubble (recycle
materials)
.
.
Re-eslablish
communicalions . . . .
. . .
Co-ordinate exlemal assistance
. . . . .
. .
Provide emergency shelter
Re-establish damaged infrastructure (water sewers.
etc.) . . . . .
. . . . .
Assess unmet needs of survivors . . . . . . . . .
.
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Phase 2 - Rehabilitation period /day 5 to 3 months)
Providing essential building
materials _ . . .
.
Provide expertise for safe
housing construction .
Release safe land for new
housing . . . . . . . .
.
Re-establish damaged infrastructure . . . . . . . . .
Rebuild damaged and destroyed homes . . . .
.
Assess damage to housing .
Co-ordinate external assistance . . . . . . . . . . . .
Re-establish local economy
Provide cash inputs to survivors . . . . . .
. .
Clearance of rubble (recycle
materials)
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Phase 3 - Recotutnccrion period (3 months onward)
Re-establish damaged infrastructure
. . . . . . . . . .
Formulate building codes for
safe construction
. . . .
Provide expertise for safe
housing construction . .
Devise contingency plans for
future earthquakes . . .
Develop stockpiles of essential building materials
.
Rebuild damaged or destroyed homes . . . . .
Devise any new plans for destroyed towns .
. . .
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3.3 THE ASSESSMENT OF SURVIVORS NEEDS

PRINCIPLE: The accurate assessment qfsurvivors’ needs is in the short tcrrn more
important than a detailed assessment of damage to houses and properly. Partialor inaccurateassesments ofthe human needsbvassistinggroups have been
a frequent cause of’ past .failure of relief qfforts.
Audience
0 Private sector: manufacturers/contractors
l Professionals: architects/planners/engineers
l Policy-making administrators: national (tertiary) level
l Managers of post-disaster shelter/housing programmes: regional (secondary)
level
Time phases
o Pre-Disaster Phase-Preparedness/mitigation/risk
reduction
l Phase 1-Immediate
relief period (impact to day 5)
l Phase Z-Rehabilitation
period (day 5 to 3 months)
o Phase 3-Reconstruction period (3 months onward)

COMMONFAILURESOFASSESSMENT

One of the first responses tb natural disaster is to
estimate the extent of the damage. Assumptions are
then made about the kind and scale of the survivors’
needs. Specific failures in assessment occur in three
categories:
I. Lack qffarniliarity of assessorswith the local situation. A lack of knowledge of housing conditions prior
to the disaster often makes it difficult, if not impossible,
to distinguish between disaster-related needs and preexisting housing shortages. Consequently, shelter requirements may be overstated, attributing residual
housing deficiencies to the disaster. Lack of familiarity
with the local situation can also result in overlooking all
forms of local resources, which may be extensive: social
‘*coping mechanisms” which can assist in providing
emergency shelter; all forms of material goods, including existing supplies of building products and tools
stocked-in the normal course of events-within
any
‘large community; local skills and manpower which can
be used for both emergency shelter and reconstruction;
local agencies or institutions (e.g. co-operatives) able to
manage shelter and housing programmes,
2. Lack of understanding of appropriate techniques
for damage and needs assessment. Conventio<al methods of data collection do not work in the chaotic conditions of the immediate post-disaster phase, and assessment techniques to measure survivors’ needs have
to dra.w the subtle, but vital, distinction between ‘needs’
and ‘wants’. However, information-gathering technology may not be appropriate to the technical level of the
country being surveyed (data requiring computer analysis, for instance, is useless if a computer is not readily
available either in time or locally).
3. Weak management qf the assessment. Inappropriate assessments can be characterized by:
The over-estimation of needs by local or national oficials in order to receive maximum assistance.

H higher priority being placed on damage surveys than
surveys of basic human needs.
A lack of active participation by the &u-viving commu- I
nity (or even the surviving local administration) in
the assessment of needs.
Confusion as to who has the responsibility for making
the assessment.
Problems of communicating the assessments of assisting groups.
Lack of definition of the objectives of the assessment
(for example. is the assessment of needs aimed at
regenerating the self-help process in housing reconstruction, or is it aimed at providing emergency shelters before all other considerations?).
DEFINING WHO SHOULD MAKE THE ASSESSMENT:
THEPRORLEM
OFAIJTHORlTYANDlNFORMATlONNEEDS

It is a characteristic of all major disasters that too
many regard it as their role to make an assessment of
survivors’ shelter needs. There may be confusion within
government departments about where this responsibility lies. Health, housing and emergency planning ofTicials have all often regarded it as their particular task. In
addition, groups such as the military frequently make
their own assessments, as do voluntary organizations,
representatives of international agencies, etc. They
often do so either to suit their own views and operational policies, or as verification of official assessments
which they may be inclined to distrust, or which may
not be sufficiently detailed for their purposes.
Given this situation, if the government is to maintain
full control it will be necessary for assisting groups to
accept ultimate governmental authority in the assessment ofneeds, as in all other reliefmatters. On the other
hand, the government must recognise the value of
assisting groups’ advice on assessment, since many of
these groups will probably have more experience of dis-

aster impact than the government Itself. Further. the 3. The assessment must be vcriliable. Many assistlnp
groups will be well cupericr.ccd in disaster managcgovernment must be prepared to accept--here
the
mcnt, and will be quick to detect over-estimations.
assessment of needs and damage is a task beypnd its
Once assisting groups recognise the accuracy of the
resources-to enter into a close \t;orking relatlonship
with all assisting groups, and. fr$jm the information so
assessment. they will bc less likely to insist on their
own indepcndcnt assessments. It is essential to capicollected, to act as the clear ng-house for informatalisc on relief assistance for the medium to longer
tion.
terms. 7.here is an urgent need to transcend exclusive
preoccupation with immediate relief needs. and to
Policy guidelines
gi1.c more thought to reconstruction needs at the
outset.
I. Policies that encourage a proliferation of indcpendent assessments.without co-ordination or agreement
on the sharing of information.
3. Requesting the assrssment of needs from those without prL-disaster knowledge of the localit:;.
3. .4waiting the results 01 damage surveys and subsequent vulnerability, analyses before starting an!
housing reconstructton. Although damage sur\ eys
reveal the need for detailed vulnerability and risk
analyses of variou: building types and sites, the evidence indicates that if such stud& do not aIrcad\
exist, it is rlor advisable 10 wait for their completion
before starting the reconstruction process-both
should proceed in parallel. for delays dissipate commitment and resources.
4. Isolating damage or structural surl’eys from the
assessment of social. cultural and economic needs.
5. Assuming that the assessment of needs and damage
surveys can be undertaken after a disaster, LXithout
having set up a methodology beforehand.
6. Over-reliance on sophisticated technology, such as
remote sensing or high altitude photographs. for
damage surveys.
Policies to adopt
1. The governmental body in charge of relief must aliocate all roles as a matter of priority to those individuals or organizations best equipped to make the
assessment. It is advisable for the assessment of
shelter needs to be undertaken by a multi-disciplinary governmental/inter-agency
team, covering
public works, housing, sanitation, community development, relief, etc. The composition of the team will
vary according to the type of disaster and local conditions. Although [here may be extensive da’mage to
housing, damage to the infrastructure and other scctors of the economy may be of equal, or greater.
concern to the survivors.
2. Some members of the team should be familiar with
the normal pattern of life in the affected area, so as
not to confuse immediate emergency needs with the
norm for the area. This is not an easy task in marginal
or squatter settlements, where, for the most part,
people subsist in a state of chronic housing shortage
and need.
9Followingthe I963earthquakein Skopje,Yugoslavia.theauthoritiesundertookdeWeddamagesurveysin parallelwith vulrzrability
analyses.
Bothactivitiescontinuedwhilstreionstructlonbeganon less
hazardoussites.In contrast,followmgthe 1970Peruvianearthquake,
themicrozoningstudiesof Huarazdelayedthestartofreconstruction
for 3 to 4 years.This resultedm socialdisruption,decliningvalur -f
cashallocations,andthe dissipationof will IOrebuild.

Cit’lDELli\it!t

FUR I HE ,ASSESShlENT Ot NEEDS AND IlCvlA(iF

I . P:I 4i.w.sif~r p/irtttritr,q iltt.f’lt~tt~cdtzc~.s.s~
7 hc establishment of proccdurcs for post-disaster
needs’ assessment and damage surveys are a vital part of
the prcparedncss planning process. The lirst rcquirement is for a data base against which the conditions
following the disaster can be measured. To this end.
certain pre-dlsastcr conditions should be met:
(a) Identification and mapping of hazardous zones.
(b) A description of prevailing building techniclues.
(c) Mappmg of elements at risk.
(L/) Estimation of housing demand. In the event of the
need to c’econs;ru;*t housing. the scale of demand
\viil be a function oft
- The rate at which the rcgron is being urbaniscd.
am? under what conditions:
- The c(:onomIc profile of the area (incomes, level
of employment. skills. the building industry,
etc. j;
- The demographic prot’ilc of the area, especially
the rate of population growth and the distribution of age groups:
(r) Preparation of a sociological prolilc of the community. Part ofthe information produced by the profile
should include a description of the “copmg mechanisms” by which zumivors. institutions and public
services respond with assistance and shelter.
(/I Description of the building industry. Such information is vital if an outside agency is to formulate a
shelter programmc well co-ordinated with local procedures and resources.
The above information provides not only a basis for
estimating emergency shelter needs following a disaster
rapidly and accurately, but it is also the foundation for
long-term risk rcdu<tion and prevention.
1. It~liwtt~utiott t~l~~~i~~~iitt~ttt~~~tNI~~l!~~/iC).
rh ittrpnc7 cfu
disa vlrt
(u) The approximate number ofhousing units t.hat have
been destroyed.
(h) The approximate number of housing units that are
too severely damaged (and in danger ofcoilapse) to
provide safe shcltcr.
(c) An assessment of esposure to climate and weather.
(II”, The capabihty 0,’ the community’s social ‘coping
mechanisms’ to provide emcrgcncy shcltcr. i.c. how
many survivors can be housed by lhmily or friends,
or filld refuge in public buildings. etc.

.._._---.- -..._

-.

.-___

(e) The feasibility and likelihood of survivors fashioning their own emergency shelter from salvaged materials.
v) The proportion of survivors that have access to
emergency shelter provided by the authorities and
assisting groups within the lirst 24 to 48 hours.
(s) The most appropriate and accessible emergency
shelter types available (ifany) for survivors without
shelter.
(h) Accessibility to the disaster sites.
(i) The risks of secondary disasters that may influence
shelter needs (e.g. fire, after shocks, landslides
etc.)
0’) The,manpower at the disasteir site, capable ofassistmg in erecting emergency shelter.
3. It!fowlatiotl iieeded.for I’~~cotlstl?l~‘Iio~~
The information needed for the subsequent postemergency phases depends on the objectives of reconstruction, especially in terms of development. This is a
major policy issue that will be made at the national level
following all major disasters. In contrast to the emergency phase, the assessment of needs and resources fat
reconstruction requires a thorough and systematic collection ofinformation. The specific tool for information
collection will again be a function ofthe type ofdisaster
geographical limitations of accessibility to the disaste;
sites, and social conditions.
4. Damage surveys
Strl?eJJmethods. The process for collecting the necessary information obviously cannot be a systematic
family by family survey. Therefore some type of survey
is essential to obtain usable data. However, natural disasters often reduce accessto the stricken area by cutting
lines of communication (rail, roads, bridges.) The most
useful survey method may include low level reconnaissance flights. A trained observer can determine the geographic extent of the disaster area, the relative degree of
damage al each location, detect patterns ofdamage, and
perhaps see patterns of the survivors’ emergency response. The aerial survey can also be used to identify
areas that are accessible by land for limited though more
accurateground assessments,and to identify those areas
on which to concentrate relief efforts.10
But it should be noted that although such a survey can
help caiculate the number of buildings damaged, it cannot, ofcourse, provide information on damage invisible
from the air (e.g. cracked adobe walls, weakened foundations, roofs in a near state of collapse, etc.). For this
reason, the data assembled must be assessedin conjunct@ with that co!lected by sample field surveys. Interviews with reliable eye witnesses may also provide additional information of value.
Field surveys. The field survey must be regarded as
the most useful method of information collection, as
opposed to aerial survey or sample interviews. Field
surveys may be limited by the following factors:
Depending on local conditions and survey objectives,
the cost can be high in money, time and expertise:
IDFollowingthe Guatcmalan earthquake of 1976, aerial photography was extensive, ranging from low-level high resolution material to
photpgraphs pbtained from high altitude flights. The photographs
provided basic information on damage to buildings. life-lines. and
access ways.

The affected arcas may be difficult to reach:
Cultural heterogeneity in the area to be studied may
make it difficult to obtain useful data from sampling:
Interviews may distcrt the information, depending on
the intervieweriinterviewee relationship:
Field surveys require considerable local knowledge to
distinguish damage from poor building techniques;
C’ultural differences between the affected population
and foreign or national experts may produce difltirences of understanding and therefore difficulties in
designing appropriate reconstruction programmes.
Nevertheless. lield surveys have some imporlant advantages:
They generally cost less than more sophisticated asscssment methods. such as remote sensing.
They use less sophisticated, and therefore mo;‘e accessible, technologies and equipment than in aerial observation and remote sensing.
They yield high volumes ofinformation. In sudden disasters, data collection includes estimates ofthe number of injured people, types of injury, number of
deaths, availability of health facilities, medical and
paramedical resources, quantity of medical supplies
still available, damage to water supply and wastedisposal systems, risk of communicable diseases,
damage to lifeline systems, and to physical structures.
Field surveys are also particularly valuable for inventorying useful resources. such as building materials
for temporary and permanent shelter, reusable debris, labour, building contractors, etc.
They make it possible to generalize from relatively
small samples, if adequate techniques are used.
They permit the participation of local personnel’who.
after a short period of training. can conduct interviews and assist in other field survey tasks. Skilied
personnel is needed, however, to plan. supervise and
analyse the collected data.
5. Checklists .for the assessnrent qf needs and damage
(a) Figure 1 contains an outline for a needs assessment in the field. It is intended to demonstrate the scope
of information that is useful in planning a shelter programme. It can be modified to reflect the specific conditions of the community and its culture. But it should
be recognised that the specific design of the survey and
the manner in which it is implemented should be as
open to influence by the survivors as it is to that of
assisting groups. Both can bring specific skills and
expertise to this task.
(b) The survey form (Figure 2) is designed to identify
structural problems and so provide information necessary for safe rebuilding or repair. A person trained in
structural evaluation should study several damaged
houses of each basic type of construction in order to be
able to describe the generai paltcm ofstructural behaviour in the disaster. Once the structural expert has established the general pattern of damage, he should train
local personnel in carrying the survey. They will then be
able to complete the survey and to tabulate the number
of damaged houses.
The damage assessment form includes a general evaluation of how well different structural elements and
materials held up. To be useful, the survey should note

FIGURE I

Suggested information requirements for a needs assessment
I.
1.1
1.2
l.3
I .4
I .5

Data of head of family at time of interview
3.3 Resolve housing on the same site
Name .......................................................................................................................
I ...................
rebuild or repair with owners own resources
Address .................................................................................................................
2 .................rebuild or repair with loan
City or district .....................................................................................................
3 ..... .......... rebuild or repair but does not have funds
State (province) .................................................................................................
3.4 Move to anothel site
married or living together .........................
Marital status ....................
I ............. rent at another site
....................
2
.............build at another site
single
I .6 Age ..................
3.5 Immediate assislancc needed
1.7 Occupation ..............................................................................................
1 .............. materials for immediate shelter ............................
......................
.............................
1.8 Idcmification number ............................
rooting .............
...................................
I .9 Name of spouse (partner) ..................................
2 ................site and materials
..................
....................................
1.10 Age .................. occupation .....................
3 ................. help IO clean the site
I. I I Number of minor children ................................................................
4 ............. temporary shelter (refugee center)
ages ..............................................................
1. I2 Sea ....................................
5 .......... ..... information on how IO rebuild safely
........
6 ............. other .............................. ............
3.6 Long-term assistance
2. Housing data before the disaster
1 ... .............building materials
2.1 Tenency of the house
3 .......... technical information
1 ....................
owner occupied wiill title
3 ..............
loan
2 ...................
owner occupied without title
.................................................
4 ................other ..................................
3 ...................
rented
4 ....................
occupied (squatter)
4. tnformation for the family
If the land is rented or occupied
.............. 4.1 Evaluation of safety of house
.......................................................
Name of owner .............................
Address .....................................................................................................................
’ .................good
2 ....................
needs repair
2.3 Available resources
3 ............
...... unsafe without repair
I ....................
savings .................amount
4 ...................
unsafe. must abandon the house
2 ....................
annual .....................................
monthly savings ...................
5 ..................not sure
3 ..................building materials that can be salvaged
6 ...................
other
....... ....................................................................................................
4 ...................
time available for work ...........................................................
4.2
Your
housing
plans
per week or other ........................................................................
3.
3. I

Conclusions
Total damaged
I ...................
completed destroyed
2 ....................
seriously damaged
3 ....................
light damage
4 ....................
no apparent damage
3.2 Safety of House
1 ....................
inhabitable
2 ....................
unsafe bur can be repaired
3 ....................
unsafe and unrepairable
4 ....................
not sure of safety

the quality of the materials, their arrangement in the
building and the distribution of cracks, deformations,
and so on. Information should also be obtained on the
type of soil, peculiarities of the building, or interference
from neighbouring structures.
6. Role sf survit~ors in the ussesstnent qf needs
As has been stated, survivors must have a full and
effective role in determining their emergency needs,
especially shelter. This principle must be applied to the
process ofdamage and needs assessment. In the event of
a slowly developing disaster, such as drought, there is
usually ample time to involve the affected population.
However, these types of disasters seldom affect shelter,
unless the community is relocated. In the immediate
aftermath of a sudden disaster, when there is considerable damage and chaos, the immediate involvement of
survivors in assessment may be inappropriate, at least
until the initial rescue and relief operations have been
organized.
Beyond the emergency period, however, survivors
should begin to take an active role in the assessment of
needs. The interview ofkey individuals within the com-

(the same as 3.3 or 3.4)
4.3 Assistance requested
................................................................................................... , ...
(the same as 3.5 or 3.6)
for more information. go to
..........................
..........................
..............
... ....................
.............
.............................
....................
........................
.............
..... ..................................................................
........... ............................................
..........................
.............................................................
or call
......
...........................................
................. .....................
................................................

munity is often considered the appropriate course of
action. For this to be successful, the individuals interviewed must be not only w:ll informed about the extent
of damage and needs, but willing and capable of providing information, and fully representative of their
community. Obviously, the more familiar the authorities and assisting groups are with the community, the
more secure they will be in obtaining reliable information.
7. Dissethatiotl
atld sharing yf assesstmw itSorttiarion
The dissemination of information to all interested
parties must be assured. A possible means of information sharing might be the creation ofa council ofassisting groups working in the disaster area. The council
could be structured with one agency responsible for
liaison and acting as the information clearing-house.
Whatever the means, it is essential that the information
reaches the head ofthe housing task foice, and is placed
in the hands of staff capable of effectively interpreting
it.

FIGURE 2

Damage assessment survey form
Roof and roof support

Description
..- ...
.................
Size .........-........_............................._.............
.._.^....-.......-.-...-.................
..._...-. ..........
.......................
Materials ..........._...................-.-........
..................
...........
_.........................
.-.- ..-..-.............
......-.-..................
original cost .-._ -. ...........__”
Replacement cost .........._._.................................
.......................
- _..........
Cost of repair ....I._........_
Per cent of damage
O-25% ....................
26-50% - .................
Over 50% .._-......,._,_

Roof configuration
Other .......................
Shed ...................
Hip ....................
Gable ....................
....................
Roof support system .......................................................................
.................................................
Roof/wall attachment ...........................................
(Photo)

Estimated Pitch ........................................................................................................
......
................................
.................................
Overhang ..........................................
Description of damage ..........................................................................................
............................................................
Evidence of uplift ................................

Damage to utilities ........................................................................................................
......................
...................
..............
............................
...............
... ........................................
.... Protected ...............
Open ..._.......__
Rural ....................
Urban ....................
Description of sequence of failure ......................................................................
..................................................
If protected, describe: ._........................................
....................................................................................................................................
Description of terrain ..............................................................................................
General information
...............
................................................................................................................................
..........................................................
Community ......................................................
Foundations
..........................................................................................................................
location
Site

.............................................................
Anchoring foundation ...._....................-...Use ......................................................................................................................................
.....
.... . ..-...I...............-..........................................Materials used ......... .. ...........
Age ......................................................................................................................................
..-_...................................................Builder .......................................................................................
..-..-..................
........................................
Evidence of faihrre ..................
-. ...............
.._....................................... Hazard type ..................................................................................................................
.._.........................
Preservatives ....._.. ............
..........................................................
Magnitude ...........................................................

Walls

Frequency/return period ......................................................................................
..........................
plans ..................................................................

..-........................
Materials used .^........................
I................
..”- ....r....................................
” ..-- ...“..........
...
.._....._........................and
width
........
Height
--.- ..................................
-.-.--_. ......_.-.-. ..........
..
.._...................Reinforcement system ...........
(ConJYguration)
..--. .... ....
- ....-......-.... .... .- ...- ..”C..__...._...L.......-

Ownerkkcupant

. .........................................................
..............................
Observations .............................
.I...........................................................
......................................................................................
................................................
.....................................
...............................................................
...........................................
Recommendations ..............................................................
:
....................................................................................................
.................................................
........................
................
.......I.._.......................
.....................................................................

.._....
Damage description location -. ...........
..
- ..-. .... .......a...-. ........._._..............................Evidence of explosion or implosion ........
........
__................................
-.--. .........“.--. ...........

tkMh4ARY

I. Primary

Date .................................................................

baseof existing housing conditions, housing demand, house types, labour and material resources.the norm:.Tb. ilding prnrp=sand related
social conditions agait, ’ WI I a post-disaster
needsassessmentcan be nic,.sured.
Develop an assessmentprocedurethat co-ordinates
the efforts of all the assistinggroups in collecting
and sharing information.
Support the establishment of a national team of
experts, who will train local government officials
and technicians in administrating pre- and postdisastersurveys(this team should also be ‘on call’
to assist in the execution of post-disaster surveys).
Preparepost-disastersurvey models, identify~g all
essential information, adapted to specific disaster-prone communities.

OF POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

level (local)

(a) @e-disaster
Carry out hazard mapping, and the mapping of elements at risk.
Prepare assessmentand survey methodology accordingly.
Prepare logistics for duplicating, distributing, and
collecting survey forms.
(b) Post-disaster
Identify local peoplewho can participate in the execution of field surveys(they needto be literate and
capable of learning basic survey and analytical
skills).
2. !S~S;~dary

artd tertiary

levels (regional

and

na-

(a) trp-disaster
As part of disaster preparedness,develop the data

(b) Post-disaster
establish policy a~*’
..J programmesfor the reconstruction of housing, in harmony with the prevailing
development partems.
20
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TABLE 3

The application nf data obtained from damage surwys to vnrious assisting groups
-

Merhod ofasscssmg damage

Sur\ tvors
Local voluntar)
SeCIoT

.

.

.Air surveys of roads. bridges, etc. Field sampling
tcchmqucs for well contamination; vdlagc-byvillage surveys of damage to wa1cr supply.
sani1ation.

Air surveys when dam,lgc is to raw matcnals. such
as trees. coupled wi1h lield surveys of warehouse
stockpiles. etc.

A mtxturc of low-lcvcl and high-lcvcl atr surveys
coupled with field survey sampling techniques.

Useful for avoiding blocked roads. contaminated
waler supplies. etc.

Of possible use. but this data is probably alread?
known to locals.

Limi1cd use.

Necessary for privale
resources.

Essential m determining whether to order supplies
from external sources. Also useful rn dercrmining
stockpiles for future preparedness planning.

Useful for devxmining:
(0) The supply of esscnttal
conslruclion:
(h) The supply of tools.

agencrrs and pnvarr
seclor tn deplo~mg thcu

matcrtals

for

Local go~crnmcnl

Essenhal m prevcntmg sccondar) &asters such as
cpidcmtc diseases due to contaminatton. and in
rcstormg servtces.

Essential tn determining whether to request
supplies of materials from external sources.

Essential to determine the need for:
in particular
circumstances.
(4 Supplymg.
emcrgenc) sheller (e.g. tents).
(/II AllocatIng funds to survivors:
(C’J Estahhshing what matc’rtals will he needed for
rcconstruclion.

Na1ional goxemment

Essential in the event of maJor dtsastcrs. IO
determine the resources needed.

Useful m dctcrmming what contrlhutions are
needed. particularly from adjommg countries.

Needed IO detcrminr:
(u) Whether to provide tcmporarl, or cmergenc>
shelter:
(1)) Wijethrr to provtdc butldmg suppI& 7c.g.
&oling malcrials):
(1,) Whr1hcr expertise is necdcd to gtndr
rcconstructmn.

Local mtlita~

Esscnttal.

L’\eful. slncc the army ma! use thetr own stockptlv;
0C matcnals.

Not nrcdcd

Forclgn etpcrtr

Essential for all consultancy work.

Essenlial for advtcc on the Import ol~mrrrenals.

Essential Ior an) advice betng oli‘cred on
reconslructtcm.

Not relevant.

L Iseful.

I’scful In dctermlning
maxunum resource5

External donor goxemmrnts

Relevant. if there ts bilateral ald

Relevant. lf thcrc 15!,dateral ard

Relevant of there IS bilateral aid

In1ernational agcnctes

-2s abo\e.

4s abo\,v.

Relevant for the co-ordinatmn
asslstancc.

J

Ea1crnal \oluntar)

agenctes

which

5;1k

areas 10 dcplo!

of mtcrnatlonal

STEPHENSOY. R.S..C’nderslanditzg Eurrhqwk

NOTE
Table 3 provides synoptic guidance on the relevance
of damage survey data to the various assisting groups
concerned, including the survivors themselves.

Rt~liel‘(;lrr~i~lrr~r,.s,/iv
Prjvaalr .-@w~es and C‘wmrrrcinl Orgunrrarrom. lntemattonal
Disaster Institute, Foxcombe Publications, Famhxm. United
Kingdom, 1982.

b’itho
and

How to Ernlltarc Housing
Fur/llre./ol~~~,~,~rl~
Earfhquakes (form with checklist for assessors
of damage), AIA. Washington, USA.
HUGHES.Richard. Guide to Post Earrhqtrake Buildrng Damag~.-fssessdent. Disasters. vol. 5. No. 4. 1982.
AMERICAN IN~TITUTEOFARCHITECTS(AIA).
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COMMTEE ON INTERNATIONALDISASTERANSTANCE (CIDA),Assessing Internotimal Dlsmfer Needs, National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C., 1979.
TAYLOR. Alan J., “Assessment of Victim Needs”, Disasters atrd rhe
SMU// Dwe/hg. Pergamon, Oxford, United Kingdom, 1981,
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OF SURVIVORS
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Cordc
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PRINCIPLE:

The comp~rlsory
exurulkw
yf hsasrw
swhws
cau ret&
the
recoser~~* process arid cause rmeatruerit.
The vohttars
wownwut
qf’swvirors,
dwre their choice of state and ref1m1is liuwc/ hy thch oux weh,
011 the other
hui,
cat1 he CI po&iw
asset (iw the rlotwul
cowsc yf crews snow srrrCirlg
,faniilies
seek slrelter.for
the emergcticy
period with jiYeiuls and relatives living
oiaside the @lkte~
area).

o Private sector: Manufacturers/contractors
a Professionals: Architects/planners/engineers/public
health officials
l Policy-making administrators: National (tertiary) level
o Project managers of post-disaster shelter/housing projects: Regional/provincial
(secondary) level
Time phases
l Pre-disaster phase-Preparedness/mitigation/risk
reduction
l Phase I--Immediate
relief period (impact to day 5)
o Phase J-Rehabilitation
period (day 5 to 3 months)
o P/law j-Reconstruction
period (3 months onward)

CONFLICTING PRlORlTlE!5

After disasters there are normally two conflicting seis
of priorities:
I. The desire of ofticials to clear the affected region of
everyone, except those involved in relief activities,
so as to relieve public services which may be only
partially operational.
2. The desire of families to remain as near as possible to
theirdamaged homes, in order to protect their title to
property, their belongings, animals etc. In addition.
there may be an even stronger motivation, probably
based on a psychological need for security : to remain
close to home (even if it has been largely destroyed).
PROBLEMS

OF COMPULSORY EVACUATION

The compulsory evacuation of a disaster zone creates
the following problems:

It may increase the problems of distribution of relief
supplies and services.
It reduces the possibility of families to salvage their
belongings and to gather building materials.
It creates an artificial need for temporary shelter.
It turns survivors into refugees.
It reduces the capacity of the surrounding communities
to assist the survivors
It retards reconstruction.
It retards the psychological recovery of the survivor by
introducing additional stress: family separation and
an unfamiliar environment.
In the majority of cases where major evacuations
were ordered, it was later established that the decisions
were made:
Without waiting for full knowledge of the services that
could have been brought into the affected an-a:
and

c, 3
:- 16
x

2 24

Th
friends
camps11

Without any awarsncss ofthe potentially adverse social
and economic costs of a major evacuation.

Cordon surrounding the prohibited zone tollowmg the enforced
evacuation ef Managua. Nicaragua. in December 1972.

RISK AND

E\‘A<‘l!TION

Most ofthe reasons given for evacuation-protection
from epidemics caused by contact with the dead. looting. panic. and so on-have
pmved to be ill-founded.
The policy only seems Justified in the exceptional circumstances of immediate threat ofa secondan disaster
(e.g. the risk of fire after an earthquake. as in San Francisco 1906. and Tokyo 1923. or the breakdown ofessential services such as water and sewage).
In the case of cyclones or earthquakes there may be
doubt about whether or not to order an evacuation. But
in the event of a major flood there is usually no such
option. and public authorities may need to evacuate the
entire population ofa region until the water level drops.
However. flood hazard mapping allo\vs planners lo
designate areas for evacuation. If such a provision dots
not exist. a rapid inventory of unaffected areas must be
made after flooding, listing the public buildings
(schools. halls churches etc.) which can be made available for emergency accommodation.

CHART 1

Comparative movement of population folloring
Managua earthquake, 1972
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This chart is of the situation in Masaya. a town about 20 miles from Managua. Nicaragua. Thirty-two thousand people were absorbed by
friends or their famihcs during the lirst ten days. In contrast to the numbers with extended famdies. the low occupancy of the El Coyo~cpc
campsite can be seen.

Key references

Policy guideline

I)RWEh. T.. “Social ProceYXs III DlSaSter Farnil! F\ :~CU~IIOII”. .S~Qi,ri

(See chart 2)
Unless there are exceptional circumstances. compulsory evacuation should be avoided. However. the
voluntary movement of families or parts of families
(such as women. children and the elderI\) from the
affected area may be a positive assest to recovery and
the problem of emergenq shelter.

l’uuern, 16. 1969. pp. 336-349.
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Research Working Paper No. 27, July 1976.
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“Enhancing Evacuatioc Warning Compliance: Suggestions for
Emergent) Planning”. D~rrcr.~ vol. 14. No. 4. 1980. pp. 43%
449.

3.5 THE ROLE OF EMERGENCY SHELTER

l
l
l
l

Private sector: Manufacturers/contractors
Professionals: Architects!plannersiengineers
Policy-making administrators: National (tertiary) levc
Project managers of post-disaster shelter/housing projects: Regional; provincial
(secondary) ievel

Tim> yhscs
o Pw-disuwer p/lax-Preparedness/mitigation/risk
reduction
l Pizusc !-Immediate
relief period (impact to day 5)
l Phase ?-Rehabilitation
period (day 5 to 3 months)
o Plrasc GReconstructiou
period (3 months onward)

COMMON

PROBLEMS OF EVALUATION”

1. Critcrirr. Emergency Shelter has more often than
not been regarded as a product with design criteria
developed by the donor. This approach has consistently
failed to satisfy the needs of surviving families. It stems
from a number of mistaken assumptions:
That there automatically exists a need for outside agencies to provide large numbers of imported. prefabricated shelters;
That universal, prefabricated (and preconceived) shelter systems are desirable and feasible;
That “Shelter” implies an industrial product rather than
a social and economic process:
That survivors do not possess building ski+,. or resourcefulness in salvaging materials or obtatnmg traditional materials to carry out their own building:
That survivors are passive, dazed and willing to accept
any form of emergency shelter:
IL Reference here is made principally to prefabricated products,
manufactured in industrialized countries, rather than to that ubiquitous relief item-the tent--which is in a privileged category of its
OWL

Within 24 hours of the 1976 Ciuatemala earthqu;
families moved into streets. public parks, or open sy
vised emergency shelters from plastic streets, ean
en. etc. The authoritiesassisted the process with 11
supply tanks. and by digging latrine trenches.

That impor.ed emergency shelter <an be provided rapidll aqd cheaply:
That temporay housing is not a COSItactor ir, the total I2
reconstruction programme. ar,ct u 111be demolished
after a limited period:
That large sites with concentration\ ;>!‘tcmporary housmg are an acceptable and etTectri< solution for the
community.
-.’ 7r~zrn~ (see table 4). Timing of the delivery of
emergency shelter is crucial. for Its usefulness is confined to the actual emergency phase. which ma); last
only a few. days. Late delivery may actually impede the
recovery of housing rehabilitation and reconstruction.
Due to the logistical difficulty (if not impossibility) of
transporting. distrtbuting and assembling impor:ed
emergency shelters within the critical few days of the
emergency phase itself. such shelter rarely blab-s a significant roie.1; Moreover. the evidence suggests that
survivors have the resourcefu‘ulnessto improvlsc their
own emergency shelter needs. at least for a iimited period. Lastly. it should not be forgotten that the reliefand
reconstruction phases often start simultaneously. all of
which points to tlw twd.:w tuw’ and 1~s.~cottwt~tiottuI
Upp~oac~lI~3 t0 t’illt’tpvIC~‘.~ili~lti~~p~r~~iSl~~tl

qfifY diSUsttV.

To achieve masimum effectiveness. therefore. assisting
groups should reserve a proportion of their resources for
the phases beyond the immediate emergency period.
TABLE 4

The timing of assistance: a summary of the most effective phases
for assistance by various groups

Survivors

PhlrrF I.
immednle
rekJ
rm~rrn :(I day 5

Phme 2.
rrhahdnmon
da
.r ,,’ I manrh

Phaw 3
~R‘OMNC~IOII
J
lnonh
,marrrdr

.

. . .

0

.

0

Local voluntary
cies . . .

agen. .

0

l

.

Local government

l

.

.

National :.wemment

l

.

b

.

l

.

voluntary
. .
.

*

l

Local military

. . .

Foreign experts
External
agencies

International

agencies

0

.

.

.

l

4. .~i~itlc/~lll//-~ll/r,~~.lielief agencies normall! standardilc the si/c or form their cmcrgencb shelters Ibr case
of production and paching. Howe\ cr. this approach
great11 oversimplilies the problem. The concept of a
“uni\crsal or standard shelter” is not fcasiblc bccausc it
ignores:
I hc high price and poor CUSIcll2ctl\ cncss of the product in the disaster aftcctcd country:
Its potentially harmful social conscqucnc‘cs:
The need to involvcdisustcr sur\ ivors in satisf) ing their
own shelter needs:
Climatic variations:
Variations in cultural \,alucs and house Ibrms:
Variations in family size:
The need of families to earn their livelihood in their
houses:
Local capacity to improvise shcltcr:
The problems of obtaining suitable land at low-cost on
which to build such shcltcrs:
The logistical problem of transportmg and distributing
such shelters in timr for the cmcrgcncy period;
Problems of appropriate technology: assembl>. skills.
materials etc.
5. Cost rlffi’c.ti~L’ttLls.s.
The unit cost of donor emcrgent) shelters is often much higher than the cost of a
new house in the disaster affected community. cspccially lvhen the latter enjoys the built-in savings of sclfhelp and the use of locally available. traditional materials. If one must then add to the unit cost of emergency
shelter the costs oftransport. distribution and assembly.
the cost-cKectiveness is suniciently poor to justili a
re-appraisal ofsuch solutions. and a closer cxaminat&n
of how best to exploit local resources.

l

External donor govemments . . . . .

Thi o\.er-estimat1on ofneeds b\ go\-crnmcnt oflicials in
antlL~ipatlon ofdeductions from their assr’ssmcn~s.01
in order to replenish dcplctcd stocks:
An apparent lack ofawarcness ofthe abilit!, ol‘sur\,i\ or5
to deal with their o\vn shelter needs:
4 lack of understanding of the priorit! scale \\ ith which
survivors assess their o\vn shelter needs:
The desire to give “visible” aid:
The assumption that shelter needs 111dcleloping corn-tries are similar (or e\en identical! !o those in industrial&d societies.

h. Pcv$wttuttttu3. Evidence about the performance 01
emergency shchcrs has not come from surveys conducted b) the assisting groups themselves. but from
independant sources. The reluctance of manv rclicf
agencies to monitor and formally evaluate their postdisaster shelter programmes can tramper the dcvclopment of more effective policies for the future.

3. Qtratttities rf wits pr-dut~cd. Assisting groups
have frequently set a higher priority on supplying
shelter units than on contributing to the self-help process. although there are signs that this attitude may be
changing. They have also been apt to overestimate
emergent! shelter needs for the foliowing reasons:
The simple correlation between a damaged or destro),ed
house and the need for an emergency shelter;

7. Evttu shelter tteeds,ti~l/o~~~itr,r:
mrthquukm Thcrc
often has been a failure to grasp that the need for cmcrgcnc) shelter may extend to the cntirc community. families with undamaged homes leaving them for fear of
damage from aftershocks. However. this fear tends to
dcc!inc as the ficqucncy of aftershocks subsides. It was
particularly apparent after the 1976 earthquakes in
Guatemala and Friuli (Italy). that temporary shelter for
this group of survivors was required almost cxclusivcl)
for sleeping, other normal living functions (cooking,
washing. etc.) continuing within the home. Thus. shelter

I? The issue uf”lw~-cosl” is reiative. being a function oithe general
economic level ofthe recipient country. To the cost of manufacture of
the shelter itselt must be added the cost oftrwsport. distribution and
assembly.
I3 The evidence contained in the case study summary sheets in
appendix A consistently bear out this contention.
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provision for such families must be immediately adjacent to their homes.
S. ~ll/.sr*c~rc/~~rior~.s.Frequently a direct correlation
is made between numbers of damaged or destroyed
houses and the number of homeless. neglecting the role
orcstendcd f&lilies. and other kinship patterns. as the
providers of temporary accommodation.
9. S’l~ltr~~ IW~~I.~1~11ldNW’ .SUWCYT.The standard
approach to emergency shelter or post disaster housing
provision in the past has been to manufacture a standard structure. Most programmes adopting this approach have come under heavy criticism. since many of
the shelters or houses provided ha1.ehad low occupanq
r’ates. or have been unpopular nith their occupants.
This has prompted much discussion on the cultural
acceptibiiity of such designs. but cultural rejection is
rarely the most important factor in a family’s refusal ofa
shelter. Recent research has she-.vn that far more signif,ant to the occupant is its relationship to land tenure.
IIS securit!. its prosimit!, to employment. and its access
to services and utiiities.‘J

IO. “I/I[II,~L,/I(,I/.Y”r~i~:q~c~~~\l/i,/tc~\. Rcccnti>. :c\‘rrai assisting groups ha\c attcmptcd to build standard
cmcrgcnq shelters. using indigenous matcriais designed in such a \vay that the pcrformancc ofthc structurn wo~~ldbc impro\,ed. These programmes. too. ha\.c
sholvn little success. Their rate of faiiurc 5cc111s tied to
dclicicncies of sites and services. the costs and diflicuities oflong-term maintenance. and the inability to adapt
the structure to non-housing needs (such as shcltcr ior
animals. storage of food. crops implcmcnts etc.).
11. l‘llC’ plm
c~/‘l~/r?c’l:~~~tl(.1.
\1lC/W
011 I/W J1II’I‘/I’0K\
.
s~~rlc~!/‘~~ic~i~rc~s.
The majorii) ofdcvcloping countries
arc situated bctueen the cquatorand the sub-tropics. i.e.
in regions bvhcrc climatic esposurc dots not s!stcmaticaliy pxt a threat to survivai.i5 The result is that emergcnc! shelter is not systcmaticail~ the lirst priorit! of
surv!vors. As this stud) emphasiics. the priorities arc
for land. Infrastructure. incomc (cmpioymcnt). and
early access to the means of reconstruction.

3.6 SHELTER STRATEGIES

o Private $ector: Manufacturers/contractors
l Professionals: Architects;‘pianners/enginrers
l Policy-making administrators:
National (tertiac) Ir\~i
o Project managers ofpost-disaster sheitec’housing prqiccts: Regional/provincial
(secondary) level.
Tirm Phc~scs
o f’w-dismtcr phasc-Preparedness/mitigation/risk
reduction.
l P/USC 1-Immediate
relief period (impact to day 5)
l Phc
I-Rehabilitation
period (day 5 to 3 months)
o Phsr .I-Reconstruction
period (3 months onward)

Omora

Temporary housing:
The distribution of materials:
Core housing:
Hazard-resistant housing;
Accelerating reconstruction of permanent housing.
1. 1P~zf.s.The tent is often viewed as the most
obvious form of emergency shelter. and remains an
effective and flesibie relief item. especially when compared to the many alternative forms that have been
tested and failed. The tent Gil therefore continue to
survive as a major resource. Tents have certain characteristics which have made them very popular:

In the light of the obstacles posed to “emergency”
shelter, this section examines aiternatil e shelter stiategies. and proposes corresponding policy guidelines.
There are eight basic typrs of post-disaster shelter provision:
Tents;
Imported designs and units:
Standard designs incorporating indigenous materials:

‘I In Managua,Nicaragua.following the 1972carihquake,ihcre
initially no more than 30%occupancyof the Las Americas
woodensheltersprovidedby the US Govemmenr.IJowever.once
serviceswereprovided,includingwater,sanitation.surfacedroads.
I5 There are exceptions to this rule: areas located m the remperale
transport. shops and schools.this figure was dramatically increased.
belt. continental climates. or at high altitudes.
was
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The\ are rclati\4! lightweight. compact. and easy to
transport:
The) can be erected rapidly and easily:
Thev are the only form of disaster shelter that is stockpiied by donor counlries and relief agencies in readiness for the potential demand.
The! are similarly popular with the- govemmec% of
affected countries for certain additional reasons:
Thev arc normally stockpiled b;; the army and can be
q&ckly released for disaster survivors:
LIntike improvised settlements. they are unlikely lo
bccomc permanent. since they possessbuilt-in obsolescence:
They are a visible demonstration that autho:%ies are
taking action 10 help the homeless.
However. despite the obvious necessity for. and e&ctilcncss 01: tents in certains situalions. such as severe
\\intcr conditions. they have a number of limitations:
They fait to futlii some essential shc;ter functions. The!
are not suitable for storage ofsalvaged goods, beiongings and animals.
The! are frequently loo small for a family’s needs. and
arc impossible lo extend:
If Ihe transil costs of imported tents are added to the
cost of the tents themselves it is likely that. in many

(Crrdrr

Skopl? Resurgent.L’N 1970)

Emergency szmpsites in Skopje. Yugoslavia, following the 1963
earthquake. Approximately 4.500 tents were erected
and were used for
3-4 months. although occupancy was never sufficient to ftll all
tents.

countries. the total cost \vitt bc substantialI> greater
rhan that of rebuilding a normal. traditional house.
This is panicutarty true of houses built OUI of local
materials in the warm. humid tropics. But as a result
of the divorce that often occurs bctwecn officials
managing reliefoperations. and those concerned with
longer-term reconstruction. such comparisons are
rarely. if ever. made. and local cosl-effcclivencss is
ignored:
Inevitably. Ihc climatic range ofdisaster-prone environments makes it high!y unlikely that one (or even scveral) tent designs will be appropriate for all conditions:
The!. deteriorate very rapid11 as a result o<cxposurc lo
the iveather. In addition. they are very vutncrabtc 10
\vcar and tear.
A further difticulty has arisen in numerous disasters:
tents have been ep:cted on emergency campsites. but
have been under-occupied. This probabl! results from
reticence tobvard camp life and the desire of famitics 10
remain close 10 their damaged or destroyed homes. In
rural arcas families are reluctant 10 leave their damaged
properly for fear of losing their crops and animals. A
final reason (probab!y the major one) has been the Teal
of losing possession of land if it is vacated.
2. In,por?e~~~icsi,~t~s
md urtirs. As already mentioned,
there has been a general quest for a universally applicabie emergency shelter to meet the shelter and housing
needs of the developing world. Members of the design
professions, voluntary agencies. industry and many university graduate programmes have been active in this
type of research. Hundreds of designs have been offered; many have gone inio limited production: a few
have actually been used in disaster areas. Most of these
shelters have been designed to take advantage-mostly
in vain-of simplified construction. processes and prefabrication, or to make use of new materials initially
debeloped for use in industriatised countries. Examples
ofsuch units include the Bayer/Red Cross polyurethane
igloos used after earthquakes in Gediz (Turkey), Chimbate (Peru), and Managua (Nicaragua), and the OXFAM polyurethane igloos used in Lice (Turkey).
A survey ofthc successofthese shelters has indicated
that their use as emergency shelter or as temporary
housing has been extremcty limited. their performance
and acceptability poor. and their COSIhigh. The reason,!
(as has already been pointed out) is that their design
criteria tend to be donor, rather than survivor orientated. The technology is often inappropriate, and assembly may require the skilled know-how of non-local
personnel. Costs of transportation and the means of
distribution are often ignored. adding substantially 10
the total costs of such units. White Ihc donor may wish
to have a standard unit that can be easi!) airlifted and
rapidly, installed. the rccipicnt of aid wilt want a unit
which 1s socially. culturally and climaticall> suitable.
easy to maintain. and suitabtc also for other uses iinkcd
tc’ this livelihood.
In cases where therr is a risk ofclimatic exposure. the
provision of improted sheller often rrccivcs a fairly high
priority. In these casesthe emergency shelter is basically
a humanitarian consideration. The tong-term impact of
the units is not considered. and questions of cost-effectiveness norma!ly do not come into play.

(Oedit : Uh’DRCJj

A 1976 flood in the Pansear Valley of Afghanistan washed most of this home away. Relief tents
were placed within the building ruins, possibly to protect belongings (including animals) and preserve
the ownership of the home.

(Cmfif r Michd Menrim)

Managua earthquake.Nicaragua. f972-Coyotepe Camp, Masaya.
Theten~.scamz from theemergency stockpileofthe USGovernment’s
O.&x of Foretgn Disaster Assistance (OFDA). Three hundred and
sixty tents were provided. Occupancy. at its peak, reached 60 per

Following the I970 Ciediz earthquake in Turkey, the West German
Red Cross in collaboration with the Bayer Chemical Company used
their polyurethane disaster shelter igloos for the first time. (They were
used on two other occasions: Chimbote, Peru 1970, and iu’icaragua
1972.) This photograph shows how one family has taken their igloos
from the site and has cx-ied them to a hrm. probably for use as
stables. or animal houses.

cent.

The record of the performance of imported cmergency shelters and the role they play during the emergency period suggest the following conclusions:
(a) Emergency shelters made of local materials are
both helpful and necessary in refugee camps resulting
from war and civil strife, but their effectiveness after a
natural disaster appears to be limited.
(r)) The majority of foreign assisting groups have concentrated on designing emergency shelter units which
can be quickly !lown in and erected in large volume. The

problem, however, lies less in initial transportation, or
in speed of erection, but in the distribution of the units
within the disaster-aff’ected area.
(c) In practice. few donor-designed emergency shelters serve the purpose for which they were intended. i.c.
life support or protection from the elements. The uses to
which the survivors have put the units have normall\
been of a secondary type, i.e. storage, with the families
themselves living in adjacent, improvised shelters. built
at a fraction of the cost of the donor shelter.
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Adjacent to the El Coyotepe campsite in Masaya, Nicaragua. following the 1972 earthquake the West German Red Cross donated 500
polyurethane igloos. i\lthough such units only take two hours to
fabncate. it took 118 days for the first igloo to be occupied due to
lo@sucaI problems as well as difficulty in obtaining a site with
approval IO build. Approximately 30 per cent of the igloos were
occuplcd despite the fact that there were no rent charges.

--_

BasilicataKampania earthquake. southern Italy. 1980. Six months
after thisearthquakea wide variety oftemporary accommodation had
been provided. The upper photograph indicates aluminlum and
stretched plastic sheet housing donated b) the Provincial Govpmment of Alberta. Canada. The Commune of St Angelo dc Lombardi
decided to use the units as accommodation for d school to teach
craftsmen huw to repair the sculptures and works of art destroyed in
the earthquake.

The lower photograph is a typical scene in most ofthe Italian towns
that suffered in the earthquake. Caravans came from all over Italy and
Europe to serve as emergency accommodation. Most were on longterm loan pending the building of temporary housing.
EI Coyotepe. Masaya, Nicaragua Fifleen months after tbe igloos
had been built, families had already made extensive additions/modifications. Note the rectangular prolile of the additions, to suit local
building traditions. in lieu ofthe alien circular form. Since the igloos
could easily be cut they proved very easy for such additions to be
made.

(4 In the poorer disaster-prone developing countries. donor shelters have connstentjy cost more (by any
standard of comparison) than traditIona structures.
(e) The bulk of shelter provision following a disaster
is provided and built by the survivors themselves. Even
in cases where emergency shelters havt been provided
b> external groups. most have arrived and been erected
long after the emergency period.16
(1) In the t&v cases where the shelters have arril:ed
during the actual emergency, they have usually been set
up as camps. As already dlscussed, the evidence indicates that the creation of such camps following natural
disasters has a negative impact. creating long-term
problems. Indeed, the introduction of emergency

shelter units from the outside often forces relief oflicials
to adopt hastily conceived plans for distribution and
erection.
(51)There are cases where imported emergency shelters proved to be of a lower priority than other relief
items. especially medical and food items, thus leading to
a w3stc of resources.
To summarize, there may be occasions when emergency shelter units are needed, but in such cases the
evidence is overwhelmingly in support of their provision by the govemmenr, rather than by external assisting groups.
3. Standard desigm itmrporatir;g indigenous tnaterials. In recent years there has been much interest in the
de-elopment of designs for emergency shelters using
indigenous materials. Most of the effort has centred on

I* In Nicaragua the Bayer/Red Cross polyurethane igloos were not
in use until 138 days after the earthquake of 1972.
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(Cdii: SkopjeResurgent.
L’N.1970)
Quonset huts provided in Skopje by the US Army. These houses are still occttpied, nearly 20 years
later, by the local population of gypsies.

to the local people, and have therefore also been a disappointment to the agencies funding them. The reasons
are as follows:
(a) Structural improvements often increase the quantity of materials required, thus making the unit more
costly (even though it may be less costly than one made
of industrialized materials).
(h) The modified units often result in architectural
forms less functional than those traditionally used,
representing the failure of designers to define problems
from the survivor’s point of view.
(c) Very few assisting groups employ qualified housing specialists who understand the building properties
of indigenous materials in their local context (for example, if an agency decides to utilise bamboo, it must not
only know how best to use the bamboo structurally, but

designs making better structural use ofthese materialsr7.
While there is little doubt that the structural performance of traditional buildings can be greatly improved,
many programmes of this type have been unacceptable

In Managua the US Government spent $3 million to build 11,CW
“temporary” shelters: “Las Americas”. One year after the disaster,
occupancy was only 35 per cent. This was due to an overestimate of
shelter needs and a failure to provide adequate services, including
electricity, piped water to homes, adequate sanitation and shops and
schools. The lack of surfaced roads presented problems. as did the
distance and lack ofbus services to reach central markets- the source
of livelihood for many and the only place to purchase cheap food.
However, once these services were provided occupancy began to
rise.

tr In 1974 the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance of the United
States Government financed over 11,000 temporary houses in Managua, Nicaragua, made from locally produced timber and cortugated
iron shetting.

“Las Americas”-the
modification of shelters: one particularly
enterprising house owner adapted his house by adding a porch and a
second storey.
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the proper time to cut it; how to recognize whether it has
been cured properly; how to treat it for different climatic conditions; and what materials to use with it.
etc.).
(cr) There is the risk of environmental damage, by
depleting supplies of indigenous materials, Unfortunately, little information on environmental impacts is
available from developing countries.
4. Ten?porur!)/zozrsirtS.Temporary housing is usually
provided by wealthy governments, and is extremely
expensive in relation to its intended life-span. The units
provided are expected to last for a period of several
months to several years, prior to replacement with permanent housing. Temporary housing programmes are
adopted when damage covers very large areas, and when
the government feels that is short ofcapital and will take
years to rebuild normal housing.
The theory of temporary housing is that a low-cost,
temporary unit can be provided at little or no cost to the
disaster survivor who will be able to live in it long
enough to obtain the capital necessary to rebuild a normal, permanent house. However, the main problem is
that a “temporary” unit often costs more than a permanent structure (especially where the survivor normally
builds his own home from indigenous materials). The
evidence suggests that officials advocating temporary
housing are frequently unaware of this.
Where temporary houses are provided at a cost
attractive to the survivor, they may receive a wider
distribution than those sold at an unsubsidized price.
However, a review of such cases shows that the houses
become permanent, with all the ensuing problems of
having created premature slums.

(h) The description “temporary housing” has frcquentlv been used where shelter has been designed for ii
short life-span, but owing to its cost of rcplaccmcnt. it
inevitably becomes permanent.
(c) The term “temporary housing” has been used in
some instances by ofhcials to persuade people to accept
housing that does not conform with their normal expectation.
(rh In certain developing countries (e.g. in Latin
America and the Indian sub-continent) families possess
a form of “temporary shelter” in addition to their normal house-most frequently in rural areas where. during the harvest season, families move close to their
crops-and which fulftls a very useful emergency role
following disasters.
(e) The policy of “two stage” reconstruction-pursued in the Italian earthquakes of 1976 and l979where prefabricated temporary housing is subsequently
replaced by the full reconstruction ofdamaged homes, is
not viable in developing countries because of the extremely high cost of what amounts to reconstruction
twice over.

5. The distribution of materials. Many assisting
groups feel that the key to shelter provision is to provide
adequate or improved building materials (or mac:hines
to produce these materials), thereby omitting the design
process altogether. In some instances, this approach is
intended only to replace housing destroyed by the disaster; in others, minor improvements, such as the introduction of lightweight roofing materials, have been
attempted in the hope that these will reduce vuinerability.
Assisting groups have not only provided building
materials, but have also undertaken extensiv.: housing
education programmes, concentrating on the improvement of local building construction skills in order to
strengthen housing against natural hazards. Use of this
educational approach is encouraging, though its impact
is not yet clear.
There are three main problems with the materials’
distribution approach:
If the material is not local, the demand it creates may
not be met in the long term for maintenance and
repair;
The introduction of such materials may necessitate the
modification of basic designs, creating unforeseen
problems:
Perhaps most importantly, this approach requires the
introduction of effective price controls.
Prefabricated housing built by the Turkish Government at Lice
There are various measures which can be employed
following the earthquake of September
1975.Manyfamiliesobjected by national governments and assisting groups to assure
to the form and siting ofthe housing. These objections related to their
a steady supply of materials at fair prices after a disaster.
lack of participation in what was provided, and the cultural and climatic unsuitability of the housing.

These include:
Stockpiling. This topic is discussed in section 3.7. It is a
mechanism with many limitations, but a stockpil,:
programme may be necessary to guarantee a material’s supply, and mitigate the effects of commercial
speculation.
Price subsidies. If the scale of the subsidy programme is
great, it virtually ensures that retail suppliers at the
disaster site cannot ask higher than competitive
prices.

The following conclusions can be drawn from experience with imported temporary housing:
(a) The distinction that is apparent in industrialised
countries between “temporary”
and “permanent”
housing cannot be readily applied to developing countries, where a permanent house may be cheaper and
built in less time than an imported “temporary” unit
from an industrialised country.
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Congregate purchasing. Another measure might be
called “congregate purchasing”, necessary to control
prices of the manufacturer or wholesaler. Assisting
groups could pool their resources and seek competitive bidding from suppliers or manufacturers of materials. It is most likely that they would get more
favourable prices than if they were in competition
with each other for the same materials.
Price controls. Price controls placed on materials by
national governments have had mixed success. The
policy is not completely effective if the controls do
not extend throughout the distribution network. This
type ofpolicy has had some successin Peru, where the
government not only fixed Ihe price of cement, but
also purchased it and resold it directly to the consumer at the fixed price. It should be stressed, however, that controlling costs in post-disaster situations
encompasses more than just the cost of building
materials. Cost control policies should also take into
account the costs of land, building repairs, the installation of new infrastructure, and building labour.
6. Core housing. A simple, low-cost frame or solid
core is provided and can be used as an emergency shelter
or temporary structure. The core is designed to be permanent and more hazard-resistant. Over a period of
years the occupants are expected to fill in the walls with
whatever materials are available. This approach has
hati varying degrees of success, depending on the relative cost of the core, security of land tenure, the extent to
which accompanying education programmes were carried out, and other socio-economic factors.
7. Hazard resistalIt housing. Since the rebuilding by
owners of damaged or destroyed houses usually starts
very soon after a disaster, there is always an urgent need
for technical advice on safer siting, structural improvement, and basic architectural improvemer,ts, in order to
improve overall resistance to hazard. However, it has
been found that there are considerable difficulties in
making advice available to house builders. These include :
Providing such advice in time;
Finding an appropriate format for the advice, given that
many builders may be illiterate and unable to read
working drawings;
Providing technical advice relevant to the skills of local
builders on structural improvments, using the avail-

able building materials;

The “A-frame”
Bangladesh.

thatched housing in the Tondi Bustee refugee camp,

Making proposals that are economical and culturally
acceptable.
8. .kceleraring the reconstruction qfpermanent housing. Following the 1976 earthquake in Guatemala, a
number ot.assisting groups developed a different strategy: instead ofattempting to provide emergency shelter
or temporary housing, they concentrated on encouraging rapid reconstruction of normal housing. This approach assumed that people would look after their own
emergency shelter or temporary housing needs, enabling assisting groups to put the emphasis on rapid reconstruction. In this approach, houses could be rebuilt to
the standard represented by those which did not fail.
Reconstruction to an improved standard would occur
where the majority of houses failed as a result of inherent weaknesses of design, building methods and use of
materials.
Rapid reconstruction requires that the survivors have
the means to accede, in one manner or another, to permanent housing. As most building will be carried out
with self-help methods, reconstruction to an improved
standard necessitates the introduction of more advanced building techniques, but at a technological level
which can be assimilated by the community, and at a
price it can afford.
The advantages of using this approach are as fol?ows:
It enables limited resources to be concentrated where
they will have a permanent effect, and thereby be cost
effective;

These photographs were taken within a week of the Guatemalan earthquake of 1976. They indicate reconstruction activity already in
progress.
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It reduces the time during which people are without
permanent accommodation:
The use of self-help methods keepshousing at a price
the local peoplecan afford, and allows decision-making to be kept at a “grass-roots” level;
It uses and bui!ds upon the existing housing process and

the skiils which exist in the community.
There are few, if any, major disadvantagesin opting
for rapid reconstruction, but it doesrequire the support
ofthe government, and a long-term commitment on the
part of the assistinggroups. Assistancecan come in the
form of price controls, low interest loans, technical
assistance,training, self-help and employment schemes
linked to housing. etc. It may also require the loca!
government to addresssomesensitive problems such as
land reforms, security of land tenure and alteration of
land-use patterns. Such a policy pre-supposesthat. for
certain hazards,reconstruction will take placein different locations.
Of all the shelter strategiesavailable after a natural
disaster of sudden onset, rapid reconstruction appears
to be the best: it acceleratesfull recovery and makes
optimal USCof local resources,human and material. In
the past, someagencieshave undertaken a I-2-3 strategy, i.e. they provide emergencyshelter,temporary housing, then permanent housing. Someagencieshave taken
the shorter but still costly routes of 1-3 or 2-3. These
routes can be wasteful unless the materials and skills
contributed in the first instance contribute significantly
to the final ‘3’ stageof reconstruction.
The emergency shelter needs of survivors may be
regardedasa function of the time taken to build a house
under normal circumstances.
Policy guidelines

replaced by permanent housing. assisting groups
should. whenever possible. by-pass this option. and
move directly towards assistance in providing permanent reconstruction.
8. Spending all resources for shelter in the emergency
period while aid is plentiful. rather than earmarking
a proportion of these resources for rehabilitation and
reconstruction, when the need for cash. materials
and expertise is likely to be extensive in scale and
prolonged in duration.
Policirs to adopt
1. A study of the normal (pre-disaster) housing process.
2. Follow the advice already given in section 3.3 (The

assessmentof survivors’ needs).in order to achieve
accuracy in forecasts of shelter needs.
3. Provideappropriately designed tents, t\ut only ifthey

are found to be absolutely necessao (caution is
neededto avoid any conditioned reflex that disaster
recovery equals the need for tents).
4. Provide building materials and tools for cmcrgcncy
shelter and reconstruction programmcs. Plastic
sheeting and blankets have been found to be very
effective relief items in all typesof natural disaster1”.
5. Accelerate the housing reconstruction process to
hazard resistant standards. consistent with the resourcesand capabilities of the community.
6. Include land and infrastructure as integral compo-

nents of housing reconstruction.
7. The evaluation and continual monitoring of shelter
provision is a vital requirement for the development
of more effective policies by assisting groups. It is
proposedthat a proportion of all disaster assistance,
perhaps 10 percent be designatedfor this purpose.

Polrcies to artoid

Key References

1. Determining shelterneedsfor survivors basedon the
roles and perceptions of assisting groups alone.
2. Designing, manufacturing and stockpiling prefabricated emergencyshelter units (other than tents), as
this solution is too costly and a wasteof resourcesfor
developing countries.
3. Assuming that there will be a direct correlation
between numbers of housesdamagedor destroyed,
and numbers of families needing emergency shelter.
4. In the case of earthquake disasters, neglecting the
emergency shelter needs of families who fear to
occupy undamaged houses, in case of aftershocks
and subsequentdamage.
5. Considering shelter as a product rather than as a
yrocess.
6. Erecting large, camp-like concentrations of tents or
temporary housing.
7. Building temporary housing as a form of emergency
shelteP. Since temporary housing is rarely, if ever,
--
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3.7 COSTISGENCY

.-IllliIl’lllY
0 Private sector: hlanofacturm

Pi -24. ‘KING (PREP.iREDNESS)

$!
contractors

Professionals:Architects planners~engineers
l Pohcy-making administrators: National (tertiary) level
8 Projectmanagersofpost-disaster shc!ter;housing projects: Regional provincial
(secondary)level
l

7inw piluw’.s
Prc4iscr.wr phus~- Preparedness’mitigation risk reduction
0 I’l~cac~ I - Immedtate relief period (impact to day 5!
s Phrw 2-Rehabilitation period (day 5 to 3 months)
o /‘lrtr\c~2- Rce~nstructton period (3 months onward)

l

EVALUATION OF WILDINCS ANI? SITE CUNDITIONS

PREPAREDNESS .AND DEVELOPMENT

Man! of the problems which must be confronted in
pre-disaster planning are problems of development
with which countries do not always cope quickly or
easily. Thus. in the short-term. disaster prevention poiicics can have only limited results. Although disaster
preparednessis not the better solution, II is something
that even the poorestgovernments and local authorities
can do now. Disaster preparednessmeasurescan be
undertaken usually vvithout massive outside assistance
or investments. The most disaster-prone areascan be
quickly identified; contingency plans for relief can bc
developed: essential supplies can be stockpiled in the
area: and plans can be drawn up. outlining the action to
be taken by ail concerned. While most of the money
spent on disaster preparednessis not a direct investment in development. in an emergencythis investment
can save lives and property.
CUNTINGEKCY P~ANNINC; FOR stiwrm

NEEDS

Very few of the case studies carried out during the
course of this study revealed the existence of shelter
contingency plans.and it is apparent that there is a great
reluctance by authorities to think about an unforeseeable disaster.though when a disaster hasactually occurred. interest in pre-disasterplanning suddenly comesto
life. In determining emergencyshelter needs,planners
must decide on those responseswhich will facilitate
reconstruction. Since the vast majority of emergency
shelters in devpeiopingcountries are provided by the
survivors themselvesduring the emergency.capital or
material assistancecan be provtded in sucha way that it
will serve both emergency and reconstruction needs.
The role of assisting groups. therefore, should be to
encouragemore comprehensiveand responsivedisaster
preparednessplans: to assist in identifying long-term
post-disaster needs; to help local governments and
agenciesprepare to meet these needs:and to accelerate
reconstruction.

Qualified engineers’architects should undertake the
following ev.liuations. and communicate their findings
to the authorities in charge of preparednessand prcvention. giving estimations of probable damage for
given hazards:
I. A study of the historical vulnerability of different
types of constructton to the prevailing hazards:
2. A study of the prevailing quality of building materials (it should be remembered.however, that mod
housesfail not becauseof the quality of matcriais.
but becauseof the way in which they are used);
3. An examination of the quality of the workmanship
typically usedin building houses(the performanceof
many structures could be enhanced by simple. improved masonry or carpentry techniques);
4. Taking note of those features of traditional houses
making them particularly vulncrabic to prevailing
hazards(e.g.asymctricai forms in plan. section and
clcvation which increase vulnerability to earthquakes: porchesand large roof overhangs which arc
particularly vulnerable in tropical cyclones, etc.):
5. An examination of the suitability of a house to its
environment (building techniques and building
types follow population migration. often into areas
for which they are climatically and physically unsuited, thus increasing their vulnerability to natural
hazards);
6. Analysing the site, especially location and soil conditions in rchtion to prevailing hazards (unstabie
slopes,loose unconsolidated soils, flood plains, etc.
should in principle be avoided in housing reconstruction programmes). When suitable land is not
available for housing reconstruction programmesthis is especially the casewith low income popuiattons living in mare;iai or “squatter” settlcmcntsthe continued risks must be reduced by other means,
notably through improved disaster preparedness
plans for evacuation and rescue.
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The stockpiling of appropriate materials in strategic
locations close to disaster-prone countries is a measure
which has been discussed extensively for many years.
This proposal, which has wide acceptance in the donor
countries, has received little support from the govemments of disaster-prone countries likely to receive aid.
An examination of the problem of distribution following a disaster indicates that:
A massive influx of supplies following a disaster clogs
ports, airports, and other points of entry; and in the
mass confusion that results. the relief items most
urgently needed are delayed;
The main problem of relief distribution occurs inside
the disaster-stricken country. This is especially true
when the disaster affects remote areas-heavy or
bulky supplies may take days to reach the intended
recipient, long after the emergency need has
passed.
The problem is not so much how rapidly materials
can be moved from the donor country to the recipient
airport, but rather how rapidly they can be distributed
internally. Therefore, ifa reliefagency wants to be effective during the emergency period, it must be able to
distribute its supplies before the disaster occurs. In practice, the rapid distribution of shelter materials will
receive a low priority, compared with medical services,
emergency food supplies, etc. Thus, large numbers of
people within the affecled area may not receive materials to build emergency shelters until after the initial
emergency has passed. This is not to say that there is no
need for these materials, but that if they are to play a
significant role during the emergency, they must already
be within the existing community, or very close to it.
Stockpiling is perhaps a poor choice of words to describe what is needed. Stockpiling should be active, not
yussi~. The materials, skills, tools, etc.. need not be
sitting in a warehouse or depot until they are needed.
Tools can be placed in a community and used until a
disaster occurs. Materials can be introduced, and plans
developed to encourage a gradual change-over by incorporating them into new housing construction, and also
non-housing activities. This active use of materials is
still considered stockpiling, because it would be carried
out on a priority basis, according to vulnerability and
risk within the country.
An active stockpiling programme can only be successful, however, if local people are involved in pianning, and understand the intended uses forail the materials and skills once a disaster has occurred. It must be
recognized that in practice, however, there are likely to
be three dificulties with stockpiling:
There is a well-founded reluctance to immobilize capital expenditure on stockpiles against an eventuality
that may never occur;
Stocks of machines and materials are expensive and
diflicult to maintain over long periods;
Authorities are understandably reluctant to create
stockpiles for fear of improper use.
INAREASSUBJECTTOSTOMSIJRGE,
CONTINGENCYPLANNING
FJ.OODINGANDHIGHWlNDS

I. W’urnirzg systems. Some warning is likely to be
available for tropical cyclones and floods. The major
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problem is to communicate the warning, and to assure
availability of an effective evacuation to follow it up.
2. Proorection options. The authorities have several
options open to them:
To build cyclone shelters for the local population (and
possibly for their livestock):
To devise comprehensive contingency plans for the
evacuation ofthe affected population (these plans will
need to include the building of all-weather roads):
To relocate people living in the most vulnerable
areas.
3. c’ottmunity cyclotte shelters. On the t=.lstcoast of
southern India. in the states of Andhra l’l.nfJrsh and
Tamil Nadu, the local authorities have combined with
the Indian Red Cross to build community cyclone shelters. Such struc:ures have been provided close to the
highly vulnerable coastline for the protection of the
local population against storm surge and winds. In addition to this function (for which they will only be
required at certain times of the year), they serve a variety of everyday needs such as schools, dispensaries.
crkches, and, in certain instances. holiday centres for
disadvantaged urban chiidrcn.
But despite these additional uses, and the capacity of
such structures to save lives. their creation raises some
important problems which, as yet, have not been
resolved. The very existence ofthese shelters could have
a detrimental effect on the evacuation of populations
from areas of extreme hazard. In effect, the shelters
could immobilize an entire population in a very dangerous location. Moreover. the shelters have frequently
been built in, or adjacent to. fertile delta regions. Since
tropical cyclones occur during the summer harvest season, it is likely that the population of such areas will be
swollen with seasonal, migrant iabourers. Inevitably,
the cyclone shelters will not be able to provide accommodation for ail; in fact in some areas they are not even
large or numerous enough to provide accommodation
for half of the resident population. Thus a problem
could arise as to who should, or should not, be admitted
to the shelters: and, coupled with this issue, who should
make the decision. Such shelters are usually built in
communities where resources are scarce. The money
used on their creation could probably be more effectively used to improve warning systems, evacuation
routes, and local mitigation measures such as levees.
dykes and wind breaks.

Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid
I. Large capital expenditure on prefabricated or in-situ
emergency shelters, leading inevitably to capital
losses owing to non-productive investment.
2. The immobilization
of substantial stockpiles of
emergency shelters and/or building materials at the
cost of the housing process as a whole.
Policies to adopr
I. SIlelrer: A number of related items can be made
available to disaster-prone communities ahead of
disaster:

3.

cr
ni
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(11)lids rc)~lkdiiuIr sdwge operafions. Many

types

oftools can be provided for salvage. rather than
the destruction of materials (for example. saws
are better than ases).
(h) Bdiitlg ttrarerials. for erttergettc~~shelters. dtick
mtl dso he used it1 iiw m-cctiistrtrctic,tt qfhrsitig.
Foremost among these are rooting materials and
plastic sheeting.
k-1 Sittiplc guidelirles atid mitiitig aids @r actioti
it AirA cati be distributed qllickl~,.f~ll~\~rrlg lhe disLISICI:

(if) Terns. particularly

in extreme climatic conditions.
(4 Sliills and ideas. During the emergency period.
there will be little time to train tedms or to
develop thorough. well thought-out plans: the
time to place these skills and ideas in the communities is before the disaster occurs.
2. Lattd. In areas subject to regularly recurring disaster.
especially floods. safe land should be earmarked
ahead of time for evacuation and shelter. While this
may pose the problem of requisition. ownership and
tenure are not affected.
3. Sanitation. In limiting damage to the sanitary infrastructure. the measures to be adopted are mainly of
an engineering type, and are part -of the technical
measures adopted at the time of construction of
houses and other community facilities.
The simple water supplies to which some resort in
emergency are the norm for other less aflluent communities. Indeed. the acute problems of repair and maintenance of water supplies in natural disasters represent a
dramatic concentration of the issues that.confront
most
-.
water supplies of developmg countries. Ihe types 01

solutions in disasters depend heavily on the prcv-ious
pattern of water supplies.
Similarly for sanitation. the form of latrine proposed
in some places for disaster situations is in other places
the standard ofeveryday.sanitation facility. Conversely.
many ofthe methods whtch fall short of full water-borne
sewerage sy’stems are much less liable to be damaged by
natural hazards.
The problems ofcontingency planning for sanitation
are therefore extremely complex. bridging the social.
economic. engineering and medical fields. UNDRO has
devoted a full study to this subject (see Key references).
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Chapter IV
POST-DISASTER

HOUSING

4.1 RECONSTRUCTION: THE OPPORTUNITY FOR RISK REDUCTION AND REFORM
PRINCIPLE: .-Adisaster o&m opportunities to redwe the risk qf firtare disasters by
introducing impro\rd larrd-lose pla,tning. building methods. and building regulations. These pre~~entuth*emeumres should be based on hazard and wlnerability ana&ses, arrdshoutd be e.rrensiije!,f applied to all hazardous areas across
the national territory.
Atldicncc

Private sector: Manufacturers/contractors
a Professionals:Architects/planners/engineers
l Policy-making administrators: National (tertiary) level
l Project managersof post-disastershelter/housing projects: Regional/provincial
(secondary)level
l

Time phuses

Pre-disaster phase-overall
mitigation/risk reduction
o Phase I-Immediate relief period (impact to day 5)
o Phase J-Rehabilitation period (day 5 to 3 months)
l Phase J-Reconstruction period (3 months onward)
l

HAZARD. VULNERABILIITANDRISKANALYSES

In order to assessthe disaster risk of an area,data are
required on natural hazard, vulnerability and elements
at risl+.
1. Natural hazard, Techniques for the assessmentof
natutal hazards are reasonably adequate, but in some
areas and in some scientific disciplines there may be
deficiencies of basic data both in quantity and quality.
For the natural phenomenaof main interest-meteorological and hydrological phenomena, earthquakesand
volcanoes--lt is essentialthat data requirements for the
assessmentof natural hazard should be formulated and,
where gapsare identified, urgent stepsshould be taken
to close them. These stepsare important since natural
phenomena are complex, and for their complete description and future development a number ofdifferent
parameters are required. (Thus, a tropical cyclone is
described in terms of its direction, speedof movement.
maximum wind strength, the value of the surfacepressure at its centre, etc.. .).
The preparation of hazard maps presentsno particular problems, given adequatedata ofreasonabiequality.
In order to establish risk, a planner would expect to be
provided with hazard maps for each phenomenon
which is known to occur in the area under consideram Delintions

of these terms are contained in Appendix C.
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tion. For example, hazard maps might be prepared for
the extent of flooding for one or more average return
periods, for flooding due to river flows exceeding the
bankfull discharge,and for flooding due to storm surges
in coastaland estuarineareas.There might, in addition,
be other hazards of a geological nature which would
have to be mapped (for example, fault lines, loose
unconsolidated soils, etc.) and overlaid.
2. Vrrlnerability. Information on vulnerability is less
plentiful, lessreliable and lessclearly defined than the
information usually available on natural hazards themselves.Various categoriesof data are required, relating
not only to the details of possible material damagebut
also to the degreeof social and economic disorganization that may take place. There is a pressing need to
assembleand publish as much information as possible
on the damagethat has occurred in past disasters. It
might be met by the co-ordination and extension of
damagesurveyswhich have already beenundertaken in
a number of developed and developing countries.
3. Elements at risk. Information on elements at risk,
such as population, housing public utilities, industry,
infrastructure, etc., is normally taken into account as
standard planning and engineeringpractice, even when
disaster prevention and mitigation are not specifically
considered.The inclusion of a disaster prevention and
mitigation perspective in land-use planning, building
generally, and housing in particular, is a basic requirement of planning for reconstruction.

Dominican Republic. 1979.

HOUSING,HAZARDSANDVULNERABILITI

land. on river lloodplains and along the coast. in spite of
man’s increasing efforts to hold them back. The purpose
of control is to implement patterns of land use which
reduce danger to life and property when the inevitable
inundations occur. Relevant controls may take a number of different forms: directing people and economic
activity away from the most hazardous places, insisting
on designs and construction techniques that make
buildings and other structures comparatively flood resistant. altering land-use patterns so that only those with
low-damage potentials occupy the high-risk areas, and
ensuring escape routes to higher buildings on higher
ground for people in vulnerable low-lying areas.

In earthquake-prone areas the collapse of buildings is
the primarv source ofdeath. Landslides and subsidance
are also primary sources of structural collapse and
death. Houses built on loose unconsolidated soils, soils
prone to liquefaction, and unstable slopes are therefore
particularly at risk. The vulnerability of buildings under
these conditions of hazard is increased where there is a
lack of structural timber and lightweight building materials-for example in the arid zones of Asia and the
Middle East.
The least problematical are the warm, humid tropics
where timber, bamboo and thatch will normally be
available. and can form the basis of safe, rigid, lightweight housing. An added advantage is that exposure to
the climate is not a major risk: the basic needs are for
space. shade and screening off for privacy, and basic
services (water supply, waste disposal).
The widespread failure of reinforced concrete buildings in the Indian Andhra Pradesh cyclone of 1977, and
in the southern Italian and El Asnam (Algeria) earthquakes of 1980. is a reminder that not all modem, hightechnology housing is safe. There is a very real need to
improve the quality of structural design and building
supervision in urban mass-housing projects.
Removing housing from fertile flood plains is practically impossible for economic reasons. Indeed, land-use
control for the mitigation of flood disasters acknowledges that high waters will occasionally invade the

BUILDING MODIFICATICN

The preceding findings, which emphasize the importance of local building traditions, may have given the
unqualified impression that local building methods,
materials and traditions are always the best answer to
i’hases 2 and 3 (Rehabilitation and Reconstruction) ofa
disaster. But both historical evidence and case studies
indicate that this is not always the case, the time intervals between certain types of hazard (particularly earthquakes) being too great to influence these traditions.
Only ifa disaster recurs relatively frequently (i.e. the last
recurrence being within WCPIZ~
hving memory and with
a locally intolerable degree of intensity) will adaptation
occur. bringing improvements to house siting and types
of construction.
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LOCALCONSTRAlNTSONANDOPPORTUNITIES
FORMODIFICATION

Without support, such as subsidies and training programmes, it is unrealistic to expect low-income families
to make changes in the siting, construction or form of
their homes. The risk of unforeseen disaster appears to
weigh lightly against everyday needs and established
customs. Everyday needs, for families living at subsistence !evels, pose continual “hazards” to their survival.
For example, the short-term risks ofcrop failure, animal
disease, or loss of income will be regarded as infinitely
more important than the risks posed by infrequent
hazards. However, while the modification of existing
buildings may present difficulties, there will be greater
opportunities for improvement in l?elv housing, either
during reconstruction or in the normal context.
Post-disaster housing programmes are different from
normal low-income housing to the extent that:
In major disasters there is more money available for
housing assistance;
The need to modi& housing to achieve hazard resisiante is generally accepted;
There are more agencies present than in normal conditions ;
The provision of post-disaster shelter for the poorest
sections of the community is of special international
interest; and
The euphoric mood of the reconstruction period presents unusual opportunities for improvements.
THE RELEVANCEOFBYELAWS
Byelaws regulatmg land use and building construction, though they may be appropriate to middle-income

housing, have been found to be ineffective in the lowincome sector where mitigation measures must be introduced through the local community structure, rather
than simply introduced by legal and regulatory process.
Reasons for this ineffectiveness include a lack of public
awarenessamong those at whom the byelaws are aimed.
a lack of accompanying funds to achieve the higher
standard of materials and construction stipulated. and
difficulties of enforcement.
OPPORTUNITIESFORWHOLESALEREFORM

Disasters will inevitably be regarded as ideal opportunities to iruroduce wholesale reforms in housing, building and pianning. In reality, reforms are costly, technically difficult and politically complex. Progress in reform is generally slow. and an incremental approach is
therefore easier to adopt.
PRE-CONDITIONSREQUIREDFORCHANGE

Reforms in methods of housing reconstruction are
dependent on a number of pre-conditions:
The capacity to keep the cost ofconstruction and maintenance within the reach of the occupants;
The need to limit changes, respecting traditional values
and housing forms:
The assurance of the long-term availability. at controlled costs, of materials required by new building
methods;
The need for the confidence ofsurvivors in those advoca.tmg change;
The capacity to teach new technology in a way that will
be understood by the users;

In boththe southernItalian andAlgerian(El Asnam),earthquakes
of 1980therewaswidespread
damagedto recentlybuilt, reinforcedconcretebuildings,despitethe existenceof aseismicbuilding
codes.Thishighlightstheneedfor improvedtrainingofbuildersandtheneedfor effectiveenforcement
of buildingcodes.
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This masonry house in Corinth. Greece, was badly damaged in the eanhquake of March 1981.
Inadequate bracking ofstones, and the use of mud mortar were two reasons for the failure. Techniques
can be communicaled to local craftsmen on a seismic building techniques.

The willingness ofgroups providing technical assistance
to remain active in a given area, with sustained support and encouragement to the surviving community
beyond the relief period.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Following disasters where the structural failure of
houses has been a major cause ofdeath, assisting groups
tnvolved in housing reconstruction have attempted to
introduce improved building methods. Many groups,
however, do not have technical staff experienced in
undertaking structural analyses of indigenous structures, from which to develop an appropriate reconstruclion process. Therefore, they develop prototype designs
of their own and attempt to provide enough units for
those in need. These units are built as models for those
who are not direct beneficiaries ofthe scheme. A second
approach has been to develop intensive educational
proprammes and teach new building methods to the
disaster-affected population.
The record of both approaches in transferring technology has been disappointing. The weakness ofthe first
approach is rest of construction and maintenance, and
the long-term scarcity of building materials (often imported)-factors rarely considered in programme planning. Secondly. the hastily designed techniques of crash
programmes are not always the most readily understood
or rational for those being trained.

Concerning the second approach, incentives have
been required to get people to accept new building techniques. The best incentive has been the provision of
building materials. However, the ability to transfer
technology is dependent upon the continued availability of the selected materials: many techniques to improve structural performance in earthquakes, for example, require the use oflightweight, industrially manufactured materials. These materials, plus the improved
building techniques, may be too costly for the majority
of survivors.
In several instances, agencies involved in emergency
shelter operations have attempted to introduce new
technology in the hope that, when they re-entered the
“normal” building process, the survivors would carry
with them these improved techniques, and incorporate
them into their new structures. But there is no evidence
that this approach has worked, the primary obstacle
being that the people do not equate their emergency
shelters with permanent housing.

TRAINING FOR IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION

To date the best approach has proven to be combined
programmes of building demonstration houses, and
training in improved construction techniques. This
work is still in its infancy, however, and much research
and development are needed.
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TF ‘IIN;NG FOR THE hl.%NAGEMENT OF RECONSTRlJCTlON
PROGRAMMES

In addition to training needs at the grass-roots level,
there remains the riced for training in the management
of post-disaster housing programmes.
There are two general classifications of assisting
groups active in disaster relief and reconstruction: &Jwlopnw~lt organizatiom, working for long-term objectives: and rdiqf organizations, working principally in
emergency situations. The primary difference between
the two is that the development organization will have
on-going programmes in the country. and can reallocate
the existing staffs time to meet emergency needs:
whereas the relief agency will have only a skeleton staff
in the country, bringing in personnel from outside to
conduct their reliefoperation for a relatively short-term
period.
A survey of both the development and relief organ&
zations (conducted through the American Council of
Voluntary Agencies and the Intcmational Council of
Voluntary Agencies) reveals that among development
organizations, little time is spent on training the staff in
disaster preparedness or in managing post-disaster programmcs. Few training aids exist within the organizations, other than their written standard operating procedures. Nevertheless, four of the largest development
organizations have appointed officers at headquarters.
responsible for preparing disaster operations guidelines,
and maintaining liaison with other agencies/organizations. Training for field staff or volunteers on the planning and management of relief operations is virtually
absent. As the majority ofdeveloping countries are dis-

aster-prone. this lack of training represents a serious
omission on the part of the development agcncics. lb1
there is the likelihood that their staff will be confronted
with a disaster during their tour of duty.
In the relief organizations there is. of course. more
emphasis on planning and managing disaster programmes. However, the nature of relief organizations
tends to limit training to the higher. permanent cchelons. In reviewing the training programmcs ofa sample
ofmajor relieforganizations, it was found that few train
their field staff on emergency sheller programmcs. and
especially on how to set objectives and choose options.
Surveys of the libraries of two important rclicf organizations revealed little or no information on housing or
emergency shelter, other than tent catalogues and sevcm1 manuals on setting up tent encampments.
The apparent lack ofstaff training in the major development and relief organizations on emergency shelter
and post-disaster housing must be rcmcdied, tar cspcricncc has shown that these areas constitute a substantial
proportion of rclicf and reconstruction activitlcs. both
materially and financially.
TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS

1. TIP l.O&l.S y~ohler~l
Most research on emergency shelter and post-disaster
housing has concentrated on the development of either
whole structural units. or improved materials for use in
the wall: (e.g. stabilized adobe). Field experience has
shown, however. that the majority of the problems
encountered relate to the roof and roofing materials.

Housing with heav-- earthen roofs supported on unreinforced, dried mud (adobe) walls iq one ofthe
most vulnerable types ofconstruction in seismic areas. This is indicated in an example of failure, with
high loss of life, from an earthquake at Golbuf, Iran, in 1980.
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In areasSU&? IOhighhinds.theroofisthemostvulnerablepart ofthe structure. as is indicated in
ttus examply after Hurricanes David and Frederick in the Dominican Republic. 1979. Improved
buildmg techalqucs cangreatI!reducethis risk.
Building research has shown that the performance of a
structure in high winds or in an earthquake is in large
measure dependent upon the weight and design of the
roof. and how it is attached to the frame. Once these
problems have been solved. it is almost inconsequential
what type of infill is used in the walls. Normally. the
local materials which were used before the disaster can
be used again.
At present. the most common material used in postdisaster housing programmes is corrugated metal sheeting. avaIlable in a variety of forms and usually manufactured in the developing countries (corrugated galvanized iron. corrugated aluminium. etc.). A large market
esisa for the sale of these materials.
Only minimal efforts are being made to develop other
!ypes of light-weight materials from indigenous sources
m the developing countries. Simultaneous and co-ordinated research is needed in two areas: development of
new roofing materials using purely indigenous materials; and analysis of traditional structural types in order
to determine how to improve their performance.
There is a major safety problem with heavy. flat
earthen or tiled roofs. especially in earthquake areas.
The need here is to try and devise a lightweight substitute that can retain the flat roof form and incorporate
the insulation needed for extremes of climate.
2. Thr truqfcr qiwchiical inforinarion
Currently, there is adequate technical information
available for qualified architects and engineers to make
decisions on design: the selection of materials. etc.
However. this information is too technical for most
relief or rehabilitation programme administrators.
Therefore. simple Technical information must be provided, in a form comprehensible to administrators,
on:
Advice on the most appropriate type of shelter programme to select for the iocal situation:
HOW to use various types of indigenous materials;
Simple structural methods.

This information is needed at all levels of the relief
system. to enable a greater number of people to become
familiar with the options available. But. most importantly. it must be available at the./iekl I~rrl. where the
sumivors’ points of view can be taken into considcration. It is necessary to prepare the information needed
beforehand. and store it in the disaster-prone developing countries for use by the govemmcnt and assisting
groups. when needed. Ifone continues to rely on storing
information in industrialized socictics alone, third
world accessto it will continue to be limited. no matter
how well established are the connections between the
disaster-pron&ountries and the outside storage system.
Recent research has indicated that the basic decisions in
setting up post-disaster housing programmes are made
within two weeks of the disaster’s occurrence.?’ Thus,
the information must be on hand. in usable form, as
soon as the disaster has happened.
THE DEVELOPMENTAL CONTEX~T

Any assisting group involved in post-disaster assistance. whether for relief or reconstruction. is automatically concerned with long-term development. Thus, all
the problems of development. sxh as the growth of
“dependency relationships” through the inadvertent
stiflingoflocal initiative. are vital considerations. Relief
and reconstruction programmes cannot be regarded or
conducted as separate or distinct operations. They must
be conducted in the context of development.
The development issues which arc most overlooked
by assisting groups when formulating post-disaster
housing strategies and programmcs are:
(a) Lad IP~IIII’Ca& kund-nsc pattcrtu. Few agencies
initially realize the connection between their housing programmes and land tenure, and prevailing
?I Post-Disaster Techcal InformationFlowjiv the Recor~~tntctror~
q/‘ffowrrg, Everett Ressler. Intertcct. Dallas, Texas. 1976.
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land-use patterns: there is often the need for better
quality, safer land equitably distributed at affordable cost.
(b) Tftettcedro rtpg~adcse~flhclpskills. Assisting groups
consistently overlook the fact that a house provided
to a disaster victim is of only limited value, and for
the benelit of too few. With housing must come the
development of skills.
(c) The treed tojhcilitate co-operatirc actiotrs. Agencies
normally gear their housing programmes to help
individuals; yet it has been consistently shown that,
if a society is to develop socially or economically,
residents must maintain a degree of sophistication
in conducting co-operative activities. Many agencies overlook this opportunity.
Policy guidelines
Policies to avoid
1. Rcstorattott c,:l‘pw-disasrer c.otiditiotts. Merely to restore “normal” pre-disaster conditions will result in
the loss of unique opportunities presented after a
disaster to use the financial resources offered, as well
as the political and social will for change to building
and settlement patterns, which will improve general
living conditions and reduce future risks.
policies. It
2. Takittg too t tarrow a view c!l-~i.sA--~e~ittcriorl
is important to avoid regarding the provision of safe
housing in isolation from other needs and priorities
(land, utilities, employment. education, health, etc.).
Communities vulnerable to natural hazards are normally aware ofthe risks they face, but their economic
survival may be directly dependent on their particular location. In such circumstances, to propose relocation or modification of homes. without subsidies
to cover the fL\ll costs, or technical assistance, is
unrealistic.
3. Cot~fitsitig the “.aotwal” housing deficit with that
created I,!: a dijaste,: Experience ‘indicates that
authorities undertaking reconstruction are frequently asked to address chronic problems as part of
the reconstruction process. Thus, pre-disaster housing delicits are added to disaster losses and reconstruction targets. Such a policy is probably inevitable
but unrealistic. unless additional resources of cash,
land, building skills and planning expertise are made
available.
4. Regardittg recot~stntctiotl as being limited to hi/dings ori~t~fiastnrctur.e.ThuTe is an urgent need following a dtsaster to strengthen all the components of
reconstruction: institutions (administration
and
management), training, employment, community
development, financing, the building materials industry, etc.

The need is not to place rrl!ancc on ;I
-.7 I ‘(rt.i(,ripctlic,irJ.s.
single. technocratical risk-reduction polic!. such ;;s
the introduction ofstructural regulations or land-use
controls. but to develop a policy combining tcchnical, social and economic measures.
3. L%aOlislt ptWities ./iv huilditlg ittrp~0~~~~ttic~ttt.s.
It is
axiomatic that all buildings must be made safe. However, pragmatism dictates that such a formidable
task needs to be tackled according 10 a scale of priorities:
(a) Buildings for social groups such as children. the
disabled and the elderly: schools. crbches. old
people’s homes:
(/I) Public buildings: community halls. churches.
mosques. cinemas. markets:
(c) Buildings in regular rather than occasional use:
(d) Vital public buildings that cannot bc damaged or
destroyed withcut major. secondary advcrsc
consequences: hospitals. dispensaries. lirc stations. stockpiles of emergency goods. cyclone
shelters, power stations:
(0) Buildings that arc known to be in a dangerous
condition.
It is proposed that priority lists of this nature should
be drawn up in localities at risk. On the basis of the
list, a system ofregular structural checkingand maintenance should be instituted as a standard preparedness measure.
4. .lfodj/icutiott c~/‘r~.vi.slittg
ltousittg. It is recognized that
this poses considerable difficulties. particularly in a
pre-disaster context. in view of potential social
upheaval and the cost of such modifications. However. in some situations-most
notablv houses in
arid, seismic zones where there is an abs&ce of timber and other spanning materials-the risks are such
as to make it imperative to modify the design of
existing structures, as well as offer guidance on
improved building methods. More research is required into vulnerable types of indigenous construction. Safe alternatives need to be developed which
satisfy the demands of culture. local economics. climate, available materials, skills and risks. In anv
given area, research priorities need to be formulatei
and communicated to appropriate national or international bodies providing assistance for upgrading
projects.

Pa&Yes IO adopt

5. Traittittg for- tttattagetttettt 01’relief attd twottslm~tiott. There are gaps in trainjng at’all levels of relief
and reconstruction management. Lack of formal
expertise is evident in both administration and technical understanding. It must be emphasized that the
provision of shelter and post-disaster housing is as
specialized an activity as, for example. the organization of medical or nutritional programmcs. The need
for properly trained personnel is therefore vital, and
applies to both governmental and external agency
staff.

I. Risk r’edwtiott. It is important to introduce policies
to modify the conditions which caused disaster.
There are unique opportunities following a disaster
to make substantial improvements to the infrastructure, building forms, building techniques and landuse patterns. The foundations of risk reduction are
hazard mapping, vulnerability and risk analyses.

6. T~aittittgqi‘l~r’alhtrildei:v. The collapse of. or damage
to. a structure in a disaster mav result either from
ignorance of how or where to b&Id in order to resist
extreme forces. or from basically inferior building
construction. But normally. a combination of both
factors provides the fundamental cause of failure. It
is apparent that local builders or craftsmen often
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income housing and marginal settlements. Such programmes normally include:
(u) Orticial recognition of the existence of marginal
or squatter settlements. i.e. they have been legalired :
(/I) Provision of essential infrastructure. c.g. roads,
bus services. electricity, water. sanitation.
schools. dispensaries. etc.;
(i’) Some form of assistance with local housing, e.g.
supply of materials. provision of subsidies and
loans:
(Lf) In disaster prone areas, upgrading programmes
should also include hazard resistant building
methods, and the safe siting of housing. These
measures should be based on hazard. vulnerability and risk analyses.?’

require basic education in the rudimentary principles of building construction and safe building techniques. Training programmes should be devised and
implemented by the secondary and primary levels
(regional and local). but tl!e allocation of resources
requires a policy decision at the tertiary (national)
level.
On the one hand. the process of urbanization has
resulted in a migration to the town or city of skilled
craftsmen who can often obtain higher wages wnrking for contracting firms. This can seriouslv deplete
rural skills. On the other hand. families migrating to
towns from rural areas frequently include men with
building ski!ls. However, such skills may relate only
to the handling of local materials found within the
original village-mud,
stone. timber, thatch. etc.
Once in the town or city, these builders cannot gain
access to such materials, and they have to switch to
an improvised mode of construction. normally involving makeshift use of recycled materials salvaged
from refuse dumps, etc. Inevitably, the resulting
buildings are frequently unsafe. In both of these situations, training programmes are necessary. To be
ftllly effective. they should be linked with:
((I) Financial assistance for those being trained:
(/I) Incentives in cash or kind to build safer
homes:
(c) The supply (possibly at subsidized prices) of key
building materials such as timber and lightweight roofing:
(c/) The provision of simple educational aids.‘?
1. .2litigatiott policies as an elctttettt ,of ttpgradin p ,vo,~tattw?es. Within large towns or cmes. local authorIties have frequently undertaken upgrading programmes for the improvement of areas of low-

Key references

CUNY. Frederick C.. “Scenario for a Housing Improvement Program
in Disaster-Prone Areas”, Disurrcrs undrlrc S!?~al/Dw/lr~~g. Pergamon. Oxford. United Kingdom, 1981. pp. 117-121.
DAVIS.Ian (cd.). Disusrers md rke Sfuall DLV~//~IIR,Pergamon. Oxford,
Ilnited Kingdom, 1981.
FERNANDEL Aloysius. “The Relationship between Disaster Assistance and Long-Term Development,” Disastrrs and l/w Sh~all
Dw/luzg, Pergamon. Oxford, United Kingdom, 1981. pp. l85189.
MCKAY. Mary. “The OXFAM/World
Neighbours Housing Education Programme in Guatemala.” Disask~s and I/JP ‘ha// Dw&
itr,q, Pergamon. Oxford, United Kmgdom, I98 I, pp. 97- 102.
MITCHELL. Maj.. William A.. and Timothy H. MINER. Enl~iro~~r?tc~~r.
Daastcr and Rccctwq~: .4 Longrrudrnal Smdy cl/ rlw 1970 Grdr:
Eartlrq~take in IIhren~ T~crlig: United States Air Force Acadcmy. Colorado. USA. November 1978.
liNDR0 (Off~cc ofthc United Nations Disaster ReiiefCo-ordinator).
Disasrer Prcrenrmn and Mirigmm: .1 Cbr~~pmdiwn y/‘Currenr
linol&d.~c.vols. I - IO,UNDRO.Geneva. 1976-79,seeappendlx D.

1: These will probably be needed for people with little reading
ability. Techniques originally developed for medical or agncultural
education ma) be adapted to the housing sector. For a detailed dcscription ofa major integrated training programmc for builders in safe
conslruction. see McKay. Mary, 1981 (Key references to this section).

.~urural Dnusrm and I ‘ulncrahd~ry .4t1a/vssrs:Report c$Evpcrt Grmp
.Ilertrng UNDRO. Geneva. 1979. see appendices C’. D.
?1See appendix C.
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4.2 RELOCATION OF SETTLEMENTS

PRINCIPLE: Despite.fiequent intentions to move vulnerable Cllages. towrts arld
cities at risk to s@felocations, such plans are rarel~?,feasible. Hok\wtv, at the
local Iewl, a disaster will reveal the most hazardous sites (e.g. earthquaX.e
,faltrlts. areas sabject tojloodiing etc.). Partial relocation within thesame toL!wot
city ma)* ther&re be esserttial.
:ludience
o Private sector: Manufacturers/contractors
l Professionals: Architects/planners/engineers
l Policy-making administrators: national (tertiary) level
l Project managers of post-disaster shelter/housing projects: Regionaliprovincial
(secondary) level.
Time phases
a Pre-disaster phase- Mitigationirisk reduction
o P/me I --Immediate relief period (impact to day 5)
l I%N.w ?-Rehabilitation
period (day 5 to 3 months)
l Phase 3-Reconstruction
period (3 months onward)

GENERAL CHARAC~ERISI-ICS OF RELOCATION POLK-IES

Experience indicates that governments frequently
consider the relocation of entire settlements as part of
their reconstruction policy. Relocation usually reflects
the will to vacate land that is excessively hazardous. It
can also be an attempt to remove people from illegally
occupied land (such as squatter settlements). or it can
express a political will for change and reform.
THE ROLE OF ASSISTING GROW

Assisting groups often purchase plots of land outside
the immediate disaster area and erect large numbers of
housing units for survivors. Families are given the
opportunity to purchase houses and parcels of land.
provided they can afford loan reimbursements.
PROBLEMS OF RELOCATION

1. Relocation away from urban centres is largely
motivated by the availability of cheap (and often
undesirable) land.
2. Distances from jobs and the costs ofcommuting are
a cause of either a reduction of income. or missed
opportunities for employment.
3. Urban services are frequently missing (schools,
hospitals, shops, markets, etc.).
4. Utility systems such as water, sewerage, and electricity are often insufficient, or non-existant, for
lack of planning and preparation.
5. Few assisting groups are equipped to master-plan
this type of development as part of relief management. The situation is worsened when the local
authorities also lack planners. architects, administrators and capital resources.

6. lfthe economic and environmental situation worsens beyond endurance, people migrate back towards their original sites and jobs. leaving a vacuum behind them. quickly tilled by rural-to-urban
migrants. thus compounding problems of uncontrolled urbanization.
7. There arc problems ofdefault and difficulty to pa)
instalments on time, creating. for example. problcmsofovcrcrowding in order to obtain additional
rent. with the environmental and social degradation that ensue.
8. Ifthcnewsettlementsare within theadministrative
boundaries of the disaster-stricken town, utilities
(water. sewerage, electricity, etc.). will have to bc
extended. The demand for new scrviccs will compete with the need for rcpsirs and reconstruction
inside the devastated area. at the cost of social and
economic recovery.
9. Scttlcmcnts crcatcd outside municipal boundaries
subsist in a kind oflimbo. with neither the local nor
the regional authorities willing to bear the costs of
development and maintenance.
10. In developing countries. urban infrastructure costs
are extremely high, the per capita costs far excccding ihe per capita capacity to amortize such costs.
The price of serviced land has risen out of all proportion to the costs of other resources and services.
and especially in relation to wages.
A frequent response ofgovernments is the promise to
move survivors into new, less hazard-prone areas. But
the evidence is clear that in practice this is rarely fcaslble, for the following reasons:
1. Reconstruction, especially of housing, normally
starts very rapidly after a disaster.
1. People are unwilling to abandon well-established
pat.terns of land ownership.
3. Even in a major catastrophe, it is likely that a relatively small proportion ofthe total urban fabric will
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have been destroyed. The costs of relocation risk. because of the extreme scarcity of serviced urban
heavily outweigh the costsof repair and reconstruc- land. and especially land that is within reach ofjobs. In
n; ;Iny developing coun tries there is no formal way out of
tion.
the dilemma: perhaps the only approqch is to persuade
communities to reduce their own vulnerability. through
public education on the effects of severe natural hazards, and the gains to be derived from partial reiocation.
There are five pre-conditions for successful. partial
relocation:
The consent of the affectedcommunity;

4. Vested interests usually apply pressure to rebuild
rather than move.
5. Despite the effects of a disaster, people naturally
resist moving from their familiar surroundings.

Policy guideline
An alternative to wholesalerelocation is the selective
relocation ofsegmentsofthe community away from the
most hazardous sites, but remaining within the same
genera!area. Even this alternative can be prohibitive!)
expensive for the public and the local authorities. In any
case. it is more than likely that vacated land will be
rapidly re-occupied by others who will in turn live at

The availability of safeland at a cost the community can
bear:
Proximit! to employment and social services:
The provision of utilities at the community level (if not
for every family):
Facilities for home building as described in this

study.

4.3 LAND TENURE AND LAND USE

PRI.VC’IPLE: Success in reconstruction is closely linked to the question of land
tenwe. go~ernn~ent land policy, and all aspects qf land-we and ir! frastntcture
plafining.

o Private sector: Manufacturersi’contractors
Professionals: ArchitecWplannersiengineers
l Policy-making administrators: National (tertiary) level
l Project managersof post-disastershelter/housing projects: Regional/provincial
(secondary)level
l

Tme phases
Pm-disaster plrase-Mitigation/risk reduction
o Phase I-Immediate relief period (impact to day 5)
l Phaw I-Rehabilitation
period (day 5 to 3 months)
l

l

I%UWJ-Reconstruction period (3 months onward)

LAND

AND FWPULATlON

The major regions of the world exposed to violent
natural phenomena (especially earthquakes, tsunamis
and tropical cyclones) stretch across the tropical and
sub-tropicai portions of Africa. Asia and Latin America. These areascoincide with arcasof rapid population
growth and urbanizstion, and are extremely disasterprone. In addition. virtually no country is entirely safe
from floods.
Indeed. the rapid growth and spreadof population in
hazardousareasis a matter of increasingconcern,and is
rapidly contributing to mounting costs of disasters in
terms of lives lost, and damageto property and investments. Most developing countries are doubling their
population every 20 to 25 years (assuming national
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population growth rates of 2 per cent to 3 per cent),
while the urban population in thesecountries is doubling every I2 to 15 years (assumingurban growth rates
of 4 to 7 per cent). Equally significant, and of critical
importance in areassubjectto natural phenomenalikely
to causedisasters,is the growth rate of low-income slum
and squatter settlements around major urban agglomerations.
Slum and squatter populations grow at about twice
the average urban rate. In settlements such as these
there is a doubling of population every 5 to 7 years,and
the density is usually very high. In many cases,entire
families may occupy a single room. Urban population
densities per square kilometre, as measured in slums
and squatter settlements, are even more revealing. In
squatter areas,densities may be as high as 100,000persons per km2 (Morocco) and rise to 148,000 (India).

Even the average densities for urban areas as a whole are
high enough to cause concern in areas exposed to earthquakes. floods or landslides. The older sections ofsome
cities may contain as many as 20,000 to 60.000 persons
per km’, although the average densities for such cities
may be less than 10,000 persons per kmZ.lJ Densities
such as these are all the more critical in hazardous
areas.
The problem ofexposure to disaster risk among rural
populations, however, should not be underestimated.
Although the population growth rate in rural areas is
usually lower than the national average due to ruralurban migration, the scarcity of arable or developed
land in many developing countries. combined with the
fact that on the average more than 70 per cent of total
national populations are still rural, can create significant
risks in areas exposed to natural phenomena. Rural
population densities can surpass 1,000 persons per km?
in areas where rainfall and tropical soil conditions limit
the amount of arable land. Wherever rural populations
are sedentary (as opposed to being nomadic and pastoral) and engaged in agriculture on hazardous land, the
risk of substantial disaster cannot be ignored.
Dramatic increases in population size, distribution
and density increase disaster risk: natural hazards such
as floods. earthquakes or tropical cyclones do not in
themselves constitute disasters unti’ they strike at human lives and property.
The earthquake in Guatemala of February 1976
serves to illustrate how global and unselective disasters
can be.Z5 affecting rural and urban populations with
equal intensity. More than 3.4 million people out of a
total of 5 million (64 per cent) were affected by the
earthquake. More than I million persons were left
homeless, and more than 222.000 dwelling units were
partially or totally destroyed. Of the 1.2 million people
left homeless, 350,000 were in the courtry’s largest
urban area, Guatemala City. The remainder were
largely rural populations living in small towns or vil@es. scattered throughout the earthquake zone. The
smgle largest damage impact was on housing. The loss
to the private sector (and particularl} to low-income
housing) was more than two-and-a-half times that incurred by the public sector.
There are two fundamental alternatives to disaster
mitigation: the first aims at steering development away
from hazardousareas toward safer locations; the second
comprises structural measures aimed at resisting or
deflecting the impact of natural phenomena. Comprehensive land-use planning is a discipline which began
early in the twentieth century in industrialized countries
with scarce land resources. such as the Netherlands,
Denmark and Great Britain. It is a physical planning
tool which has since gained widespread acceptance in
most industrialized countries. The more centralized the
system of government, the more effectively can landuse be controlled, usually because private ownership of
land is limited or strictly regulated. In free market economies, land-use controls are more complex and policies

more difficult to implement. due to the high rate of
private land ownership and the resultant tensions between public and private interests.
In disaster -prone developing countries. land-use
planning and control for disaster mitigation may act as a
spur to comprehensive land-use planning, especialI\
where natural disasters have become a permanent d&
velopment problem owing the their intensity and frequenc!
Land-use planning and control are key factors for the
orderly and safe growth of human settlements. Although there is no immediate shortage of raw (undeveloped) land for urban expansion in rnosl developing
countries. land is ultimately a finite resource and is
extremely costly to develop.
Alternative methods have been explored. seeking to
expand urban infrastructure and housing in planned
and progressive stages with heavy reliance on pureI>
local resources. including self-help. In disaster-prone
areas orderly urban expansion becomes prohibitive
unless investments in infrastructure. housing and other
services are protected from damage al all stagesof their
development. Land-use control mcasurcs establish not
only static norms, such as function. density. and location, but also dynamic norms, such as the rate ol‘dcvclopment and growth.
The major elements of iand-use may be summarircd
as follows:
Land-use policies and plans setting out the social. economic and environmental goals of comprehensive
land development. and their stages of dcvelopment :
Land ownership and land tenure patterns. identifying
the legal, social and economic basis ofowncrship and
tenure:
Land values and prices, reflecting the forces of supply
and demand for land with respect to free market
economies;
Land-use controls which may be subdivided into three
broad categories: legal, fiscal and directive (by direct
government intervention).

LAND ANDPOST-DISASTER HOUSING

1. .-1 yolic!, t?/‘ ~U/PUV~V?PI.S
UJZ/~*.Many assisting
groups are apprehensive of the problems related to IanJ
acquisition. Their programmes offer housing preferabl)
to families who have title to land. However. few lowincome families are landowners. Thus, programmes
such as these only help those who are better off ;o begin
with. and who would in any case be eligible for financial
assistance. In the aftermath of a disaster this built in
discrimination against the majority of survivors (who.
as we have seen. are mostly poor and landless) can be the
source of social and political tensions.
2. Prorisiott qf Iiortsittg.liw those who do tool owtt the
land Many agencies offer to provide emergency shelter
24 world Housing Sww.v, 1974,(ST/ESA/30),United Nations. and/or temporary housing to families on the site of their
former house. These units usually evolve into formal
New York, 1976.SalesNo. E.75.1V.8.
structures over a period of years, and become permal5 Damage Cause” 611lhe Earthquake in Guatemala and its Repercussions on the Counuy’s Economic and Social Development
nent dwellings. If the family has paid for a house, built
(CEPAUMEX/76/Gual.I), February1976.
on land which it does not own. a legal question arises as

4 consequence of land-tenure problems can be seen m these photopphs of devastation after the tiuatemalan earthquake of 1976.
H’nhm the tit) area. poor famdies had illegally occupied unstable.
slopmg “Btirwrzccn” (rat ines m the tit) with veq steep slopes subject
IO landslrdcs). The earthquake resulted in the progressive collapse of
houses. Awstmp agencies were faced with the ddemma of whether or
not to provldc nwstance to rebuild tn such dangerous locations. The
ultimate solution is a change m the pattern of land tenure. with the
government making safe land availshlc for low-income famdies.

to who owns the structure, the landlord or the occupant.26
3. Reconstruction on urmfe sites. To head off demands for land reform some governments will turn
tracts of land over for low income housing reconstruction. Usually, however, this land is of little economic
value, and is likely to continue exposing its occupant to
risk.”
4. St&e ownership. In general, countries enjoying
state ownership of land have been more successful with
resettlement than those in which private land ownership prevails, even though the latter frequently possess
emergency powers of compulsory land purchase, such
powers, however, being rarely used. One example of the
use of emergency powers occurred after the 1963 earthquake in Skopje, Yugoslavia. Safe land on the outskirts
of the city was scheduled by the government for housing. The ability to requisition land was the reason why
14,000 housing units were erected within eight months
of the earthquake.
Policy guidelines
1. The land issue must be recognised , an integral part
of post-disaster housing programmes. The political
and economic nature of the issue may present difliculties, but nevertheless there may be opportunities
for land reform, and safe land for resettlement must
be made available after a disaster.

The release of safe land for building, designated for
low-income families, must be supplied with basic
infrastructure-at least water. waste disposal and all
weatherroads-and must be within reach ofemployment. It is recognized that this may appear unduly
idealistic, since safe land near urban centres will inevitably be very valuable. However, it is essential to
recognise that poor families hnve to live close to
centres, since their livelihood may depend on it.
They are unlikely to have the time or money for
travelling long distances to work.
The costs of land development cannot be overlooked. It is necessary therefore to incorporate land
purchase and development costs within the linancing system established for housing reconstruction.
Financing systems are described in section 4.4.
For low-income groups, security of land tenure must
be assured in order to encourage the entire grassroots system of self-help and popular participation in
development. The evidence clearly indicates that
families will put their resources (skills, energy. money) into housing on!\: if they can see some personal
return from such investment. Safe house construction by local families requires security of tenure a~
the outset qfblrilding (not at the completion of the
loan repayment period). In many countries such provision will require land reforms.

Key references

I6In a numberofrecenl post-disaster
operationsin Latin America,
UNDRO (Ofice ofthe United Nations Disaster ReliefCo-ordinator).
wherein manycountriesthe law holdsthat the propertyownerhas
Disaster Prevention and h4iGgation: A Compendium of Cwrm
title to anystructureson his land,low-incomefamiliesh&e beenhit
Knowledge, vol. 5,“Land Use Aspects,” UNDRO, Geneva, Swithard by havingto payoff the costof their shelter.while still .paying
. zerland, 1977.
rent on both the land and,eventually,the structure.
I7In onecountry,landdesignated
for resettlement
of refugees
was WESTGATE,Ken “Land-Use Planning, Vulnerability and the Lowsubjectto intenseflooding.In another,a site chosenlay directly
Income Dwelling”. Disasters and the Small Dwelling, Pergamon,
downstreamfrom an impendingmud slide. In yet another,some
Oxford, United Kingdom, 1981, pp. 27-31.
resettlement
landwason an unstabilizedplateauat theedgeof a steep
ravine.Whilethedemandfor landwasmet,thepeoplewereno better WHITEMOREClaire, Landfor People: Land Tenure/or the Very Poor.
off than they had beenbeforein otherequallyvulnerableareas.
OXFP M, Oxford, United Kingdom, 198 1.
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4.4

HOUSING

FINANCE

PRLYCIPLE: OIIP c?f‘rk nmt importtrnt mn~potwitts qt a post-disusrer .hh
progrm~me is its ,fiilatx*ing sW~I~I. Ontrrgh cash gram cm’ e~k~tw in Ilw
short terw only: aidcarl createa deperldmq reiariotuhip hetwcw surviwr arid
crssisritlg grcwps. It is J!zr more aii~utrtage~~us,~ti~r
h0tll the iiidiwdual and lh
corwiuitity lo paniripatc in tk titiark%lg (?t lheir onw sluk.r progrururws.
especial(v pemarletlf r~~‘.otislrilcjiofi.

l Private sectors: Manufacturers. contractors. banks. co-operatives.
6 Professionals: Architects ‘plannerseconomists
l Policy-making administrators: National (tertiac) level
l Project managers ofpost-disaster shelter; housing projects: Regional, provincial
(secondar)) level.

a Pre-disaster phase - Risk reduction. prcparedncss
o Pllcae I - Immediate relief period (impact to day 5)
. P/JlJW 2 - Rehabilitation period (day 5 to 3 months)
l Phase 3 - Reconstruction period (3 months onward)

:IdrllntagPs
It eliminates the need to recuperate the money: it
may be difftcult for an assisting group to do this.
especially if it only operates in the disaster arca for
a short time. or has no stafTquali!icd to direct a
financing progtammc:
It may conform to the charter or mandate of certain
assisting groups who are required to give their
aid :
It allows the recipient to spend what money he may
have on other necessities;

THE NEED FOR HOUSING FINANCE

One of the most important components of a postdisaster shelter programme is its financing system, i.e.
the means by which the survivor ultimately pays for
shelter aid. Unfortunately. it has been one of the components whose importance has been least understood.
Some assisting groups, as long as a year after the completion of their project, have not even finalized the
financing system. The recipients of aid have often been
unaware oftheir financial obligations, leaving a cloud of
uncertainty and anxiety hanging over them. On the
other hand, financing programmes that have been well
planned have had the positive effects of reinforcing the
recipients’ self-esteem, furthering local development
and contributing towards economic recovery.
The following is an overview and critical evaluation
of the most common financing systems or arrangements
that have been used for post-disaster shelter and housing programmes:

Disadvaantagcs
The money may bc used inappropriately, thus compromising the reconstruction process:
It may undermine the vital resource of the survivors’
own “coping” mechanisms, including traditional.
community self-help:
It may result in the imposition of housing solutions
which do not respond to people’s needs and preferences;
It may weaken local co-operatives, and other institutions, by bypassing them;
It deprives the donor from recuperating funds for
new projects;
Because construe &ion materials are expensive, and
because agencies have limited funds, it limits the
number of people it can serve.

1. Ourright g$. Some shelter programmes solve the
questton of financing by simply eliminating its attendant charges. The assisting group gives the aid to
the recipient who has fulfilled certain, more or less
formal, conditions of entitlement, such as proof of
being a gemtine disaster victim, proof of ownership
of the land on which the shelter is to be built, evidence of low income level, etc. Once the aid has been
given, the recipient has no further obligation to repay
part, or all of the cost of the shelter. This may seem
justifiable when the shelter is clearly temporary and
erected on land not ultimately destined for housingzs.

2. Straigh~forwardpwchase. This is virtually the op:;+
site of the outright gift, and is seldom the financing
mechanism used by assisting groups, especially those
which are charities. It is employed by profit-making
businesses that see the demand created by the disaster as a marketing opportunity. Its advantage is that
it maintains the freedom of the open market, though
this could obviously become a disadvantage if the

**Such was the case of shelters built by the government after the
I970 earthquake in Peru.
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seller is in a position to exploit survivors with few
options. In practice the numbers of survivors who
can afford full market prices will probably be ve13
limited.
3. Nu-cost se!f-help. Several assisting groups have instituted programmes where they give building materials. and usually furnish supervisory and administrative personnel to an organized group of families who
build their own houses. As with the outright gift of a
house. the recipients do not repay any money for the
costs of materials. This method is viewed as a means
of involving the recipient in the programme without
straining his meagre or reduced economic resources.
.-ldvantages
As with the outright gift. it eliminates the need for
an organization and procedure to recuperate
money;
It allows the recipient to spend what money he may
have on other necessities;
By virtue of building the shelter. the rccipicnt will
have a greater commitment to the programmc
than if he had been a passive spectawr.
Disadmttages
To a lesser extent. the disadvantages of the outright
gift will tend also to hold true with the no-cost
self-i-,elp approach:
TheaGstinggroup may feel it hasa right to influence
the organization and timing of the self-help because it is giving the materials and technical assistance, to the possible detriment of the recipient
community.
The time spent on the construction of the shelter is
valuable to the I-ccipient. He may have difficulty in
choosing between building a house and providing
the family with economic support.
The succes&l imp!cmentation of a no-cost self-help
programme can only be achieved with great care.
The design of the programme must respond to
traditionai patterns of building, to the time avail:
able, and to the economic priorities of the victims.
4. Loott prograrmws, Loan programmes mai take a
variety of forms, and be either a part, or the whole. of
an assisting group’s shelter programme. Specific loan
conditions vary considerably, but they generally require that the recipient be a genuine disaster victim,
living in a given locality; that his income falls within
a prescribed range; that his employment is secure;
that he has prior experience ofcredit repayment, and
that he agrees to the terms of the loan. The lender
may also make the additional condition that the new
building must conform to minimum standards of
safety, or that it be built away from hazardous areas.
The non-profit lender is often capable of providing
advantageous terms of repayment. Various programmes have allowed subsidies in the form of low
interest, no interest, repayment of only a percentage
of the principal. long term repayment. or repayment
at an affordable proportion of the fimily’s income.
(a) Lortg-term straight loan. The long-term straight
loan is perhaps the most commonly conceived
form ofloan financing. It is typically extcndcd by
a bank or lending institution at prevailing or sub-

sidized bank rates. After man! major disas:crs.
the World Bank and the Regional Development
Banks in Asia and Latin America have made
large scale loans to financing institutions within
national governments. These institutions in turn
offer loans to survivors (individuals or communities) for reconstruction. but ma> not always
offer the complementary assistance of building
materials or technical support. which the lowest
incomes require as well.
:ltisi~,~~:I. 5
It accl:!v:modates survivors who typicallv do not
havr cash to spend on building materials right
aftera disaster. but who can pay the full costs ofthe
materials, plus interest and administrative charges
in the long-term;
It removes the stigma and problems of free aid:
It introduces the discipline of credit. becoming an
esperlence that may facilitate future credit for economic dcvclopment:
The Icnding institution is likely to espand its own
cxperiencc and capabilities. and perhaps extend its
services to the lowest income groups:
The amount of the loan can be tailored to the need
and capability of the recipient:
The recipient has the freedom to rebuild a house of
his own choosing or design, and not be tied to a
uniform housing programme:
The lending institution. will in its own interest. be
concerned with the economic well-being of the
recipients for at least the life of the loan.
Di.~citlntrit~t~~~~.s
The lender may place undulv restrictive conditions
on the loan. In rural areas, it is unlikely that credit
loan administration facilities will exis’t.
The recipient may not have been adequately prepared for the economic burden ofrepayment. This
could occur if he has no experience of credit, does
not understand its concept, or is not adequateI)
motivated to make repayments.
Some people are reluctant to take out loans because
they believe that their property will be placed in
jeopardy if they do not repay installments on
time.
The costs of loan administration are high and add to
the burden of repayment. 2’~.
Conservative financing institutions tend to make
loans exclusively to middle class, relatively highincome groups. I.e. to people who are a low risk.
(b) Luau.Iiw loam Many lending institutions require
a substantial down-payment, for example. 20 per
cent of the loan they make. For those without the
cash. a loan is therefore an inaccessible form of
aid. Assisting groups. Farticularly voluntary
agencies, have therefore made additional loans to
cover the down payment, hence the concept “a
loan for a loan”.
(c) Glrarantcrd k~crn.As previously noted, a disadvantage of many loan programmcs is the tendency for lending institutions to make loans
,
:’ In Guatemala, rhe staffoftbc OXFAM/World Nelghboks bousingprogramme
cstimaredthat the loans would cost about 3F per xnl
lo administrate in the lirst yar alone. In the end. the costs ofadmmislntion would have IO bc added IO the original cost of the programme.
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available only to the most credit-\vorth! individuals. Lending institutions have also been rcluctant to venture out of familiar tcrritofi. i.e. into
marginal. low-income settlements and rural arcas. Assisting groups addressing the problem
have made guarantees to these lending institutions. enabling them to cstend loans to prcviousl! disadvantaged populations. This is a particularly effective form of assistance from agencies involved in development programmes continuing beyond the emergency phase of a disaster. The advantage of the guaranteed loan is its
cost effectiveness. for it reaches a proportionatcl!
large number of people. thus introducing economies of scale.
(d) Kf~t/rir/~ ~JLZI?. A re\ olving loan system allo\vs
money brought into a disaster-affected communit) to be used many times over. As the original
recipients begin to repay the loan. a new fund is
created which can in turn bc used to lend to other
survivors. This form of aid is most appropriate
when the assisting group provides assistance in
the form of a grant that dots not have to be
recovered. as \vith the traditional loan. The
iinancing system has the multiple advantage of
extending the use of the original money to man\
times the number of the original loan recipients.
This money also has the side effect of creating
additional employfnent in the community. It
ma: further assist m the creation of new credit
institutions. providing them with a sound base of
rsperience. the funds and financial expertise
taming far into the reconstruction period.
(c) .\futcriui price shi&
urld monc~~~&N~. This
financing system is actually a hy,brid of material
supply and community economic development.
combining the advantages of both. at a period
when the disaster-stricken community is most in
need ofthese kinds ofestemal support. Although
they are actually two separate financing mechanisms. mat&al price subsidy and money reflow
have been successfully linked in several shelter
programmes, the money recovered from the initial sale being used to pay disaster survivors for
their iabour on public works projects. 3’).
.kilYImlgPs
Subsidized prices. as opposed to full prices.
make materials available to poorer. and more
numerous families:
The programme’s benefits are threefold: the survivors receive materials: community prqjects
are built; personal income is generated;
The poorest families. initially unable to purchase
materials. can do so later by participating in
public works or community projects.
-_I_
I” After the 1976 earthquake in Guatemala, USAID implcmcnted a
programme utilizing thi; approach. Corrugated galvanised iron roofing sheets were bought m large quantities and shipped to Guatemala,
L’SGID made agency agreements with local co-operatives for the
distribution of the material which was then sold directly to survivors
at approalmatel? halfthe cost. with a limit of20 sheets per family. The
community was asked to identify community projects that needed
attention. The money received from the material sales was used to
finance these projects. the Survivors who formed the labour betng paid
a daily wage. This. of course, increased the purchasing power of the
surv’Ivors and accelented their economic recovery.

TIC :z.magerial cxpcriencc acquired. especially il
thr. clccuting ugcnc! is govcrnmcntal. ma\
c~~~n~ribut~significantl! to the long-term rcco\ cr! and development of the aff‘ccted region in
gcncral.
.A mutc:lals purchase programmc allows the rcciplant the freedom to use the materials when hc
cl1~~0scs.

The onI> major disadvantage with this approach
is that it must inevitably be carried out on a
large gale. and therefore requires an eitcnsi \ c
admInIstration lvhich ma) bc difficult to stat1
u lth enough. and adcquatcl\ trained. pcoplc.

Where thcrc arc a number ofassisting groups providing shelter programmcs. thcrc is likcl!: to bc a \vidc range
of!inancing s!stcms in operation. Thus variety can itscll
Icad to problems. irrespcctivc ofthc merits or otherwise
of the indil-Idual svstcms being used.“. The issue 01
financing is closely &m3atcd with the total cost. value
and drsirabillty of the project. It should also rclatc to
survivors‘ incomes and ability to pa!. As obvious as
that may seem. it has not often been the case.
Policy Guidelines
It is necessary to create a common approach to
financing ,shstcms among all assisting groups. Some
authoritatlvc boqy. such as the disaster coordinating
agency of the nananal government. should establish a
policy to achieve this objective. The policy could take
the form ofa set ofcriteria which all shelter programmc
financing systems must meet. Because of the great diversitv ofcultural traditions and economic bases, it is not
possible here to set forth a model set ofcritcria. Ra!hcr.
a set of principles can act as a guide for each country to
develop its own criteria:
I. All recipients of aid should be required to repay a
substantial proportion ofthe cost ofthat aid. A nominal repayment of only 5 or IO per cent may be pcrccivcd as a Flft. On the other hand. 100 per cent
rcpavment 01 costs may be too great a burden for
famiiics that mav have suffered economic losses
from the dlsastcr..
2. The cost ofa shcltcr should approximate the cost of
pre-disaster housing. There may be extenuating
factors justif!lng a somewhat higher cost that may
include. for ciample. structural moditications using
additional buliding materials. The form ofthe repay” These problems are clearly illustrated by the experience at <‘hoIma. Honduras, after !iurricanc Fifi in 1974. They were exacerbated by
the fact that there was also a great range m the quality and user
desinbihty of the housing projects. The cost of the agency built housmg ranged from t ‘SAS400 to $2,150. Some famibes received highly
destrable concrete block houses which cost 4 1,000. and did not have IO
pay anything. Others received less desirable 5600 wooden houses and
had to pay a portlon of the cost. whilst others recrived $450 wooden
houses. and were rcqumd to repay the entire cost. Such inconsistencies led to frustratlcsn. confusion and anger on the part of thy beneticiarics. For many. there was the uncertaint) and insecurity created by
an unknown status of payment. man! months or even years after
occupancy. These feelmgs sometlmcs leave a bitterness which upsets
social patterns in a commumty for years to come.
:

ment should be as similar to traditional debt repayment practices as possible, allowing repayment to
reflect income, capacity, and taking place at a familiar location.
3. Preparednessplans should identify lending institutions which would co-operate with special post-disaster loan programmes,such as the guaranteedloan
or loan-for-loan. Thesesameinstitutions might also
agreeto act as loan recuperatingagenciesin contract
with assistinggroups who choosenot to set up their
own loan recovery administration. This would effec-
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tively eliminate the chiefargument such groups have
for giving away their assistance. Where a reflow programme is anticipated, the mechanism and institution to operate it could also be anticipated.
4. It is the responsibility of all assisting groups, and
their target communities, to identify the financing
systems that serve the best interests of the survivors.

Financing and loan mechanisms,in the last analysis,
are better than outright gifts: human dignity is preserved; more people benefit from the resource made
available; and the ends of development are served,

Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS
5.1. GENERAL CONCLI’SIONS

The most significant finding of this study is that the
emergency shelter problem in developing countries is
fundamentally different from that in industrialized societies. for in the third world the question of emergency
shelter cannot be dissociated from the prevailing housing problem as a whole. This finding alone has inlluenced every other conclusion of the study.
The process of rapid and uncontrolled urbanization
in developing countries has resulted in the proliferation
of vast slums and squatter settlements. These account.
on the average. for more than 70 per cent of urban
development. In such areas, and therefore for the majority of urban populations. the concept of temporary
shelter in times of emergencv is somewha? equivocal
when. under “normal” conditions. urban dwellers are
permanent!!: lodged in housing which the authorities do
not recogmze. or which they consider as temporary to
start with. Furthermore. in conditions of chronic housmg shortages. overcrowding. unsanitary conditions and
high rents. the investment of scarce capital resources in
prefabricated temporary or emergency shelters, specititally designed to be stockpiled and used only in case of
natural disasters. can onlv create additional obstacles to
the provision even of m&timal housing.
In rural areas, tradition dies hard. and cultural resistance to donor emergency shelters often provokes frustration and misunderstanding among all concerned. Socalled “temporary” or “emergency” shelters are often
inappropriate. but at the same time become permanent,
only to create fresh sets of problems.
Emergency shelters, especially those donated by the
international community and imported into disasterstricken areas. can serve to upset a delicate socio-economic balance by raising expectations, which, in most
cases,neither the local. nor the national, nor indeed the
international. authorities have the means to satisfy. The
importation of shelters can furthermore play a negative
role by stifling local and even national initiative. especially when they comprise prefabricated systems invariably posing problems ofappropriateness. assembly, and
cost-effectivness.
In several major natural disasters throughout the
developing world over the last decade. it has been
shown that imported donor shelters have never produced the impact that most relief agencies would have
desired. Shelters often arrive in insufficient numbers. or
too late to be of value during the emergency phase
properly speaking. Their unit cost is nearly always disproporttonatc vis-a-vis the recipient economy. and if
one adds the cost of transport they are seen to be quite

uneconomical. For this reason alone, the emergency
shelter policies ofthe donor community at large need to
be reexamined, and this study. it is believed. suggests
some of the alternatives.
A further important conclusion is that the problem of
emergency shelters is less one of product. design or
manufacture. than one of planning, management and
the mobilization of /tlcLiI rcsourccs. The problems posed
are not, as a priority, technological (as is so widely
believed). but are functions of development politics
themselves. and of the changing relationships between
donors and the developing countries. The study stresses
that relief agencies and international organizations
should encourage disaster-prone developing countries
to build up their own state of preparedness, notably in
the emergency shelter field. by mobilizing local material
and technical resources. and to encourage self-help
schemes for this purpose. It is essential to link donor
assistance to local initiative and effort.
The study has revealed quite clearly that the spontaneous reconstruction of housing begins extremely rapidly after a disaster. and often during the cmcrgency
phase itself. All action to discourage this process should
be avoided, except in casesofextreme danger. Assisting
groups who support rapid reconstruction policies are
likely to obtain the most positive and far-reaching
results. However. the assisting groups themselves require education and training on how to assist and manage post-disaster housing programmes within a risk
reduction framework: they requireeducation on what is’
the housing process as a whole in developing countries,
on appropriate building technology, on financing and
management. and on the socio-economic aspects of
low-income housing.
The key to success ultimately lies in the participation
of the local community-the
survivors-in
reconstruction. Assisting groups. and those they help, must be
accountable to each other in order to ensure social satisfaction. economically viable housing. technically sound
buildings. and a safer environment. Accountability is
therefore a key criterion ofassistance to survivors, especially those in the developing countries. As it is not a
widely understood or accepted policy. it has been given
spectal treatment in concluding this study.
Linked to the question of accountability is that of
rising expectations among all peoples in the developing
countries. Rising expectations are frequently the source
of conflict and confusion in post-disaster housing policies and programmes. and a lack of awareness of the
phenomenon can compromise, not only post-disaster

housing. but the entire housing policy of a county. in
the linal analysis social, economic, and cultural obstacles are far more difficult to overcome than purely technical, material problems.
Lastly, the study recognizes that guidelines on emcr-

gency shelter and pos1-disaster housing for individual
communities must bc drawn up at the local Icvel i1self
The design of local guidelines cannot. therefore. be
incorporated in a global study of this nature. Ncv,erthcless. 1n concluding the study some guidance is given 011
how to design a local plan.

5.2 RISING ESPECT~~TIONS
Despite the frequent rejection of temporary shelters,
there is evidence of rising expectations for permanent
housing. Whilst espatriate experts are advocating appropriate low technology solutions, poor families are
inclined to reject their traditional form of housing in
favour of a modern. or urban image. Such aspirations
arc accelerated by the distribution ofgoods followmg a
disaster. The sudden (and possibly unique) presence of
large amounts of rcliet’aid may generate expectations
for vastly improved housing. which are unlikely to be
fullilled. Under the circumstances, it is best to help the
survivors form an accurate picture of the situation bv
providing them with clear intbrmation on the capacity
and constramts of their own resources in the long-term,
as well as those of their government and assisting
groups. In addition. it is apparent that shortages of traditional materials in the aftermath of a disaster will in
themselves stimulate the private sector to bring to the
area speciaiised building materials not normally used
locally. This also increases expectations for “modern”
solutions.
It has been pointed out that a solution to the problem
of supplying large numbers of houses for disaster survivors may be found in examining the types of housing
which ex1sted before the disaster. Housing can be rebuilt
to pre-existing standards, or can be improved with bctterconstruction techniques or improved materials. This
strategy based on local tradition is apt to meet the housing demand following a disaster. Rut there is a strong
and growing demand on the part of numerous groups
and individuals within developing countrics-particuiarly in urban areas-for so-called “modern” housing.
This may be due to the view that traditional houses
symbolize poverty; to the desire for a maintenance-free
house; or it may be simply an urban/metropolitan
image of affluence and progress.
Many governments have attempted to develop lowcost housing schemes that would produce large numbers
of units similar in appearance to those found in the
industrial nations, or in theu own middle class urban
environments. In spite of the fact that these units are
uneconomic for the majority of low income groups. and
perhaps unsuitable for their climate and life-styles.
demands for this type of solution are increasing. Assisting groups must be aware ofthe trend, and must be able
to provide reasonable alternatives in the post-disaster
context.
Assisting Lroups who decide to opt for indigenousstyle housing. or to improveexisting housing types. may
bc rebuffed by the government and others. Many groups
within developing countries view the movement to-

wards “appropriate technology ” as an attempt 111pcrpetuate the poverty of nations. and rebuild slums. tlntil
all parties to the post-disaster housing process fulh
understand the meaning ofappropriatc technology (perhaps :)ettcr tcrmcd 1~~~~1~0~1Urrl&
I~Y~~~J/o,~IQ).
assisting
groups can csprct to conic under incrcascd criticism for
opting for these types of solutions.
The evidence further shows that many assisting
groups and csperts committed to “low-tcchnologv” rcs:
ponses. have regarded rising expectations as irraiional.
But although aspirations for housing which is still out of
economic range. and which mav possessfor its potential
occupants unforeseen dillicult;cs of maintenance and
pa)‘ment. rising expectations must be rccogniscd as an
element in the prrception of shelter needs.
Assisting groups involved with shcltcr or assistance.
need to prcscnt their advice for appropriate housing.
and the housing types they will support. with an awarcnc’ssof the distinction between “cxpcctations” and “aspiratians”. in general. their policies should 110~be
socially deterministic: and if families have a dcsirc for
housmg which may bc beyond their resources, assisting
groups (whilst explaining the inherent problems) should
support these aspirations.
To summarize:
1. There isa need foranygroup involved with shcltcr OI
housing to rccognilc the importance of the house as a
symbol of wealth. progress, or urban sophistication.
and not to mcrcly regard it as protection from the
clcmcnts (or cstrcmc hatards).
2. Assisting groups must rccognisc the positive value o!
rising aspirations within poor communities.
3. Support for such aspirations. however. dots not
imply the need to support inappropriate “modem”
housmg with unconditional aid.
4. lfthcrc is a strong movement for “modem” housing,
assisting groups must use their resources to educate
(not coerce) people as to the relative strengths and
weaknesses of alternative housing svstems.
5. Assisting groups should provide thc’ir help in terms
ofcash grants off/r for what they c?nsidcr is suitable
housing. However. they may olfer expertise m the
provision ofmodern housing, even ifthcy are unconvinced as to its local appropriateness.
6. Greater sensitivity is needed to the issue of “intcrmediate” or “appropriate” technologv in view of the
frequent response that this advocaci, is a form of
paternalism.
7. Public information and education on housing cconomics is a vital need from all assisting groups.
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TABLE 6.

Lo&

voluntiir)

agencies

The present accountability

of assisting

groups

To the dxector of their charity

To help earthquake surx.~vox

Normally

accountable to SUTVI-

VOrS

To the local affected commun1ty

Normally accoutxable to SUIXI.

To help earthquake survivors

To the local affected communits’

When it works with local grass
roots organisations. otherwise
no direct accountability

To help restore notmahty

To their superiors:: To their national government

No direct accountabili.-

To use their eapemse in conjunc[Ion with one of the above orgamsations

Possibly to their superiors in
home university or agency: To
those who have sponsored
their work

No direct accountability

To aid disaster vlcttms

To the director of their charity;
To their charity’s tinancral
supporters including
their
home government

Through the local grassroots
organizations when they work
with them. otherwise no accountability

External donor governments . . .

To assist less fortunate nations,
often formalised in official
treaties

To their home government: To
the local government

No direct accountability

International agencies (United
Kations system) . . .._......

Respotl~@t~t:; to m?nAxr nstums. s&odied tu their terms
of reference/mandates

To Agency heads, recipient govemment. and to the Secretary
General of the United Nations

No direct accountability

Local admimsrxzmon . . . .

FEational government

.

Local nuhtary

Foreign experts .

To help earthquake survivors

. . .

.

.

External voluntary agencies.

.
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4ND EMERGENCY

SHELTER

The long-term effects ofemergency sheller programmes
on housing reconstruction, land tenure, land reforms,
and risk reduction.
It appears that each time a disaster occurs. everyone
has to begin from scratch and relearn all the lessons that
have been learned before. There are several reasons
why :
1. Many organizations set up their programmes without the provision of funds in the budget for evaluation. often for fear of criticism that the budget will
show too much money being spent in administration. and not enough on relief goods or services.
There is also the fear of critical evaluation and its
possible effects on public opinion. donors. the staff,
etc. While one can understand human nature, lack of
evaluation leads to stagnation or mediocrity of performsnce.
2. The turnover of foreign relief staff is high. People
carving out lield programmes are usually retained
for short periods of time only. It is rarely part of their
contract to write a detailed evaluation of their programmc’s performance. Furthcrmorc. bccausc man)
of thcsc people are not full-rime relief or dcvclopment specialists, they may understandably not feel
qualified to analyse work executed in an agency context.
3. With the emphasis on rapid response. data collection
(and especially statistical data for analysis) obtains a
low priori!!. Many field workers are action-oriented
people, with little time or resources for analytical
rcporiingand evaluation. Many temporary field staff
also believe that field directors, or other persons in
charge oftheir programme further up the hierarchy.
will conduct such evaluations and. therefore. do not
feel that continuing reporting or documentation is
part of their duties.
3. The nature of the system discourages analysis. The
object of relief is obviously lo satisfy emergency
needs.. .

PROVISION

The delivery ofan artifact. such as a shelter. from one
culture to another mav unintentionally represent an
imposition of the dono& cultural values. The priority
attached to shelter and housing by donors may in itself
reflect alien cultural values (this form of property being
a kex indicator of wealth in industrial urban-based
cultures), whereas in rhe third world. land ownership,
crops or livestock may be of far greater significance.
The decisions which are incorporated in the design of
a shelter also represent an accumulation of the cultural
valurts and priorities of the donor and his society.
AssumpGons are made about the relative importance of
.J.!I elements as family life. storage of belongings. the
funcrional layout of rooms. sanitary habits, etc. These
functions are espressed as a physical statement of cultural priorities. which the foreign designer often assumes are similar lo his. Although the tinished artifact
rn.3) represent a rational ordering of priorities in terms
01 designer/donor values. it may represent an unacceptable ranking of priorities 10 the recipient. !j.
Thus. one of the most important consequences of an
accountable relationship between assisting groups and
tbe surviving community will be lo minimize the
adverse socio-cultural impacts of shelter assistance. It is
apparent that where the local community are regarded
as the “client”. with their evaluation of shelter needs
being sought and followed. shelter programmes will
enjoy wide acceptance and high rates of occupancy.

.kCOUNTABlUTY
.AND THE MONllORlNG
OF EMERGENCY
SHELl ER AND HOUSING PROGRAMMES

One of the most important constraints on the development of “accountable relationships” is the lack of
information which. in the last resort, can serve as evidence of liability. After disasters, assisting groups
usually prepare detailed reports listing the assistance
which they have provided during their involvement in
relief and/or reconstruction. However, the record of
these groups in analysing their own programmes is lim:riC F‘,v rcIxts state what the initial social or other
objectives of a progmmme were, and how the programme lived up to these objectives. Performance data
about programmes is very sketchy, especially with
regard Lo: The effectiveness of different approaches:
The performance ofagency field staff(professionals and
Glunteers):
The relative performance of relief and development
organizations;
The cost-effectivness of emergency shelter programmes;
The acceptance of shelter programmes by the survivors,
and rates of occupancy:
I’ For instance. the reactIon of Moslem communities in the Middle
East to well-insulated but undivided temporary shelters, which do not
allow for adequate privacy for family life. is to reject them. The
rejection of such culturally unacceptable solutions is often viewed by
assisting groups as irrational. Such judgements are examples ofclashing cultural values.

There exists an urgent need to analyse programmes
and strategies. Information is needed on actions at all
stages of relief operations and at all levels of the relief
system: but most ;;.?pnrtani. ir is needed at the field
level. The majority of reports written about relief operations describe actions and decisions made at the two
top levels ofthe disaster system (at the headquarters and
field director levels). There is almost no information on
decision-making. actions, operations, or problems encountered by those people who actually carry out the
relief programme ar the local level.
There is a!so a pressing demand for information on
the impact of programmes, both in the short-term and
the long-term. Data should be in process of assembly
soon after a programme becomes operational, outlining
its objectives, the philosophies behind it. a brief history
of the personnel involved. and their backgrounds. A!
the midpoint of the programme, an analysis should be
undertaken to determine performance as against the
original objecrives, so that changes can be made, if necessary. At theend ofthe programme. a history should be
written and an analysis made of the immediate impact.
Several years later. the agency should return to the same
area and study the long-term impact of their actions.

i9

Until this type of information is available, we will
continue to know tot little of the effectiveness of the
funds spent on emergency shelter and reconstruction.
As the amount of money and effort spent on international disaster relief can be expected to continue increasing. it is imperative that this information be collected.

4. .-lccottrttuhilit~* and the intpositior? ~1‘ah
values

As has been stated elsen,here in this study, the quest
for a universal shelter is not viable for many reasons.
especially cultural ones, emphasizing the wide and rich
diversity of forms of shelter that are required. Mutual
accountability will help ensure that there is a very close
fit between shelter I;rovision and the cultural values of
survivors.

Policy Guidelines
1. The mtrtttal responsibilities and costs of accottntabi1it.v.

It is necessary for assisting groups:
To understand the complexities of the local housing
process:
To seek the active participation of future occupants of
shelter and housing in all aspects of planning, designingand building, and in the monitoring;evaluation of
programmes once undertaken.

While the concept of accountability offers genuine
opportunities for reform throughout the disaster relief
system, it must be recognized that for uccotrntable relationships to work in practice, donors and recipients alike
must acknowledge their mutual responsibilities and all
that this implies.
5mon

and rk r,to,tiror’irt,~~e~a~tta~i(~~t
(ff
shelter artd post-disaster iwtrsiri,q progra~irmt~.~

5. .-lr'c'c~t~nfrnhilit~~

Responsibilities
To accept accountability to r&
pientsofaidasabasic
working
principle, affecting not only
Iield policy but the financial.
legal and administrative polities of donor organizations.

To be prepared to participate
through elected rcprcsentatives in all aspects of disaster
recovery, involving the assessment of needs, the colleclion. allocation and distribution of assistance and the
monitoring and evaluation of
assistance programmes.

One of the “costs” IO assisting groups is the longer
term committmcnt to a community than would be the
case with a programme where there is minimal local
participation. This commitment to a community will
involve the close monitoring of shelter and housing
programmes as they are built. Ideally both monitoring
and evaluation will involve surviving communities in
reporting on such questions as:
Occtrpartcy. Have the assigned families sub-let the
houses: what percentage are occupied, etc.?
Adaptation. Have any patterns emerged which may contribute to the improvement of the design?
~SerSarisjticfion. Does the shelter or housing satisfy the
lifestyle. aspirations, and practical needs of the
users?
Use of Finance. Has value for money been obtained;
was the money used in accordance with the objectives; have any “corruption factors” been identified
that may require changes in management?

Implications
A sharing of power and authority.
Forms of management which
will be more responsive to the
free flow of information.
A longer term commitment
beyond the relief phase.

2. Accottntability
assistance

culttrrul

Willingness to accept the demands of the above processes,
ultimately involving, liability.

and the eqtrirable distribtttion

of

Assisting groups must ensure that the overriding
principle of the equitable distribution of aid is not
undermined when selecting recipients ofaid. The application of this principle will be greatly assisted by formal
monitoring.

Monitoring and evaluation are so important that a
specific percentage of any given shelter or housing budget should be designated for this purpose. Various percentages have been considered, and it is apparent that
some agencies are already allocating an average of 5 per
cent for this purpose.

CONCLUSION

3. Accottntabili~y and participation of survivors in assistance progranmes
Once it is recognized that the surviving community is
a key resource for recovery, it follows that any accountable relationship will seek to assume active public participation in all shelter and housing programmes. This is

difficult to achieve unless it is foreseenin disaster preparedness plans, and through public education and
information. Pressuresof time and the predetermining
of activities (by the existence of a Standard Operating

The ,I)rinciple of accountability is implicitly
tained ;n all the recommendations of this study.
survivihg community is regarded as the principal
ner in disaster relief. shelter and reconstruction,
effective programmes of assistance will emerge.

Key References
DAVIS.Ian “The Interveners”, New Inmnamna/i.v.
2 l-23.

Procedure, for instance) militate against participation.
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The uniqueasp: ofthis”Housing Education Programme”was nor
to build large numlxrsofhouscs. but to build a”model” house(shoupn
here) in order toexplain the techniquesofapplymg aseismtc principles
to the design oflow income housmg. ‘Throughout the project the stall’
of the assisting group attempted to make themselves accountable to
the surviving families. on the principle that they were their client. and
not the passive recipients of products emerging from decksions made
elsewhere.

In addition to the programme objectives of materials dlstnbution,
advice was offered to local builders and craftsmen on how IO build safe
houses
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Comic-strip booklets were produced to offer guidance on layout of buildings and construction
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A selection of photogruphs illustrating a project in which the
concept of accountability was applied
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all photos

O.YF:l.M~World

h’rr$hborri

These photographs all illustrate the OXFAM/World Neighbors Housing Reconstruction project which was undertaken from 1976.79 in
Guatemala following Ihe 1976 earthquake. The expressed need of the population in the rural highland areas was for corrugated iron sheeting
“La~fma’: This WQSdistribuled by direct bli for very poor families, subsidies or normal sa:e. It served as temporaryshcltcrin {he initial
instance. later to become permanent rooting.

5.4 ADVICE FOR THE LOCAL LEVEL
In concluding this study. the Office of ihe United
Nations Disaster ReliefCo-ordinator (UNDRO) wishes
to emphasise, once again. that there is no universally
applicable emergency shelter system. and that attempts
to invent such systems are based on the many mistaken
assumptions discussed throughout the study. Guidelines on post-disaster shelter for individual communitiescan on!? be formulated by qualified local personnel.
in the light of the prevailing local conditions (types of
hazard, climate, building traditions, economic base,
social organization, etc.). Such guidehnes can, however.
be modelled on the structure of chapters III and IV.
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Chart 3 indicates the relative roles ofall those assisting
in the formulation of specific community guidelines of
manuals.
.\C-WN
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AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
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shrVlrci a,d pm-dimtm. lmrsin,q ~VYW;.S;~JII
This will
probably bc necessary in all situations. It is suggested
that its structure follow the principles discussed in this
study with modifications, where ncccssaq. in light of
local conditions.

CHART 3
Roles in deteioping adrice for use at the local level
Kty
** lntermedlarc role:
**** Major role:
* hlinor role:
*** Substantial role:
- No role.
.-linom
Pr~d;r‘mJn
of Iucu/
nwnt‘d
Of1 rwrr~mcv
rhrkr
and pm,duarrr
hvrcrrng

Pmosnrl
rnwlwd
enh
rh. drwlt ~pm’“r irr’mrrd~hnrr

Local builders craftsmen
Local commumty leaders
Local government otliclals . .
.
Local architects. engineers
.
Field directors of \-oluntav agencies
Governmen building research o%ials

. .
.

***
*
l **
l **
l **
**

1. The irkwporalicw ~~LIcJI~I’LY~
OII ctiwrgiwq* slwltcv
ati/ip11.~t-iiisasI~7’hrsirr,g pwisrotr iti iircul cvtitingetiq*
plans. It may be appropriate to integrate plans for
shelter and housing with ndvtce on building needs for
other sectors (health. food storage. etc.).
3. The inmducriotl c$s~atmm* provisions. If landuse controls or building regulati&s do not exist they
should be drafted for legislative action. However. the
local administration must also have. or develop. the
capacity to enforce regulations.
4. The ititrodlrcrron 0t‘truitiitig progranimes.tor local
prrsnmwl aud ,field stat?: Training in shelter management. and improved building construction, including
hazard resistant building techniques. is necessary at the
field level.
3. Public education. All levels of the public (i.e.
school children. public institutions, public officials etc.)
will need lo be hztter educated and informed on the
characteristics oflocal natural hazards, the likely behaviour of structures. and elementary community preparedness.
PERSONNEL ‘CO BE INVOLVED IN THE DMWING
GUIDELINES u

LIP OF LOCAL

The personnel needed will vary according to local
conditions. but ideally should include the following
representatives:
Local builders or craftsmen: it may be diff%ult to secure
this involvment, but their potential contribution is
considerable:
Local government ofiicials involved with the management of reliefand reconstruction programmes: ideally, these officials should chair committees and subcommirtees for v3rious components of relief programmes;
” Though it is possible that local personnel may feel that they lack
the necessary expertise to undertake this assignment. their experience
should not be under-estimated. If, however. after detailed searches the
appropriate skills are not found to be available locally, outside sources
may be able to help. beginning with the central government and
extending IO the international community via the United Nations
system or other international relief or development agencies,
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Local architects and cnginccrs \vho are sensitive to lowincome housing issues.
Field directors of voluntary agencies \vith local postdisaster housing cxpericncc.
All government research bodies concerned wifh disaster
management and risk mitigation.
SCOPE AND CONTENT OF INFORMATION NEEDED FOR
DRAWING t’P LOCAL GUIDELINES

I. Hazard, wrltwrahilit~~ trtld risk. The risks must be
studied and known. Case studies and damage surveys of
previous disasters are necessary lo estitnate vulnerability. All historical records will be useful for undertaking
probabilistic studies of hazard and risk.
2. Rrwwc*cs. Detailed inventories will need to be
made of the following:
The resources of the normal housmg process;
Local public buildings that can be requisitioned in the
event of an emergency;
Local training bodies;
Local institutions/agencies. both governmental and
non-governmental, wirh an interest in emergency
shelter and post-disaster housing;
Local expertise available to assist with hazard-resistant
design and building, as well as all aspects of building
management:
Relevant printed matter-manuals. handbooks, reports
case studies, etc.
3. The disserninarion q/guidelines. The resulting information will need to be disseminated in a form appropriate lo the target audience. which will probably
include :
The elected or chosen leaders of communities at risk.
whose need will be for information and advice concerning their roles and the protective measures that
can be undertaken within the community at minimal
cost:
Local institutions. especially those which have had no
previous experience of shelter or housing, but which
may be able to give important assistance in the implemenlation of training programmes (e.g. agricultural
co-operatives);
Local non-governmental agencies concerned with relief
assistance:

Local private building enterprises, including supply
firms, contractors, craftsmen and building finance
organizations;
Local government agencies concerned with housing,
building and the environment;
Local experts.
Broader dissemination may be achieved through such
means as village or community meetings and workshops, pamphlets containing simple guidelines, and
training programmes for local builders and craftsmen.
Ideally, effective dissemination to a diverse audience
will be the responsibility of the local government off%
cials who chair disaster relief. The ultimate aim must be
to secure an individual concern, backed up by the
authority and resources of the local government.
4. Thedevelopment qflocalguidelines.The
process of
information gathering and analysis must be regarded as
continuous. In normal times this will largely be a ques-

tion of maintaining the information base outlined
above. In ideal circumstances it will be the responsibility of a single individual (with a deputy), familiar with
the local guidelines and able to assume conrrol. In the
event of a disaster actually occurring. monitoring procedures must be established at o)zce to evaluate the
effectiveness of the existing guidelines, so that improvements can be made in the light of practical
experience.

Key Reference
Few examples. if any, example of the kind of local manual envisaged in this section appear to have been produced up to now. Closest
in terms of scope and content is the Sri Lanka Cyclone Handbook.
edited by Everett M. Ressler and David Oakley, for the United
Nations Development Programme (I!NDP), published by the Ministry ofLocal Government. Housing and Construction, Government of
Sri Lanka, 1979.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A
CASE STUDY SUMMARIES
The following eleven summanes give examples ofemergency shelter and housing provIsIon from
a selection of major disasrers between 1963 and 1980. The preponderance of earthquake examples
stems partly from rhe erpetience of those who prepared this study. but equally becaux earthquakes
provoke the mosl damage IO houses, and kill the most people. The ligures quoted are as accurate as
could be determined. but ilis recognized that some are open 10 cha!lenge. Nevertheless the orders of
magnitude are in all probatxllt) correct, and Serve to dlustrare or substantiate the findings of this study.
Figures have been obtained from offtcial sources. sciemitic journals. interviews. and personal observation.
1‘un.
.vo

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
I I.

rvpv 0, dl rlrw

Earthquake
Earthquake
Eanhquake,:mud shde
Earthquake
. .
Hurricane (“Fiti”)
Earthquake .
. .
Earthquake
. .
Earthquake
.
Eanhquake
.
Cyclone / storm surge
Earthquake
.

I.~*ilrrm

1LW

SkopJe. ~ugosktvia
Gedir. Turkey
Peru
Managua. Nicaragua
Honduras
Lice. Turkey
Guatemala
Fruili, Italy
Caldimn (Van). Turkey
Andhra Pradesh. India
El Asnam. Algeria

1963

1970
1970
1972
1974
1975
1976
1976
1976
I977
1980

Housing reconstruction

CASE STUDY SUMMARY I

7ipcr

Earthquake (Richter 6.1)

Prefabricated hour

and appanmcni buildings

NWlhV
hirlr
I lnknnwn

Skopjp. Yugo.dana--,I!?& !%J $1, I .?hrr/

Allocation of roles
Survivors: Search. rescue. shelter provision (tents), evacuation to
nearby towns.
Nanonal/local authonties: Operation of emergency plan. rapid
building repair.
Military: Search. rescue. provision of tents. clearing debris.
Assisting groups (external): Provision of emergency shelter, housing. clearing debris.

Population
Pre-disaster: 200000
Homeless: 160000 approx. (ratio I:l.25)
Injured: 3 700
Killed: I 070
Dwellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: I3 700
Destroyed : I5 766

Emergencyshelter policy : A preparedness organization, STAB, assumed control. Wlthm 24 hours tents were provided for 25,000 pcople. An evacuation policy was implemented. and 150.000 women
and children left the ctty within 3 weeks: 60.000 men were available
for cleanmg. repainng and erecting housing; I.71 I “temporary”
houses were built (I.566 by War on Want. UK. and by a team of
Royal Engineers): :hey were intended for eventual agncultural

Value of damage (US dollars): 5 I billion approx. (at I963 values)
Needsof a&ted populations: Shelter. food, water. samtation
Value of assistance(US dollars): Unknown

II%.

Emergencyshelter
.\rumbt7

nw
Tents
.
Caravans
. .
Prefabricated units

pGWkd

.

.

.

..

5000
Unknown
I 900

Perrmtage

Timing: Tents were erected very rapidly and were used for 3-4

orNpnnw

months. People then moved into the I .7l I temporary houses. Some
remained in these houses (which still exist); others moved into the
new prefabricated houses.

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
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ReconstructionPolicy: A decision was made to rr::ilisition

Housing recezstruction

!and to
build 14,000 houses for a total of 70.000 people. Rcpalr\ to existing
houxs were under&ken IO provide housing for 80.1.?X~.‘Lnew town
plan was designed and implemented. This included ;I:! International
competition for the design of the city centre.

Appanmeut dwellings

Lessoushrned
1. The emergency organization was highly effrztive.
2. The tents were not all used.

Allucatioil of roles

3. The evacuation policy was only partially effective (ail returned
within 3-4 months).
4. The ability to requisition land contributed to the rapid reconstruction ofhouses. Another contributory factor was the massive
aid received from Eastern and Western European sources
(82 countries).
3. Overall there was a balanced, diversified approach to shelter
provision which satisIied the needs in spiteoftheexposure threat
of cold weather. which came 3 months after the disaster.
6. The es!imated damage rota1 was US$2.4 billion, while the overall cost of reconstruction was in the order of US%40 billion.
7. Much of IIX damage to property can be attributed to
(u) rapid urbanization in the prtLe:rling decade:
(b) damage to building foundations in the 1962 flood.
8. Ntxdsofethnic minority groups (40 per cent of the population)
were insulliclently considcrcd by authorities.

Survivc~s: Improvising their own shelter. movl.ig 17 wtth friends
and relatives.
National/local authonties: Rehef co-ordination al;, ~‘:.*::‘.oI.
through national and local relief commltrees. Rrcrullmr,:t of
labour from other parts of Tu:k:y.
Military: Clearing of debris, rescue and relief.
Assisting groups: Turkish Red Crescent (major role). prol-:d!np
‘emergency shelter.
Embgency shelter policy: In Gedez temporary sheller was used only
for a very short period: in Ackaalan temporary shehcr (Baker
domes) was used tor a conslderabl) longer period. Imponec labour
was usad for the clearing damage.

Timing: Emergency shelter was provided rapidly.
Recunstructiw

References

pu:cy

I. The Government decided to rebuild Gedel 5 km to the court Jf
the destroyed town.
2. New housing was buih very rapidly by the Government.
3. The town of drckaalan was rebudt on the original si!e.

United Nations, Skop~e Remrgem. UN. New York, 1970.
Ambnscys. N. N.. “Seismic environment: the Skopje ear&quake
ofJuly 1963”. Revttredelttnion Inter,larionaledese~ours. No. 5

(Sept. 1966).
Lapp. Janja, “Skopje after the earthquake of 1963”. Art md
Archaeoiog~~ Research Papers. AARP. April 1976, pp. 82-87
Davis. I. R., “Skopje rebuilt”, .4rchnerfurul Design. November
1975, pp. 660.1.

Lessonslearned
I. The relocation of Gedez has created long-term problems. occupants still mainiaining close links with the old mwn.
2. ReddenIs of Ackaalan argur thar a longer period in temporary
accommodation gave rise to belter construrtron of permanent
homes due to increased time available for construction.
3. Co-ordination between village communities and Govcmment
planning officers was no1 s&fac\ory.
4. The very swift rcccnstruction of buildings created many problems. Local rcsideau believed that more time could have been
devoted to the planning process with long-term benefits.

CASE STUDY SUMMARY 2

Earthquake (Richter 7.1)
Gedcz wesrern &mofia.

2 600 apparlments by nxd
1971. 9 100
apparlmrn~s
by l’J7:

~urliey - &lurch I 970
References
Mitchell. W., and T. hiiner (1978). Envmmnmr. Drsuster und
Reco~~v: .1 lurr.~ir~tdrnal.sr~r~~~
qfthr I970 &de: eurthquukr 111
ll‘esrerrr T~rrke.~, USAF, Colorado.

Population
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Homeless: 90 000
Injured: 1265
Killed: I 086

Ciermcn, A. (1978), “The Gcdez Earthquake Reconstruction between 19 10 and 1977”. Daasrers. 1978. vol. 2. No. I, pp. 6971.
Menzies. M. R. ( I97 I,. Earthcluakr I’ictitn. Stm~i~valand Rehabilrration, ‘incversiry of Birmingham, 1972.

Lhellings
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: 5 IO5
Destroyed: 14 85?

Yak of Dpmoge (US doll&:

Mi:chell. W. R. C. (1976). “Reconstruction after Disaster”, The
Ck~gruphrcul Rerirx vol. 66. No. 3, July 1976. pp. 298-313.
$23 million
CASF STUDY SUMMARY

Needa ofaffected populations: Shelter, treatment ofinjured. restoring
water supply, roads etc. (life-line systems)

Earthquake (Rich:er 7.7)

Value of iwaistance: Unknown

Chinrfme. Peru-.kfu.v 1970 (15.25 hr.%)

Emergency shelter
TYF-

3

hmkr
pmdd

Polyurethane domes . . . . . 300 in first
week. ultimately 4cHl
Tents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Unknown

*Pmenlagr
c ucatpawu‘y

Population

i High

Pre-disaster : I .8 m&on
Homeless: 500 000 (ratio I: 3.6)
Injured: 143 300
Killed: 47 100 (unaccounted : I9 COO)

Unknown

66

Dwellings

1. To link reconstruction utth general development programmes
(including industrial and agricultural projects).
1. Establish new setsmic codes for all butldmgs.
3. Not to permit the repair ofdamagcd adobe buddings.
4. Re-use of emergency shelter matenals m reconstructton.

Predtsaster: ’ 550 000
Damaged: 59-800 (urban: 3’ 800: run): 28 000)
Drstroyed: 139 000 (urban: 51 700: rum): 87 300)
Value of Damage (KS dollars): L~nknown

Lessons learned
Needs of affected populations: Restoration of water and electricity
s;pp)ies. opening up ef r:.,ds and communications. treatment of
‘XI.’ ed an.i ~xntary evatu:-:inns. fuel. blankets. shelter.

I. Reconstruction matenals. namely corrugated iron sheets. and
the woven timber ‘straw of the estcvas huts served a useful functton. bemg m-used in permanent reconstruction.
2. The Bayer/Red Cross polyurethane tglox w’ere generally well
received: 50 per cent were still in use SIX years after the earthquake. but had been modified through addittons and alterations.
3. The Government dectsion to relocate some towns. due to risks of
further- mud slides was logical but htghly unpopular with those
affected.
4. The decision to halt all reconstruction activity m Huaraz until
seismic micro-zoning studies and the master plan were completed s-eriotrsly retarded the reconstrt cnon process.
5. The 16.180 conventional houses butlt were only accessible to
mtddle class bmilies.

Y&e of assistance(l’s dollars). 5 44 billion from ail sources. for
rerref and reconstructton.
Emergency- shelter

vuttir

Pt%cmqf

1’400
unknown

high
Unknown

For 50 000
famtlies

100

Irnknown
L’nknown

100
ltnknown

pr.wdd

TWt.3

Tents
. .
Traditional sheiters (csrcvtis~
Corrugated
tron
roofing
sheets . . . . . . . . .
Metal frame shelters (Operation Roof)
Polyurethane @~os

‘wupanr-3

Referrncc3
Prc~l~mnur~~Kcprwf ON Po.cr-Dr.w.wr flcmwrg in f’cvw Paul and
C‘harlottr Thompson. Oryanilation of American States, Bogo.
ta. 1976.

Hoasing Recnartntction
rl’tw
Wide variety. from pretttbncatcd systems to
adobe ir,uses:
. .
.
.
By the iJvemment
Through loans
. . .
. . . .
From other sources .
. .
.
.
Roofing schemes . .
_
. .
.
Total

. . .

.

. .

.

. .

\‘““,tC,
hudt

.\fcrnorro l Wt-IV72 (Organization for thr Development
AtTectcd Zone). ORDEZA. Lima. 1972.

10600
3 I60
2400
4oOOG

“Emergency Housing in Peru”, .~rcltrrtr?uml Ucs&t. London. May.
1971.

56 I80

,AUoeatiooof roles

CASE

Survivors: Clearance of debris. erection of shelters (in f&-forwork progmmmes)
National/local authorities: National commission Ibr relief and
oxonstruction.
Military: repair of roads. bridges. ; rigation systems, etc.
.\ssisting groups (external): All axpr.:ts of re:!cf, loans for reconstruction from the International i)evrlopment Banks for housing. clit&, schools, etc.

S~JMMARY

.\funugtru. h’icurupta - Dtrrmhcr

4

I YT.?/,‘J. 00 hr.>/

Popnlation
he-disaster: 500 000
Homeless: 200 000 (ratio I: 2.5)
Injured: 20 000
Killed: Between 6 000 and 10 000.

Dwellings

I. The Hot&in: Ministry &abltshcd an emergency shelter committee to assess damage. provided temporary shelter and reestablish essential xater, samtation and other retvices.
2. Widespread use ot tents ( I2.4OU).
3. I9 tonsofbuilding materialsand 602 tonsofbuildingeq~ipment
and tools, etc. were sent to the alfected area.
4. Over 50,000 fami!ics received corrugated iron sheets for emer-

Pre-disaster: 80 000
Damaged: unknown
Destroyed: 50 00
Vahte of damage (US dollurs): Approximately

$800 million.

N&dsofaffecttd population: Water supply. sanitation. shelter. access
to sources of employment.

genr; shelter.
5. Emergent:, camps iyere established by the Government. broken
down into family units in a project caBed “Dperation Roof’.
These emergency shelters were formed from mew) frames, with
corrugated iron sheet rooting: 80 per cent of the tnaterials were
re-uscxl in pertnanent reconstruction.

Value of assistance(US dollars): $226 million between 1975 and
1978.

Emergencyshelter
Tl7W.l

initial tents and estevas built in the tint week.
12.JOOtents erected in IO weeks.
By the second month credit was available for reconstruction.
By January 1971 (7 months later) shelter had been provided for
14.130 families d: a roof had been provided for 5O.OCOfamilies.

Sumlw

Frrrm10gr

360
I 600

60
20

500

45

prondrd

Tents
Masaya
.
Managua
Polyurethane
igloos
(Red
Cross)
.
.
Wooden huts (US Govemment) .

Timing

-

smtx

Earthqnake (Richter 5.6)

Emergenq shelter policy

I.
2.
3.
4.

of the

I I 600

omupmq

35 (first year)
100 (second
Year)

Total

Recnnstntetion policy: A reconstruction commission (CRYRZA) was
established with the following objectives:

.

.

.

14 060

.hrr Of the homcleu W pr cat wwercItsredils lodgmg ulth rclalwculnendr. and B
small pmpxtmn ccre ormpw$ tmprovwd rhekcr
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Housing Reconstruction

“Managua rebuilds a city from earihquake rums”. Ivan Osono.
Grugrupkd
.Sf~@~:rt~r.London. May 1976.

.v’umlwr

Z-pLY

IA

h&r

Wide variety. including the upgrading of the
wooden huts . _ . .
. . . . . . . _. .

Unknown. bu1
active
very
private sec-

(‘ME STUDY SL’MMARY .s

lOI

Allocation of roles

Hurricane (“FRY)

Survivors: Moved in with relatives and friends in outlying
towns/villages.
Nationablocal authorities: Evacuation of Managua city (compuiso@, building of campsites and wooden shelters.
Military: Execution of evacuation order.
Assisting groups (external): Provide tents. polyurethane igloos.
wooden huts.

Population
Pre-disaster: Unknown
Homeless: Up 10 350 000
injured: Unknown
Killed: 8 000

Emergencyshelter policy: Government policy to evacuate Managua
city centre-reasons given: risks of looting and epidemics- and
provide campsites in Masaya and outskirts of Managua; assisl in
building wooden huts for l I 600 families. Initially, survivors tended to ignore govemmenr action. preferring to stay with friends and
relatives.

DHel1inp.s
Pre-d!saster: Unknown
Dama!cd: 12 000
Destroyed: Up to 15 000 (according to diiTerent estimates)

Vaiuc uf damage(US dollars): 1500 million

Timing
Managua: 40 tents in 2 days
Masaya: 40 tents in 3112weeks
Full complement of tems arrived and erected after 5 weeks.
Wooden huts (USA) compiemd in 14 weeks, igloos in 5 months. A
number of voluntary agencies erected simpler wooden huts within
3 weeks.

Needs of affected pupulations: Food. drinkmy water. sanrlation.
medical care shelter

Value of assistance (US dollars): $11.6 million
Emergencyshelter

Reconstructionpolicy: Prior lo the Popular Revolution. Government
policy was to cordon otrcity centre, pending reconstruction using
new aseismic building codes. Reconstruction placed under special
ministry. Freezing ofcemral area encouraged vast suburban sprawl.
increasing costs of infmstructure deveiopmcnVmaintenance. and
altering socioeconomic base of the affected population. Reconstruction policy was dictated by the interests of a small but wealthy
land-owning class under former regime.

Xumhcr

TFW

prowded

Tents
Prefabricated umts

.

ilnknown
500

wmp”“r‘l

Unknown
Unknown

h’umlrr

hlrrll

rypa
Wide variety of systems including prefabricated
timber and precast concrete systems . . .

I. The evacuation policy was the basic cause of the waste land that
remained undeveloped in the central of Managua until the 1979
revolution. lf famiiics had been aiiowcd to remain within the
earthquake ruins, it is probable that rebuilding would have proceeded rapidly. Thus, the obvious benefits of antiscismic pianningand buiidingconstruclion have to be set against thecost and
social disruption of such measures.
2. A consequence of the rcsrriction of dcveiopmcnt in the urban
ccnlre has stimuiarcd suburban decentralization. which has nditally changed the form of posl-eanhquakc Managua.
3. The extended family system was a highly efliitivc “sponge”.
ah-ol’>rngthe homeiess.(Tltismay havebeendueinpantorapid
urbanization in the previous decade wirh extensive rural/urban
ties).
4. Polyurethane igloosarrived too late to sansfy emergency shelter
needs.
5. The USAID wooden huts were ineffective as emergency provisions; they were remotei] sited, with inadequate attention
having been p;ild IO infstrucmre.
6. The private sector played a key role in reconstruction. particularly on the periphery of the city.

Unknown

PC
Allocation of roles
Survivors: Improvisation of shcitcr.
National/local authorities: Damagc/nccds assessmcm. medical
supplies, provision of Iems.
Military: Unknown, bm conventional roic presumed : rcscuc. cicaring debris. setting up camps, etc.
Assisung groups (external): Provision of wide variety of rciicf supplies.

D

Emergencyshelter policy: Eight large refugee camps were established.
The largest was built in Choloma to house 318 families (1.831
people). In addition there were improvised shelters. The extended
family system does not appear to have functioned elTeciiveiy. Exisring buildings e.g. schools, were used as temporary shelter.

Timing: Honduran Red Cross dealt wuh immediate needs; 19 Sept..
damage assessment teams requested from UNDRO and US Govemmcnt. 20 Sept., arrival of first supplies for emergency sheller;
requests changed due to cominuing surveys; 26 Sept., meeting of
agencies, each asked IO indicate in which area of relief 11wlshed to
work.

References
dfannoguu, Report on housing strategy, December 1972, Ian Davis,
Oxford Polytechnic. Jan. 1974.

Reconstructionpolicy: Thcrc were the major programmcs of hOUSC

Report on the Coyolepe ReJdgee Camp, CIIR and OXEAM Team.
July 1973.

building-each by a voluntary agency. In addition. CARE disnibuled rooiingmateriais for 5,324 houses: housing was bmlt above the
flood plain, on the hill side. but remained vulnerable m many
instances. due to poor “cut and iiii” rechniques.

Nuner. Christobei
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P~wenh7g~~

Housing reconstruction

Lemon.5 learoed

Actisitiesofrhe NationalEmergen~~Con~nrirree,
Rupma, Oakland. California. 1975.

from external

sources

-__..

h

Lessonslearned

Housing reconstruction

I One of :tir ncv\ housing settlements “Coloma Canada” in Choloma IS interestmg m that it evolved from a refugee camp of 485
famdies to a permanent settlement of 381 houses.
2. There was a marked absence of governmental provision of rrevv
housing
3. There was marked lack of local involvement in the refugee camp
and m rehousing programmes. many of which were culturally
unsuited to local conditions.
4. The distribution of aid was concentrated in certain centres such
as Choloma, causmg a dependancv a spiral with adverse longterm consequences.
5. Mary 01‘the housing systems have no1 been easily moditied.
6. New buildings have not been destgned or sued to adequately
resist future high winds or flood action.

7 Ipr)s

Prefabricated housing: (asbestos sheets m umber
frames.1provided by Turkish Mimstry of Reconstruction and Settlement

~untlxv
IdI

I 568 in 54
days, 5 805
after
9 months
in alTected
region as a
whole

Allocation of roles

Thompson. Charlotte and Paul. Surrey c!l’recon.rtrucf~orr komrrrg ,rr
Mondrtrat (II years after Hurricane “Fiti?
Organisation of
American States. 1976.

Survivors: Some limited improvisation of shelter. Overall role of
survivors was minimal.
National, local authorities: Housmg reconstruction.
Military: Search and rescue. demolition of dangerous rums.
Assisting groups (external): Red CrossJCrescent provtded tents:
OXFAM provided polyure:hane igloos; 46 per cent of prefabricated housing reconstructton built with foretgn asststance.

Cuny. Fred.. Julian Perez and Jinks Parker. Rcporr WI Ihc r&gee
camp and homng prograwme MI ~%olon~a. ikondtms. InterIL33. Dallas. 1975.

Emergencyshelter policy: The policy was to provtde tents through the

References

Turkish Red Crescent. and to accelerate reconstructton. Voluntnry
Agcnctes followed their own policies. e.g. the Oxfam Igloos.

D Nell Snarr and E. Leonard Brown, “Permanent post-disaster
housing in Honduras: aspects of vulnerability future disasters”. D~~a.wrs. vol. 3. No. 3. 1979. pp. 287-292.

Timing: The majority of tents were in place wtthin 2 wcyks. the most
urgently needed having been provided within 2 days. The first
polyurethane igioos were provided after 6U days. and completed
after 90 days.

D. Ned Snarr and E. Leonard Brovvn, “(Jser satisfaction with permanent post-disaster housing: Two years aRer Hurricane Fifi
in Honduras*‘. Disasrers. vol. 4. No. 1, 1980, pp. 83-92.

Reconstruction policy :
I. The Mimstry of Reconstructton and Resettlement movsed the
town of Lice 2 km to the south due to the risk of rockfalls at the
old site.
2. The housing policy was to provide prefabricated homes. tto( to
rebuild in local building tradition. The town of Lice was planned
for an eventual population of 20.000 (twtce the pre-earthquake
total).
3. Some of the housing assistance from cxtcmal sources, no!ably
Libya. incorporated employment provision. animal shelters.
etc.

CASE STUDY SUMMARY 6

Eorthqtmke (Richter 6.9)
Lice. Turkey-September

1975 i 12.20 hrsl

-_-.

Popnlation
Pre-disaster: 50 000 (8 100 Lice town)
Homeless: 5 Ooo (ratio 1: 10 region and I: 1.6 town)
Injured: 3 400
KillefJ: z 385

Lessons teemed
I. Tents effectively met short-term needs. A particular quality of
Red Crescent polic! is to ask surviving families to make new
tents to replenish the stockpile while using their tents.
2. r rf the 463 OXFAM igloos. 44 were damaged, and it is probable
that fewer than 50 were used. They failed on grounds ofhigh cost.
timing. lire risk and cultural issues. After the experience in Lice,
OXFAM abandoned the system.
3. Lice was the second major dtsaster to attract extensive financial
aid from the Arab world. with the receipt of $1 I out of $15.7
million of external atd, resulting in an Imaginative project by
Libya.
4. The deciston to relocate Li.. has been very unpopular with its
residents, and was made without their partictpatton. The new
site does not possess climatic shelter from the hillside. has taken
valuable agricultural land out of use. and was initially without
water supply. The new choice of a flat site may have been
influenced by the requirements of the prefabricated houses.
5. The capacity of the Turkish Government to build prefabricated
houses so rapidly (1,568 units in 54 days) was an achievement,
but conversely the houses had many deficiencies: climatic and
cultural unsuitabtlity; no provision for animals: they were too
small: and they did little to generate local work. Essentially. they
reflected an urban middle class set of values, in sharp contrast to
rural values and prionttes

Dwellings
Pm-disaster: unknown
Damaged: 8 450
Destroyed: 7 710
\‘nltte of dpmpge (US dollars): Estimated between %I7 million and
534 million.
Needs of affected popubttiotts: Shelter was a particularly important
need owing to approaching winter conditions. Owing to high
casualty figures. emotional security was an rmportant factor in
rt ‘ief.
Value of ar&.tauce (US dollars): $34 million
%I 5.7 million (external sources).

(internal sources):

Enleweacy shelter
xumbpr
pmvwi-d
rp-s
Tcttts (Turkish Red Crescent) 3 681
Polyurethane igloos
(OXFAM)
. . . .
463
Improvised shelter
. .
Unknown

PI-KtT&T

mrupanrv

90
10
Unknown
69

Allocation of roles

References
The Lice Earrhmrake in Sourheastem Tarkev. A Geo.eraohv of the
Disasrer. &ptain William Mitchell, U.S. Air For& Academy.
Colorado, 1976.
LiceDeprinti. Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement. Ankara, 1975 tin Turkish).
“Earthquakes and Prefabs”. Jon Cavanagh and Fiona Johnson.
Ecologist. vol. 6, No. 3, 1976, pp. 104-6.

Survivors: Widespread improvised shelter.
National/local authorities: Provision of tents and temporary
shelter.
Military: Search and rescue; erection ofcampsites (in conJunctton
with Red Cross).
Assisting groups (external): Provision of tents. temporary shelters
and building materials, especially corrugated iron roofing
sheets.

P

Emergency shelter policy
I. No clear policy on shelter emerged in the initial weeks followrng
the earthquake. The Reconstruction Commission allocated
towns and villages to the very large number of relrcf agencies.
2. The Government planned to build 100.000 temporary houses
with military support. but there was httle follow-up.
3. Many agencies adopted a policy of providing corrugated iron
sheeting (lamina) which could serve as emergency shelter. and
subsequently as permanent lightweight roofing. These programmes developed from week I onwards.

CASE STUDY SUMMARY 7

Earthquake (Richter 7.5)
Glratet,lala-~ebnra~

I976

Population
Pm-disaster: Unknown
Homeless: 1.6 million (ratio: unknown)
Injured: Estimates up to 77 000
Killed: 27 000 estimated

Reconstruction policy

Dwellings
Pm-disaster: Unknown
Damaged: Unknown
Destroyed:
Guatemala City . . . . . . . .
Rural areas ....................
Total

.

. .

221 261
163 501

.......................

384 762

Value of damage (US dollars): $750 million estimated
Needs of affected populations: Restoration of water supplietisanitation; shelter at high altitude; re-establishment of local economics.

Value of assistance (US dollars): External sources: $7.5 million for
relief, and $17.5 million for reconstruction.

Emergencyshelter
Pmenr4gc
occup4n~y

Numiw
TW-

Tents . . . . . . _ . . . . . . .

iron
COlTUgakd
sheets . . . . . .
Improvised shelters

u

pmwdnl

10000
approa.

rooting
. . . . Unknown
. . . . . 50000 in
Guatemala
City
Temporary wooden houses . Unknown

Low in
campsites;
high where
erected near
nutted
homes
High
Very high
Unknown

NUlllh-7

burlr

Wide variety of traditional construction and light prefabrication . . . . _ . . , . . . . . . . Unknown, except that within 4
months, 24 agencies were
providing many different types of programmes with widely differing levels of success.

1. There was no clear reconstruction policy. This was left to indrvtdual municipalities to determine. in consultation with assisting groups.
2. Reconstruction in Guatemala City was made more complicated
by land tenure problems, which delayed all urban reconstruction.

\
b:

Lessonslearned: “A Committee of voluntary agencies writing to the
President of Guatemala two years after the earthquake of the 4th
February. 1976, admitted that many mistakes had been made and
listed the following five as the most important: too much aid was
given away: too many of the houses constructed were merely of an
emergency type: some organizations used large numbers of foreign
volunteers: too much was done under pressure and without proper
consultation, so that the victims became mere spectators of thr
work carried out rather than participants: a lot of reconstruction
work was undertaken without lirst consulting the Government’s
Reconstruction Committee”- R. Norton.
Other vital lessons included the following:
1. The widespread improvisation of shelter in Guatemala City
underlined the resourcefulness of survivers.
2. The Oxfam/World Neighbours Housing Education Programme
was a major innovation in post-disaster housing programmcs,
with its emphasis on accountability and training in low-cost.
anti-seismic construction.
3. Problems of land use were a fundamental issue in Guatemala
City, since the majority of earthouakc deaths related to unsafe
siting as much as to precarious building.
References

II

A

El

Reggie Norton, “Disasters and Settlement”. Disasrers. vol. 4. No. 3.
London. 1980. p.339.
Recunslrm-fion qf Housing in Guafanala. Paul and Charlotte
Thompson, Organization of American States and Intertect.
Dallas, 1976.

Ti

The OXFAM/World
Ncighbours Housing Education Programme
in Guatemala. Mary McKay, Dlsasrers and rhr Small Dw/ling.
Pergamum, Oxford, United Kingdom, 198 1.
:lnlhropological analvsrc of I/W Earrhquake irr lf’estertl Gaaremala.
Robert Carmack. Report for AID. USA, 1976.
Guatemala Sheller and Housing fo/iq irr tl ‘e&s l-3, Ian Davis,
Oxford Polytechnic, United Kingdom.
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C4F.E STt‘n\

St’hlhlWI

Lessons learned: The “temporary” housmg pohcv. pendmg permanent reconstrucuon. proved to double the costs ;freconstrurtion
m
1 le\r of the pncr of prefabricated umts and the mves?ments needed
to pro\ ide sltts and services. This pohcy in effect retarded reconstruction. The decentralization ofresponsibilit! IO the local authormes. howe\er. proved to be bcnefirial by increasing the zccounttabilit? of officials to the disaster victims. even though there were
unequal performances between some municipalities. The “temporat” housmg polic) was brought abuut to some extent by pres,urc
from the media and politics. The rxtcnsive use ofmobile homes and
hotels (in winter) was most successful. in contrast to low occupancy
of tent campsltes.

8

Earthquake (Richter 6.3)
Fr111h.IlUl~ - .IIur /turd .~t*prrwduw

IY76

Pnpulotiuo
Pre-disaster: 89000
Homeless: 45000 (ratio I :1.9)
Injured: Z-100
Kdkd: 965

References
Dncllings

The Gt~t,~nu dr Frnflf. EdrlllyttuXt, ($6 .Ilur IV%. N. Ambraseys.
UNESCO. Paris. 1977.

Predlsaster: l’nhnown
Damaged and destroyed: 30517

“The Friuli Experience”. E. Chiavola. /‘ln&.~ru
wrcnro. No. I I. 198 I.

\slue of damage (L’S dollars): S I. I bilhon

Irulrur~ti dc ( 'c-

“Reconstruction m Vcnso. Friuli”. Sarah Hogg. D~.\czsr~.r.vol. 4.
No. 2. London. l980.

Se& of affected populations: Rcpa~rs and mfrastrucrure. especially
~tcr supply: restontton ofeconomlc XII~ tties. Emergency shelter
(whsh was not strictI) spcaking a major problem because of an
abundant suppI> ).

CASE STt:t)Y Sl:hht,\H\
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Value of assistance (US dollars): Unknown

Earthquuke (Richter 7.6)
Emergencyshelter
.V”dW
pmnded

TWS

Campsites with tents . .
Tents (distributed individually ) .
.
.
.
Mobile homes . . . . .
Railway sleeping cars
. . .
Hovels on Adriatic coast . . .
Temporary housing (prefabricared)
. . .

Unknown

PC~LlllI~~
urqhufn

Very low

Population
Pre-disaster : 180700
Homeless: 51000 (ration I : 3.5)
Injured: 5000 (approx.)
Killed : 3 870

60

Unknown
Unknown
125
20000 beds

loo
High
100

25000 (by

loo

Dwellings

1980)

Pre-disaster: 30000 (approx.)
Damaged : 5 250
Destroyed : 9 200

Housing reconstruction
TIPW
All damaged and destroyed houses to be rebuilt
to original form. incorporating earthquakeresistant design/codes . . . . . . . . . . .

.Vumhv

hwlr

\‘nlue of damage(US dollars): $3.2 billion
5

Needsof aNectedpopulations: Shelter in harsh winter conditions for
survivcrsand their livestock. Medical careand other <tandard relief
needs.

Unknown

Allocation of roles

Value of awistance (US dollars): $17.4 billion for rchef and recon-

Survivors: Clearing of rubble. erection of tents, moving into alternative accomodation.
National/local authorities: Provision of campsites, hotel accommodation. sleeping cars and temporary prefabricated housing.
Military : Search and rescue. cleming debris, erecting campsites.
Assisting groups (external): Provision of tents. some prefahricate$
units. schools, mobile homes.

struction from %cmal sources. Monetary value of assistance from
inside Turkey unknown. but considerable in terms of prcfabricatcd
housing alone.

Emergencyshelter

Emergency shelter policy: Municipalities were responsible for proGding temporary accommodation (ofthe type indicated above) for
theiraffected citizens. Workers commuted between their temporary
accommodation aud the affected villages.
Timing: Tents were used from May to October 1976. Hotels and
sleeping cars were used in winier. The first temporary prefabricated
houses were built by the winter of 1976. but the process continued
for a number of years.

.Vumlm

Ptmmqv

prondcd

OAl~dppotlC,

r?p-3
Tents. m&ding
winterized
tents with stoves
.

5000

Improvised shelter

Unknown

95 for winterized tents :
low for
others
100

Housing reconstruction
Nvmlw
hurl1

Typo

Prefabricated
frames

Reconstruction policy: Pending the rebuilding of houses to their historical form, “temporary” prefabncated houses were provided on
specially prepared and serviced sites. All reconstruction was to bc to
earthquake-resistant standards. This policy of building twice over
wasdesigned to prevent migration away towards the laqz mdustrial
centres of the works.
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houses
__

asbestos
. . . . .

paneisltimbcr
.
.
.

In000
erected
between
April
and November 1977

mmttion

Dwellings

of roles

Survivors: Improvised shelters (many dug into the ground for
warmth.)
NationaVIocal authorities: Provision of tents and evacuation.
Military: Search, rescue, clearing debris.
Assisting groups (external): Provision of tents (Red Crescent/Red
Cross; USAID).

Emergency shelter policy
1. Survivors were encouraged by Government to move away from
the affected area (one designated area was the Aegean coast).
2. Provide suitable tents to accommodate families during the harsh
winter conditions until prefabricated housing could commence
in April 1977. (Building work was not possible during the
winter). There were difficulties in obtaining winterized ten,,, k,te
entire world stockpile being inadequate.

Timing: Evacuation occurred for a small proportion of families (approx. 200) within 2 months. Tents, including winterized models,
were provided within 6 weeks.

Values of damages (US dollars): Monetary value unknown. but considerable losses 10 crops, livestock and fishing equipment.
Needs of affected populations: Reestablishment of local economies,
clean drinking water (wells were contaminated). clearing of access
roads, food, household goods. paramedical care. Shelter was not a
priority in view of warm climate.
Refe
Value of assistance (CJS dollars): Unknown

s

Emergency shelter

rwes
Simple shelters using local materials
. . .
.
.

Perwmgr

iVWu,nlwr
pmudrd

C*‘C”pupllW

II
CJnknown

Unknown

Housing reconstruction

Reconstructionpolicy
I. The hlinistry of Reconstruction and Settlement provided prefabricated housing for all homeless families.
2. Advice was not provided for the improvement of traditional
adobe or masonry dwellings.

In the worst winter earthquake in Turkey for JO years, authorities feared that vast numbers ofsurvivors would die ofexposurc
to the harsh climate. Thus winterized tents. with heating and
insulation were requested from world-wide sources. The
assumed need was probably incorrect, as is evidenced by the
resourcefulness of surviving families who improvised by half
submerging makeshift shelters in the ground.
The Government policy of relocating families in other par:5 of
Turkey was interpreted by some critics as being politically
motivated. It appears that few families took up the ofier, which
consisted of removal costs, provision of new land and an initial
gram of livestock.
The Government (as in Lice in 1975). adopted a policy to provide prefabricated housing, with plans to build 10000 units. No
attempt was made to provide resources for training local builders
in antiseismic construction of !raditional buildings.
The above policy was underpinned by the extensive aid provided by donor governments, with particular emphasis on aid
from Arab countries.

References
Report bv Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement. Ankara,
Turkey, 1977.
Provision of Emergency Shelter in Wimer C.onditionr. Everett
Ressler, Dallas, Texas, USA, 1977.
Cu.rc Repor& Van Province, Office of the United Nations Disaster
Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), Geneva, 1977.
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7’vp11
Wide variety of”low” or “appropriate” technology
solutions using timber, mud, thatch . . .
.

Some “pukka” (brick/concrete blocks) housing

hlr

.

15000 by
January
1982
Unknown

Allocation of roles
Survivors: Improvisation and repair of shelter from cyclone debris.
National/local authorities: “Pukka” housing and community
cyclones shelters.
Military: Rescue, clearing roads etc.
Assisting groups (external): Forty voluntary agencies working with
Government to built simple shelters. Some (limited) training on
housing reconstruction and related issues.

Emergencyshelter policy
1. Shelter needs were nor a high priority, the climate being warm
and the monsoon season not imminent.
2. The Government made stocks of thatch and bamboo readily
available for families to improvise shelters, and repair or rebuild
their homes.
3. CARE, a voluntary agency from the United States, worked
through Indian voluntary agencies to built 7,000 shelters.

Tropical cyclone (winds up to 270 Mbr)
Andhra Pradesh, India - Noiqember 1979
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Timing: The CARE housing was started within a month of the

Need
rer
so,
ret

cyclone, and was completed in about IO weeks (to fit a US Government requirement of confining assistance to a 90-day. postimpact period).

Valu
19

Reconstructionpolicy
I. The State Government made certain promises to provide
“pukka” housing for surviving families in lieu of providing SUPport for traditionnal types of constructton. (The houses to COSI
about Rs. 6,500 with a plinth area of about 190 sq. ft.).
2. Build I.300 community of cyclone shelters (500 completed by
March 1982).
3. Build environmental protection measures, such as tidal embankments tree belts and other plantation.
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Lessonslearned

Populatiou
Predisaster: Unknown
Homeless: 250000
Injured: Unknown but minimal
killed.
Killed: 30000

Pre-disaster: Unknown
Damaged and destroyed: 150000 homes. probably 90 per cent ofall
houses in coastal area.

m comparison

to numbers

I. The debate between supporters of”pukka” housing and those of
traditional housing was ultimately won by the former. with the
proposed building of 20,000 “pukka” houses.
2. The Government adopted a Preparedness Plan which included
I3,ooO Community Cyclone Shelters.

La

Housing reconstructiun

3. Despite the mintmal need for emergency shelter and pressing
agricultural priorities. one agency devoted extensive resources
(US Government atd) to build 7.000 shelters. This was mainly
the work of contractors. generating limited local employment.
4. Nevertheless initial evidence suggest that the concrete block
housing has had a positive effect in the local economy.
5. Opportunities were missed to instigate training programmes in
improved construction techniques, the only exceptions being the
programmes organized by the Village Reconstruction Organization (VRO), and an organization called Appropriate Training
and Information Center (Attic).

7Ipt7
Prefabricated “temporary” housmg (pending reconstruction) m El Asnam town

Reconstruction of traditional
areas
nltocation of roles

References
Sraremenr O~ICycktne and Tidal Hhre. Sri Vengata Rad, Govemment of Andhra Pradesh. Hyderabad. 1979.

.vumtwr
ll”lh
20000 with
expected
ZO-years
occupancy.
on-going
programme

housing in rural
Unknown

Survivors: Some improvised shelter (rural areas); logdmg wtth
family/friends outside alTected area.
NattonaI’local authorities: Provision of tents. campsites; building
materials for rapid reconstruction in rural areas.
Military: Rescue, relief erection of tent campsites.
Asststing groups (external): Provision of tents. plastic sheeting.
prefabncatcd housing (and schools).

Xores on the Recenr Cyclone. M. Channa Reddy. Secretariat Press,
Hyderabad. 1979.
Imrral issues .tbllowittg the .dndhra Pradesh Cyclone L$ .Voolrmbcr
1979. F. Cuny. Intertect. Dallas, Texas, USA, 1980.

Emergeaey shelter policy: One day after the earthquake. the Algerian
Prestdrnt formed an Inter-Mmisterial Reconstruction Commission The) were charged wtth three tasks (in order of priority):
I. Save lives, prevent epidemic diseases. establish tent campsites.
2. Evaluate losses. protect property.
3. Prepare for reconstructton. noting the experiences of other
earthquake-prone areas.
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Earthquake (Richter 7.3)
El .4snam. .4lgeria - Frtday (p.m.} 10 Oct&re i9SO

Timing: Urgent attention was given to provtde tents/shelter materials/campsites in view of impending winter conditions. Affected
population was asked by Government to occupy campsites for one
year pending provision of temporary prefabricated housing. This
promise was kept (El Asnam town). II is expected that the complete
reconstruction process may take up to twenty years.

Population
Pre-disaster: I000000 (region)
Homeless: 400000 (ratio 1: 2.5)
Injured: 8369 serious: I5000 light

Killed: 2633

Reconstructionpolicy

Dwellings

1. After some debate. deciston to retain existing site of El Asnam.
Reconstruction only after microzoning study.
2. Provide prefabricated remporary housing, pending reconstruction.
3. Reconstruct conventional, reinforced concrete housing to earthquake-resistant standards.

Pm-disaster: 20000 (region)
Damaged : 60000
Destroyed: 80000

Valoe of damage(US dollars): Unknown

Lessms learned

Needs of affectedpopulations: Medical care, shelter, rapid economic
rerovery (especially io agricultural sector), re-establishment of
social and administrative services, and education, especially the
rebuilding of schools (85 destroyed).

1. As a consequence of recent rapid urbanization many unsafe
modem, reinforced concrete structures collapsed in the carthquake.
2. The collapse of 85 schools indicated the priority riced for ascismic design and construction of public buildings.
3. Overestimates of easuaities and relief needs gave rise to some
waste. with excessive proviston of medical aid.
4. Offtcials underestimated the self-help capacity of survivors.
5. Tents and plastic sheeting served a useful function, particularly
when freely adapted or located by the surviving families.

Value of aaaIatance (US dollars): $50 million for relief in December
I980
Emergency shelter
Num: PI
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. . . . . .

.
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.
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Appendix B
FUTURE

RESEARCH

The following research topics were identified by the Expert Group
Meeting which reviewed this document in December 1981.

NEEDS

B. Research into hazard-resistant housing and settlements
1. SOCIAL,CULTURAL.4NDEcONoMICASPECTS
OFIMPROVEDADOBEBUILDlNoS

Although some work has been done on the scientific analysis OI the
performance of low-cost adobe dwellings in seismic areas. there
remains an urgent need to consider:
The social. cultural and economic aspects of housing improvement
projects;
The most effective way of implementing such programmes.

A. The resources of survivors
1. SELF-HELP

Case studies on the limitations of self-help in the provision of
shelter and inputs needed from assisting groups;
Cash grants (to stimulate the economy);
Cash grams (for rebuilding);
Subsidies;
Distribution of materials (both for emergencies and reconstruction);
Sharing of cxpertisc on hazard resistant housing.

2. DISASTER MITIGATIONANDUPC~RADING

PROGRAMMES

A project perhaps best undertaken with CJNCHS. would be to consider how disaster mitigation mcasurcs can bc incorporated into
upgrading programmes within th: informal sector (slums, squatter
settlements). and rural settlements.

Ideally, case studies should cover different types of disasters in
diverse climates, and at dicerent scales of impact.

3. RESTORATIONOFSETTLEMENTSANDBIJILDINGSAFTERFL~ODS
2. COMMUNITY-B~\su)~ooDMITIGATION

MEASURES

Post-flood measures to restore buildings.
Case studies on:
Protection of infrastructure;
The protection of settlements by simple warning devices for flash
floods. raising village levels, building protective walls, dykes. overflow routes;
The protection of buildings;
Flood mitigation measures for low-cost housing; consideration of
using improved techniques and materials in flood-prone environmerits.
3. PRCXE~~ONOFPEOPIILIVINOIN

BUILDINGSWITH
EARTHEN-ROOFSINEARTHQUAKE-PRONE AREAS

C. Activities of assisting groups
I ASSESSMENTOFNEEDS
Given the difXculties of assessing shelter needs after a major disaster, what are the most effective assessment techniques available and
who should undertake them?
2. ACCOUNTABKJTV

HEAVY

An examination of practical measures to introduce the concept of
“accountability” to governments and assisting groups.

Considering recent earthquake casualties in the Middle East, a very
useful and practical piece ofresearch. (probably best undertaken with
a local voluntary agency o: co-operative group). would be to explore
very cheap, low-technology methods to protect houses which have
very heavy earthen or tiled roofs, and other vulnerable characteristics.

3. LONGTERMCONSEQUENCESOFSHELTER

PROGRAMhfES

The long term consequences of large-scale emergency shelter programmes considering:
(a) Whether they retard or accelerate reconstruction.
(6) Planning implications for new settlements.

4. HUMAN EXPOSUREANDDISASIZRSHELTER
In view of the often-stated risk of exposure. thus necessitating
shelter, to mount a research project on winter disasters.

D. Information exchange

This could examine medical evidence from previous disasters.
Secondly. a more detailed monitoring of a fuiure disaster could be
undertaken, with a&,ance study of how to investigate this issue.
UNDRO, WHO, PAHO and natural disaster research institutes
would all have possible inputs into such a study.

To develop a good annotated bibliogmphy (with the widest
international spread of documentation) on the topic of disasters and
settlements.
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Appendix C
DEFINITIONS

OF UNDRO TERMS

.Varurqi haxr% meaning the probability of occurence, within a specitic penod of time in a given area.
of a potentially damakng natural phenomenon.
~icheruhilify. meaning the degree of loss to a given element at risk. or set of such elements, resulting
from the occurrence of a natural phenomenon of a given magnitude, and expressed on a scale
from 0 (no damage) to 1 (total loss).
Elemenfs or rrrk, meaning the population, buildings and civil engineering works, economic activities,
public services, utilities and infrastructure, etc.. . at risk in a given area.
Spec[fic risk. meaning the excepted degree of loss due to a particular natural phenomenon and as a
function of both natural hazard and vulnerability.
RI& meaning the expected number of lives lost, persons injured, damage to property and disruption
of economic activity due to a particular natural phenomenon, and consequently the product of
specific risk and elements at risk.
r Natuml disasters and vulnenbihty

analysis, Report of Expert Group Meeting, UNDRO.

1979.
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1. OBiee of the United Natiom Disaster Relief CoQnliaator
UNDRO
Cim repoR, No.OOLTurkey. Earthquake, Van Province, 1976;
No.O04-Mozambique, Fld
1977; VoLOOS-Oman, Cyclone and Torrential Rains, 1977; No. 007-Jamaica, Floods,
1979; No. 008~Dmniniea, Hurricane David, 1979; No. 009Dominican Republic. Hurricanes David and Frederic, 1979;
No. OIO-Lao, Kermao Earlhquake, 1981.
Disaster Prevention and mitigation: a compendium ofcurrent know-

&ge.Vol. I-Vol~nological Aspects; Vol. 2-Hydrological Aspects: VoL 3-Seismological Aspects; Vol. 4-Meteomlogical
As~x~s; Vol. S-Land Use Aspets; Vol. 6-Building and Civil
Engineering Aspects (in French only); Vol. ‘I-Economic Aspects; Vol. 8-Sanitation Aspects; Vol.9-Legal Aspects;
Vol. IO-Public Information Aspects.
Vol. I -h-disaster
Physical
Planning ofHuman Settlemenls; Vol. 2-Building Measuresfor
Minimizing the Impact of Disaster; Vol. J-Management of
Settlements.

Guidelines for

disaster pro’pnlion.

Ten queslions on UNDRO (leatlet).
UNDRO news, published every two months.

REPORTS
Compade vulnerabiliy

PERRI
“I

2. General Bibliolpnphy

analysis. A metholodology and casestudy of

the Melm Manila area (Revised technical report)
Disaster Preparedness and prpvpnrion in Peru, An assessmentof the

needs and possibilities for international assistance: Report of
Joint WNDRO/OFD~PAHOILRCS Mission (25-31 January
! 98 I) (Bcsllicted).
Drought andflocnis in the people’s Republic of China Report of the

Multi-Agency Fact-Finding Mission to the Hubei and Hebei
Provinces (12-31 January 1981)(Restriaed).
Dispkzcti and droughI-affPced persons in southern and central Angola, Report of the Multi-Ageo~y Fact-Fipdiog Mission (29 August
- I2 September 1981)(Restricted).
Natural disasters and vulnerability analysis. Report of Expen Gmup

Meeliw (July 1979).
Office of the Unirpd Nations Disaster Relitf Co-ordinalor (April 1980.

March 1981),Report of the Secretary-Generalto the Thirty-sixth
Sessionof tie UN General Assembly (A/36/259).

Note: It hasbeen decided to limit the bibliography to tbe full list of
key referencesalready listed at the conclusion of each section of the
study. The Aimitation in length and scopeof the bibliography is owed
to the basic function ofthe study: to provide sufficient information to
alf assisting groups responsible for developing post-disaster shelter
and housing pmgrammes.
AMBRA~EY~
N.N., “Earthquake Hazard and Emergency Planning*’
Build Internarional, Jan/Feb. 1972.p. 38.
AMER~cANINsTITUTEOFARCHITECIS(~A),

Failurefollowing

Howto Evuluure

of damage),AIA, Washington, USA.
Dt!iA!xER

ASSISTANCE (CIDA),

sessing Inrernutional Disaster Nee& Nnlional Academy of
Sciences.Washington, D.C.. 1979.
CUNY. Frederick C., Struregies and Approaches ./iir Ihe Prvvrsion o/’
Emergenc.v Shelter and Post- Disaster Housing, lntcrtcct (with
funding from USAID). Dallas, Texas. USA, 1975.
DAVIS.Ian. “The Iotervenors”, New Inrernationalis~. No. 53. 1977,
pp. 21-23.
Shelrer oJer disaster, Oxford Polytechnic Press,Oxford, United
Kingdom. 1978.
Arquirectura de Emergencia.., Gustave Gilli S.A.. Barcelona,
1980(Spanish tnnslation of Sheher &er Disaster. 1978).
DAVIS.Ian, ed. (contributions by Frederick Cuny, A. Fernandez.I.
Howard and R. Mister. M. McKay. Paul Oliver. Everett Ressler,
J. Rivers and G. Brown, Alan Taylor, and Kenneth Westgate),
Distzsters and the Small Dwelling, Pergamon.Oxford, United,
Kingdom, 1981.
DRABECKT., “Social Processesin Disaster Family E-lacuation”.
Social Patterns. 16. 1969, pp. 336-349.
FOSTER,
Harold D., Disclsrer Planning: The Preservation of IiJe and
Propetiy, Springer-Verlag. New-York, USA, 1980(275 pages).
HAAS,J.E. H.C. CCCKRAN~ and D.C. EDDY. The Consequences of
Large-scale Evacuation Following Disasters: The Darwin, AMtralia. Cyclone Disaster qf 25 December 1974, Natuml Hazards
ResearchWorking Paper No. 27, July 1976.
HOWARD.
J., and R. SPICE.Plastic Sheeting - Its Use for Emergency
Mwsing and Orher Purposes, OXFAM, Oxford, United Kingdom, 1977
HUGUES,Richard, “Guide to Post-Earthquake Building Damage
Assessment”,Disaslers, Vol. 5. No. 4, 1982.
KaridmLtk
Frederick. Pre-Disaster Planning: The Role oflnternational Aid for Pre-Disaster Planning in Developing Counrries.

R.?ie of Resident Representatives in respect of Pre-Disaster Planning
and Disaster Relied: UNDP/PROG/73 (Restricted).
The Pro&&on
of Humcln
ters (AICONF.7O/B/7).

Settlements from

Namrai

Disaster ak Recovery:.A Longitudinal Studi* of ;he 1970 Gedir
Earthquake in Western Turkey, United StatesAir Force Acade-

Disas-

my, Colorado, USA, 1978.
MUIR-WOOD.
Robert, “Hard Times in the Mountains, Netv Scientisl.
14 May 1981,pp. 414-417.
Wafer Hazard (paper submitted on behalf of the United NAtions
Disaster Relief Co-ordinator to the 1981 International confer- NOR’roN.Reggie.“Disastersand Settlements”, Disaslers.vol. 4, No. 3.
1980, pp. 339-347,
ence on Hvdmlonv and the Scientific Bases for the Rational
Mana8emeht of--Water Resources). Paris, August 1981, OAKLEY.David, Transition Housing.for Victims of Disaster. Disaster
HYGRE;‘INF. I5 (restricted).
AssisianceManual, vol. I, Ofice of Housing Office of US For-

The potential Applications of Satellite Remote Sensing Technology to
Natural Disasters (AiAC.IOS/C. l/L-92).
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3. ASSOTATED BIilLIOGRAI’tIIES
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IXTERTECT
Atb~l‘.~t~:j~.frot,1 Intcrrttt An annotared hsting of 7b
pubhcanons awilablr from lntertect. Dallas. Texas. ISA. 1981.
on the foliosing topws: dnxster management; state of the art
studxs: disastermmgauon: generaldisaster studws:constnu%on
gmdes and trammg ads: bneling papers: case studies of opcnrums: reports and evaluations.
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I’nivcrsit) of Roorkce. Roorkee. 217672. Indta. 1977. Annotated
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Appendix E
COMPLEMENTARY

STUDIES

Three complementary documents have heen published:
I.

OAKLEY.thvid,of PADW. Inc., - Disaster.4ssrstance .Ifanua/. C’okcnreI - Transifion Holwlg$or
Victim qfflisaster. Available from: O&e of Housing Office of US Foreign Disaster Assistance
Agency for International Development, Washington DC. USA, 1981.
This domnent is concerned wilh the formulation qf “‘transitional housing” pohc~ in dewing
post-disaster housing. planned. designed and consmc~ed to prowde for the inmediate sheller
needsofrhedisaster vicmns. as we~~asfortheorder~~~andprogresstve transition q/sash proJec[ IO
permanent. itnprowd comtmttttttes.

1. PAN-AMERICAN HtsuTtt OR~~AMMTION. Etnergemv Health .Ifanagettrent a/ier Natural Disaster,
Qientific Publication No. 4007.Pan-American Health Organuation, Wshington. DC, USA, 1981.
Available from: Pan-American Health Organuation, 525 Twenty-Third Street, NW. Washington,
DC., ,037. USA.
Thts dowr~en: cotttam ,grmlance on topics puraNel IO thts v!trrJv: Hculrh tss~u:~related to d![l;‘renr
clwsrer Iypes. tn&Jds c!~u~.ux.wlg .~urww t~e~~fs:bask sanualwf~ tweds; tt~at~u~etm~r I$ /et?!.
porary sftrlennnn and r~yitgef cuttrps.
3. UNI’IEU NATIWS kltcitt CIMMLWONER mf REFUGEIS(UN HCR). I~atld,!mtk ,for l:‘tmvgetrtres,
United Nations Nigh Commissioner for Refugees. Geneva, Switzerland. 1982. Available from :
The Emergency Unit, UNHCR. Palais des Nations. CH 1211 Geneva IO. Switxcrland.
Thts dmmt~ent has hcerr curt&e(i by L’NllCK to rtnprovc INSrespotw lo re3rgee situations. II
tncludes sections concertmd with shelter promion. wafer and sanitarron. .4 churacterimc of these
gutdehnes IS rhe cottcern for a humane. fana!v onmated alfirade to shelter provisisron.
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Appendix F
FIIMS

ASD SLIDE LECT1:RE.S

-.,
1. 16 ttm tilm and vdeo cassette /26 mm 1
At home6th Hurricanes. A description ofbudding techniques to resist high winds descnbing the
Building Research Establishment prqect in St. Vincent. Hire from: Central Film Library.
Chalfont Grove. Gerrards Cross. Bucks. SL9 8TN United Kingdom or Purchase from:
Building Research Establishment. Garston. Watford. WDZ. 7JR, United Kingdom.
2.

-+_

16 nm film and vtdeo cassette ~appro.vbt:a~e(v 1.i tttms)

Bmildiqg for safety in HazardoosAreas. 4n excellent review inciudmg ammation photograph) of
the performance of building against earthquakes and high winds. The lilm includes advice
on hazard-resistant construction. Produced by Paul Thompson. for the Office of HousIng.
.4gency for lntemational Development. Washington. DC.. USA. 1982. (For details of hire or
purchase contact above address.)
3. The following three films are avatlahle on loan from Vlslon Habitat. United Nattons Centre for
Human Settlements. (Habrtat), HabItat Mm Distnbutmn Centre. Room E. 47 Palats des Natums.
CH-121 1 Geneva 10, Swnzcrland.
(3)

lb ttttn .fih& :?4 r,rnts/
An Australian lilm dennbing the Iesums learned from the Darwin cyclone
evacuation 25 well as other lessons from flood and bush tire disaster.

Livinp rritb Diiter.
(b)

lb

tttttt

film

/,%

tnrtw

Blanagua Earthqtu&.
(c)

A graphic account of the 1972 disaster. and reconstruction planmng

Ib nm .fifnz (26 minrl
\%stmaana Island. Dexriptton
landic torn.

of measures to prevent volcanic lava from destroying this I .=

4. Shde Ie.mres : capes slides tttanual ~appromnaw~y .?Otntns each lemtre/
llaman SrMemun~ and Diiters, Editor of &es, Ian I&is. No. I -fkfiniag an Approach for
Designers, lan Wvis; No. 2-Mitigation Measnres, Ken Westpte and Ian Davis; so. 3Simple Tecbniqm for hlabiag Adobe I’lonsesmore Eartbquakr-Resistant, Evcrctt Rcsslcr,

No. 4-Making Low-Income Homing Wind Resistant: A Cwe Study of Andhra Pradesh.
India Everett Resder and Ian Davis; No. G-Emergency Shelter after Diisrer, Ian fhvis.
Avaikble from Commonwealth Association of Architects, Building Centre. 26 Store Street.
London. WCI, UK.
5. Shde Iecwes: tapes slides manual tapproxitnale!y

20 wins each Iecwe ojM shdesl.

DisaskrsnmlSe8ilements. by Ian Davis. No. I -RedacingRisLP; No. 2-Preparing for Diinter;
No. 3-Shelter after Disaster: No. 4-Reconstroctioa Planniag. Produced by the United
Nations Centre for Human %ttlemcnts (Habitat) in co-operation with the Oflice of the
United Nations Disatvr

Relief Co-ordinator

(UNDRO).

Thcsc slide lectures are based on

the pnxnt UNDRO study. They can be obtained from UNCHS (Habitat). P.O. Box 30030.
Naimhi, Rcn?a. or from Human Settlements Information

Oflice Europe. United Nattons,

CH 121 Geneva IO. Switzerlnnd.
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Appendix G
PERIODICALS

I. Appropriate Technology
Intermediate Technology Publications Ltd., 9 King Street. Covent Garden, London United Kingdom. A forum for the exchange
of ideas among those directly involved in development work.
Technical articles, book reviews, readers contributions Quaterly.
2. Basics: A Source of Shared Information

velopment Corporation 01 India. 6 1 Mahtma Gandhi Marg. Lajnagar III. Dehli 4, India. Includes articles on technology for the
poor, rural-based industr) , housing. Month11
10. Xatural Hazards Observer
Institute of Behavioral Science. University of Colorado. Boulder.
Colorado 80309, USA. Primarily aimed at researchers. Information on available studies and contacc1s.conferences and meetings,
federal and state policies. regulationsand forthcoming Iegislatlon.
organizations and their prqects. grants for research. recent
publications. Quarterly.

on Rural Development

Rum! Communications, 17 St James Street, South Petherton,
Somerset, United Kingdom. Newsletter providing information
on development problems in an easily understood form. Settlements and housing; education and training; appropriate technology ideas and options. Bi-monthly.

I I. Soundings jrom .-tromd the II ‘orid
World Neighbors, 51 16 N. Portland, Oklahoma City. Oklahoma
73112. USA. Review of books. reports. periodicals. audio-visual
training aids. etc. produced by World Neighbors and other orgnnilations throughoul the world. Exccllcnl rcsourre for all aspects
of development. Quarterly.

3. Bc*yond Impact
Centre for Information and Research on Disaster and N’atunl
Hamrds, Caultield Institute of Technology. P.O. Box 197. Caulficld bst. Victoria 3145. Australia. A review of the eflect of
disasters and natural hazards in the Australian situation.
4. Devetopm~nt C’o~?rrr~irntcatto~tReport

13. TR-J.VET Newsletrer
TRANET (Tramnational Network for Appropriates Alternative
Technologies), P.0 Box 567, Rangeley. Maine 04970, [JSA. Publishcs lists of appropriate technology ccntrcs, low-cost and sclfhelp housmg groups. citizen planning, forthcoming meetings and
workshops. Good resource for contacts and information about
other organizations; fair resource for publications. Quarterly.

Division of Economic and Social Information, United Nations,
I21 I Geneva IO. Switzerland. Primarily devoted todevelopment
issues but includes some n:lieWreconstruction information. Good
source for publicationsand contacts. Articleson non-yovcmmental organizations, UN Agencies, technology, desertification, ecology-virology, development education. Monthly.
6. Disasters: International
tice.

3.

Technical Assistance Information Clearing House. 200 Park Avcnue South, New York, New York 10003. USA. This Newsletter is
an excellent sowce of information on US overseas development
assisiance projects, contacts and publications, forthcoming meetings and conferences. Quarterly.

Clearing House on Development Communications, 1414 22nd
Street NW. Washington DC.. 20037, USA. Good source for information on communications projects and technology. Quarterly.
5. Development Forum

>
par

Journal o/ Dmster Studirs and Prac-

14. LWDRO News
Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator, Palais
des Nations. I21 I Geneva 10. Switzerland. Reviews rcccnt disasters throughout the world and the response by UN agencies.
other organizattonsand national govcmments. Good rcsourcc for
meetings and conferences organized by the UN non-govemmcntal and intergovernmental organizations, voluntary agencies and
others. Also go,>d resource for recent publications. articles, etc. on
natural disartcrs and rclatcd subjccIs. Bi-monthly.

Pergamon Press, Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 OBW (United Kingdom). Edited by the staff of the International Disaster
Institute. Articles and infbrmalion on all facets of relieC: predisaster planning and mitigntion. disaster tax studies, epidemiology. Good resource for publications and contacts. Quarterly.
Disaster Management
Joint Assistance Cenlre (a voluntary action group for disaster
assistance), Adhyalma Sadhna Kendn Mehrauli, New Dehli.
110030 India. Highlights information emerging from India and
S.E. Asia on all aspects of disaster mitigation and relief/reconstruction management. Quarterly.

Invention intelligence
Department of Science and Technology, National Research De-

6.

l

7(
P.
R
N

IS. Unsche~faled Events
Disaster Research Center. Ohio State University. College of
Social and Behavioral Sciences, 128 Derby Hall, 154 N. Oval
Mall, Columbus, Ohio 43210, USA. Articles on studies and
research projects. forthcoming conferences and meetings, recent
publicatiuns. Good resource for contacts and references. Quarterly.

Disaster Preparedness in the Americas
Pan-American Health Organization (PAHO), Emergency Preparedness and Relief Coordination Unit, 525 23rd Street NW,
Washington, D.C. 20037, USA. Ncwsleltergiving information on
PAHO, WHO. and other UN Agencies. Reviews publications,
journals and newsletters on disasters. Good resource. Monthly.

5. *
2
B
[.

16.
Volunteers in Technical Assistance Inc., 3706 P.hode Island Avrnue, Mt Rainier, Maryland 20822, USA. Articles on intemational information exchange technology transfer/diffusion. rural
development programmes, appropriate technology, recent publications. networks and contacts. Good reference. Quarterly.
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SOL’RCES OF ISFOR\l%TIOSS

ON DISASTER

II

.VOIP.Organtrations marked with an asterish (*l arc known to have
parucular mtercsts m post-disaster shelter and housing
I.

2.

l AIA Research Corporation
Director.. Earthquake and Flood Research Program
i 735 New York Ave. N.W.
H’ashmgton, DC. 2OOO6
lx4

Buildmg Rescareh Estabhshment
Dr. Ketth Eaton
Overseas Divtsion Butldtng Research Statton
Garston. Watford. Hens..
1:nrtcd Kingdom

14. League of Red Cross Societies
I7 Chcmin dcs C‘rcts. Petit-Sxonnex
131 I Geneva I9
Svviuerland

dcs lXsastrcs
15 * Middle East Techmcal Unwersity
Eafihquake Engineenng Research Instttutc
Ankara
Turkcv
16 Munchencr Ruckverstchcrungs-Gcscllschaft
Koniginstnsse 107
D-8000 Munchcn 40
Federr, Republic of Germany

Earthquake Engineering Rcscareh Instimte (EERI)
2620 T&graph Avenue
Berkeley. Cahfomia
USA
l

I7

6. * International Council of Building Research Studies
and Documentation
704 Wccna
P.O. Box 207O4
Rottcrdam 3
Netherlands

l National Building Research Station
Director. Small Buildings Under Earthquake Stress Programme
Roorkec
North India

II? National Climatic Center
NOAA Tropical Cyclone File
Federal Buildtng
Asheville. North Caroltna ?XWOI
USA

7. lntcmational Disaster Institute (IDI)
Dr. Ftanecs D%ntza
85 M~lcbone
High Street
London WI M 3DE
United Kingdom

19 National Geophysical and Solar-Terrcsttial
Data Center
NOAA Earthquake Data File
Environmental Data and Information Service
Boulder Colorado 80303
USA

8. * International Institute of Seismology and
Earthquake Engineering
Building Research Institute
Ministry of Construction
3-28-8 Hyakunin-rho
Shinjttku-ku. Tokyo

20.

Japan
9. International Society on Disaster Medicine
IO-12 Chemtn de Surville
1213 Petit-Laney
Geneva
Switzerland
IO. lntemational Tsunami Infotmatton
P.O. Box 50027
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850
USA

* lntertect
Frederick C. Curt>
P.0. Boa 10501
Dallas, Texas 75107
ISA

13 * Jomt .Ass~stanccCentrc
.-\dhyatma Sadhna
Kendra jlehrauii
Nrw Dchh I lOO30
India

3. Coullleld lnstttute oi Tcehnology
Centrc for Information and Research on Dtsastcrs anO
Natural Hazards KIRDNN)
P.O.Boo\ I97
Caullicld East
Mclboumc. Victorta 3145
.4ustmlia

5.

SC’BJECTS

12. James C;isk Utuvrrsity of North 0ucvnsland
Dr. John 0hver
Centre for Disaster Studtes
PO James Ccok L:tn\ erstty
0ueensland 48 I I
Australia

l

4. Ccntrc de Rceherchc sur I’Epidcmiologie
Ecolc de Sante Publiquc
Unid d’cpidcmiologie
Univcrsitc eatholiquc de Louvam
Clos Chapclle-aux-Champs. 30
B-l tOO Brtuelles
Belgium

RELaTED

l National Information
Sewice for Earthquake Engineering
EERC, 415 RFS
47th Street and Hoffman Boulevard
Richmond. California 94804
USA

?I. National Science Foundation
Dr. Frederick Krimgold
Earthquake Hazard Mittgatton
1800 G Street N.W.
Washtngton DC 20550
USA

Center (ITIC)

81

University of Colorado
Natural Hazard Research Program
Institute of Behavioral Science No. 6
Boulder, Colorado 80309
USA

22. * OtTice of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator
(UNDRO)
Palais des Nations
CH-I21 I Geneva IO
Switzerland

31. Universrty of Michigan
Profcssoir Glen V. Berg
Earthquake Codes Program
Department of Civil Engineering
Ann Arbor. Michigan
USA

23. Ohio State University
Professor Henry Quarantclli
Disaster Research Center
127-129 West Tenth Ave
Columbus, Ohio 43201
USA
24.

‘5.

32. University of Minnesota
Underground Space Center
I I Mutes and Metallurgy Building
221 Church Street S.E.
MinneaP&.
Minnwota 55455
us.4

Oxford Polytechnic
Disasters and Settlements Unit (DSU)
Headington. Oxford OX3 OBP. UK
l

l

UhWAYAN

Jai Sen
36jIA Gareha Road
Calcutta 700 019
India

33. Univcrsrdad Nactonal de San Juan
lnstituto dr lnvcstigacioncs Antisismrcas
San Juan
Argentina

26. * United Nations Ccntrc for Human Scttlcmcnts (UNCHS)
Kcnptta Conference Ccntrc
P.O. Boon30030
Nairobi

34. University of Tomnto
Natural Hazard Research Program
Department of Geography
Toronto. Ontario
Canada

Kenya
27. United Nations Development
One. UN Plaza
New York, NY IO017
USA
28.

29.

35. * US Department of Housing and Urban Dcvelopmcnt
Ollicc of lntcmattonal Affairs
Washington. D.C. 20410
us.4

Programme (UNDP)

36.

United Nations High Commissioner for Rcfugccs
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Gcneva IO
Switzerland
l

l US Department of State
Agency for International Dcvclopmcnt
OlEce of Foreign Disaster Assistance
Washington. D.C. 20523

USA

l United Nations Regional Housing Center
Nirman Bbawan. MauIaaa Azad Road
LraDchli
II001 I

37. Volunteers in Teehnieal Assistance. Inc. (VITA)
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
Mt. Rainier. Maryland 20822
US4
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